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Foreword
My letters ! all dead paper, mute and white!
And yet they seem alive and quivering.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning
Dear Reader,
In any language, culture, and time period, words have the
power to move us. Regardless of the subject or the audience, there
is something about the invocation of words, the emotions and
images they possess, that create in us the desire to both write and to
read. It is with this firm belief that this collection of student work
was put together.
In the spirit of Whittier College, this compilation is a
showcase in diversity. From poetry, fiction, and scholarly writing,
to first-year and fourth-year students, this book is a splendor of
talent.
However, this year's edition of the Literary Review would
not be possible if it were not for the assistance of a variety of
people. First, thank you to all of those who submitted work to be
reviewed for publication. Thank you for having the courage to
share your work.
Secondly, thank you to those individuals who took time out
to read each of the submissions. Sean Kirk, Lauren Stracner,
Barbara Johnson, Cassie Wright, Katie Fellion, and Vani
Neelakantan were all awake and patient the Sunday morning of
selection, and for that I thank you. Thank you also to Brycie Jones,
Adam Witten, and Jason Yoon for reading through additional
submissions at a moment's notice.
Marilyn Chavez also helped this work, by accepting
submissions and sending out emails. I have no idea if it was in her
job description to do some of the stuff she did, but everything she
did was done well and with a smile. It was much appreciated.
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I would also like to express my deep gratitude to the
members of the Media Council for acknowledging the value of this
annual publication and allocating funds for the printing cost. Being
included as an on-campus publication is an important and valuable
position, and is appreciated.
Lastly, and ever more importantly, Dr. Anne Kiley should be
recognized for her unwavering, enthusiastic support of this book.
Without her the yearly tradition would have faded long ago,
making Whittier College the lesser without it, and without her. The
loss of her famous cinnamon rolls would have been a major blow to
members of Sigma Tau Delta as well. But in all seriousness, Dr.
Kiley is valuable beyond words, both to this publication and to our
community.
I have no famous last words to offer. I can only welcome
readers to the 2006 edition of the Literary Review. May you also
recognize and appreciate the talent we saw.
Sincerely,
Christine Hill
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2006 Newsom Award Winners for Poetry
First Place (Tie)
Martina Miles

Rich Rhapsodic Desperation
I've got to think that there is more to life than this, sitting in my dorm
room listening to Fiona Apple or the Shins or Edith Piaf or Rio Kiley and
feeling so nouveau cool and special and unique with the door wide open
and looking at myself through the eyes of the various friends or strangers
who pass by and peer in. Thinking only of myself as I am reflected in the
stares of other people. Hoping only that I will be seen as interesting or
intriguing or exotic or rare. This can't be what the world is really like, the
dark outside framed by the small lights strung across the windowpane,
the rich velvet of the music covering my skin, the scent of baking blowing
through the gaping door and sinking deep into my throat, the white wine
cooling in the fridge, daunting the thin veneer of authority to peek in and
find me out, needling me with its calm presence to drink in, drink well.
The small turns of dance I make with myself, feeling my body taunt and
effective under my loose and comfortable clothing. The itch in my fingers,
the steady drumbeat of words in my temples, the need to write stronger
than the desire to drink, sleep, converse. The The words that burst
through as I rush, mad with my own hubris to the computer to type, to
my friends to speak, to spit words fast and furious before they leave and I
have to sit alone in my mediocrity, my laziness. None of this can be what
it's really like to be alive, the brilliantly scarlet ideas slipping viscous over
the corners of my brain, flat like the earth before Columbus, and into the
netherworld. Their memory taunting like the barest taste of chocolate half
remembered and wholly craved. Every new word is another nail in the
coffin, another knit in the handbasket taking me directly to hell, my own
self-righteous brilliance an idea I curse and chase. This is the painting I'm
living, not the rest of my life, this uncomfortable mix of essay, story, and
poem. This life is too vivid and pointless to be an essay, too unstructured
and meaningless to be a story, too real to be poetry. The sounds of foreign
music make me feel more strikingly alien than I am, the tip-tap of the
keyboard not the click-clack of the typewriter I wish it were, the bottle of
water not the glass of scotch on the rocks I fantasize about despite never
having drunk. The scenery outside the window is not Paris at night and I
am no Ingrid Bergman, no Lauren Bacall, with my hair perfectly tousled
and heels crossed delicately at my sides. My sweat pants and bare feet are
not the same costume of the sultry, wise, and delicate femme-fatale I wish
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I were. There is no long slim cigarette at my red-rouged lips, no perfume
creating an aura of seduction around my head, no long slow looks at the
lover who wants to figure me out, who will pull me to him and kiss me
then slap me across the face to calm me down, then kiss me again. The
drama I feel is not the classic romance I want it to be.
These words are not Hemingway, Steinbeck, Vonnegut, and I am no
writer, yet.
This is the rock of ages.
First Place (tie)
Martina Miles

Small Flower
Under my chest, this small flower blooms-petals growing larger.
What space it does have it has taken from me and I can have no
more. My chest grows tight.
Freedom grows snug around me-the stem smacks into my ribs
with the twang of my father's plucked guitar string.
Small flower grows big, my chest aches with the pressure. My
mother folds clothing in our spacious living room.
Small flower has a name - Lonesome. My chest is full, my life is not.
Emptiness takes up the air; I choke on fumes.
Without my air, small flower cannot grow - it knows this but will
not stop, slowly stifles the life out of me.
Small flower, I am desperate for you to stop your growth. I have
run out of space and my lungs have barely the strength to gasp for
more breath.
I cannot accommodate you, small flower. You have grown past my
limits and your leaves poke out of my mouth. I can no longer
swallow.
I begin to shiver; small flower sucks the warmth from my bones,
my future seems so warm, but small flower has made me so frail I
can't seem to reach it.
Small flower, my tears feed you and poison me. If I had one kiss,
would it kill you like the apple?
I turn away; ignore the tension in my chest.
When I turn back, Oh, small flower, how you've grown.
8

Second Place
Kelly Muscolo
at ashley bratton's house
when we were little
we would squat in your front yard
next to your mom's silver car ext to the bush with solid green leaves and
the small sun-colored buds and
we would peer into the plant's webbed voids,
searching for tiny spiders and snails
then, cautiously, we would sneak over
to the flowers and study their scent,
their feel, their cream- and honey-colored visitors
who would in a whisper flutter to the flower
and flail out a long, curled, sticky tongue
to taste the syrupy nectar
i know the feel of their tongues
and the gentle fuzz on their heads
because after we looked at them for long enough,
we would rip off their wings
one
by
one
and pinch the end of their thin tongues
with our sharpened fingernails and pull

Third Place
Cassie Wright
Everyone has to write a love sonnet
For you and I are like a knot pulled tight:
A mass of loop'd and tangled dirty thread.
And though you pull away with all your might,
The knot will only tighten, tangles spread.
Untie the knot? At one time, could be done.
My thread would have held only one small kink.
The ends would have remained as newly spun:
So long and straight, could knot a different link.
But now our threads entwine without an end.
There is no way to gently untie, so
You hack some painful chops? And then no mend!
A pile of lifeless threads, the fatal blow.
Don't yank your thread from mine, where it is sewn.
A knot is stronger than a thread alone.

Poetry by Vani Neelakantan
Water and Fire
Try it like this,
Put salt and pepper away,
Picture salt and sugar,
It is sweet and sour,
Like cold water and fire,
If you can picture them together,
That's how we would be,
Like two opposing units,
Joined by the unifying desire,
The desire to be real and be alive,
In a plane of existence that we create.
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Poetry by Felix Facundo, II

The Villa Los Pinos Men's Club
There's no furniture in this room, and nowhere to sit but on
the floor - there is a television sitting atop an old crate in the
corner, and an old cd player plugged into a jack in the empty closet.
Short Mexicanos (from the far south of Mexico) arrive on their
bikes, and steam in and out of this room all day, most arriving with
twelve, or twenty-four packs of brew. Every time you pass the
opened window of this room, the smell of malt liquor notices your
nose, and inside, men laugh. They have the TV on but it is muted,
while an accordion and horn heavy music buzzes, bands, and
clashes from the old stereo. There's always at least four men in this
room who lean against three respective walls, and none of them
wear shoes. There are at least 16 different men who can be seen
entering and departing from this room at any time, and they are
always sharing a low silly laugh, because someone has always just
been called a nasty name, not in Spanish, but in Mayan.
Most nights, another short, frumpy Mexican woman comes
to bring them tamales, chile rellenos or enchiladas; they pay her
with whatever they have, and they dig deep into their pockets,
placing their nickels and dimes into the palm of her hand. She
must love one, or maybe all, of these men dearly.
They'll eat, drink some more, joke some more, crash out, and
wake up the next morning to find that most of their friends are
gone. They'll head out of this room, downstairs to their bike which
is chained to the handrail of the stairs, and very slowly mount the
bicycle. Wobbly, woozy, and very slowly, they'll pedal on out of
the complex, out into it.
They've made it to America, and this is what it's all about.
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Turin, Within de Chirico
a real out of body expression
is recollecting that severe, solitary place
whence the menace came to conquer and thrive
rows of arcadia
half of a horse,
half of a statue
a train pumping
& a hazy clock,
at 2:14 p.m.

arches
and half a hero
steam in the distance
stopped

the sun is set so high in the sky
in a still, spread, suspended sky!
while far beneath it
haunted shadows
melancholy shapes
& creeping shades
fall all over the empty town of Turin
where everything is bolted down to the ground
because the law of gravity no longer exists
& way over there
across the vacant plaza
beyond the bronzed Karolo Borommo
in that building of endless arches and endless walkways;
there lies the dead bodies of Romeo and Juliet.

Carnival Clairvoyance
Blymee!
what stymies
what mystifies me, most about earth
is man -born slimy
who lives and dies quietly
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unknown, ultimately alone and without a remembrance
and he who foresaw it at age nine
who waited in carnival lines
who saw The Couple
the young, the poor, the happy couple
their upside down smiles and hair hanging
while ride spun and water was shot over all on board
electric magic carnival ride
upside down water slide
elicits happy joys from all
growing a couple closer
they would forgive each other
and they would get married
he who foresaw it at age nine
waiting in line
for a carnival ride
solitary air and space
felt and smelt of freedom
from any human relation
this golden alone-ness was daring
this new enchantment
first moment out on his own
high, high above ground
taking in the long view of the land
oh fertile land of his own single minded though!
that of infinite movements and sharp observations
on the true nature of love!
the only allure now
the hot hell bath
with shower doors shut
while breath skips over the waves his own body makes
13

the
the
the
the
way

music that his own body makes
rhythms
symphony of the storm sea
crashing of waves and words and symbols
out in the middle of the Indian ocean!

when he understood
when he foresaw
when he stepped outside
when he was lifted
when he was transported
when he traveled far away
did he first become seduced by
the sex of the world
its wedding songs and showers
and the smile on the face
of every solitary soul in attendance

Poetry by Cassie Wright

Plastic Lament
You took the best years of my life,
Then threw me in the recycling bin.
To be your perfect accessory, I strived,
Yet over your shoes, cars and hair,
I couldn't win.
I should've known you didn't care much
With all your careers and ethnic poses,
Vet, astronaut; Malaysian, Dutch,
Inspiring everyone with your charm.
I'm the one who loses.
My history is entwined with yours.
Unlike you, I can't stand alone.
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Who cares about a male fashion bore,
A guy who tried to impress his doll?
My life is done.
Remember the senior prom, and trips to Malibu?
You drove me in you red Ferrari.
Remember you let me drive once, too?
And all our history as "us"...
Why aren't you sorry?
With all my devoted tendencies:
Clean-shaven for every date,
Hair combed, bleached, spiked or teased
Depending on your whim and style.
Yet, you ignore our fate.
Still, I know you aren't a fickle babe,
You're just caught up in fame and parties.
I'm not asking for more than what you gave
All along, so when you're ready,
I'll be waiting, Barbie.

Poetry by Barbara Johnson
Thirteen Contemplations of a Magnolia Blossom
I
Delicate, pearl-silk vein
White skin growing
Persperant in perpetual stillness.
II
One hundred
Explosions of life
Mingling in isolation.
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III
Shading my life
I die,
Just a sprout of green.
IV
Dead beauty
Emitting colorful aroma
clouding the lobby blue.
V
Ravaged by the ice-wind
Anatomy browns, falls,
Withers, flies.
VI
In the night glowing
Worlds of water spots
Glisten in the moon-pale light,
Your face cool.
VII
Decayed, dry
Paper bag texture
Fuels heat spreading
Across the state.
VIII
The dropping of seed
Come from a whispy sky
Carries death from one place
Leaving life in another.
IX
Stripped pinecone
The end of a budding
Child as an old man.
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X
Burned and blackened
By the dizzying orbit
I fall from the source of life.
XI

Blossom of inspiration
Between the buildings
Waiting to uncover
Itself, the muse.

XII

Life nurturer
Still and virgin
Until plucked
By a starving child.
XIII

Exotic perfumer
Of foreigners,
Ordinary pleasure
Of mine.

Poetry by Kelly Muscolo
Ideals
I decided today that I want to be a lifetime intellectual.
I don't need a smooth-riding car
or a heated home for chilly nights.
Any car is faster than my legs could run,
and thermostats don't fill a room with crackling orange.
I'd prefer resting outside in the late summer dusk drinking in the sticky golden sundrops and
questioning reality with my soul-partner
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over putting on diamonds and a face
to watch women wail in an enclosed opera house.
My father used to wear Birkenstocks
and smoke what he could find
out of a pipe.
He wrote poetry and short stories
and wooed my mother with his Bohemian charm.
I don't know when he decided that
a two-story house, swimming pool, five bedrooms
and a fast, fast Porsche
was more important than playing Scrabble
with his family.
My brother and I grew up in day cares
and were shipped off to basketball and science camps.
I didn't know what my father did for a living
or if his voice would crack
when telling us bedtime stores of his childhood.
We got into a viscous political discussion
the weekend I graduated from high school.
His eyes bulged, his neck thickened with red
and he spewed small chunks of steak from his mouth,
snarling and biting the air ferociously.
I ran to my room crying, my wet face shamed,
and pushed my skull as far as it would sink into the pillow.
Yes-he had shunned my rationale and mocked my soul,
but I cried because I couldn't understand
from where all his hate could have stemmed.
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Poetry by Lee Beltrand Chan

The Bird comes to Rest on my Outstretched Hand
I've been sleeping too long
The leaves have fallen
First they turned red, golden
Clinging to a lifeline lost, until the wind sweeps them away
Then they fell, losing their hue as they depart
Gold turns to brown and brown crumbles at the touch,
Of course... I wasn't awake for all that
I lay, my head thrown back, my arms outstretched, palms up
Dreams mirror reality except my leaves stay green
So I stay asleep
Then the bird comes to rest on my outstretched hand
Pecking at my palm until I awake
She stares into my cloudy eyes, cocks her head
It's been a long rest

Pieces
I wanted
say something.
matter
happens
you
heart.
all
isn't it?
It's
It was just
me.
Now, it's
Me.
are there.
I am
We
apart.
All we have left is pieces.
Now even
I
words to say
love you
But Ican't
in between
gaps.
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So I keep
Until
hear
I
forever
because I
and you know it.
Poetry by David Novosyolov
I see images of angels dancing by the shore
I see images of angels dancing by the shore,
Why can't I break through the crescent door?
Mindless groans come from the people outside,
Taunting me to join them on the other side,
There is no purpose here in my desolate room,
I sit here and wait for certain doom,
Blast the angels who told me this room is fun,
This room has everything except my purple gun,
A knocking at the door begins to pound,
I grow excited to the echoing pound,
Here they come to release me from my fate,
The hour has come but I'm not ready for my date.
The pounding of the door begins to fade,
No, don't leave me alone in my miserable shade,
Why must the angels tease me inside my hell?
What purpose do I have in this rotten cell?
I long to escape this physical place,
And go to the mountain of the state of the race.
The pounding at the door explodes,
The room becomes invisible by the light,
I become a ray of light,
Emerging from my room free from constant boundaries,
I hear the images of the angels by the door,
I see the images of the angels dancing at the shore.
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2006 Newsom Award Winners for Fiction
First Place

Growth
By Brycie Jones
Fifteen minutes after landing on the moon, George Shelton
had already managed to get himself arrested. He sat in the back of
the police rover, with a small computer pressed to his head. On the
other side of the computer, fiddling with its controls, was a cop in
the process of sending the message to the microchip embedded in
his brain to begin semi-paralysis. He slowly felt the feeling in his
body melt away until he was numb everywhere but his mouth.
The cops always left enough movement in their arrestees so that
they could speak. Shelton took advantage of this right away: "Do I
have to go back?" He needed to keep the cop talking. He needed
time.
The cop pulled the computer away from Shelton and walked
around to look into his eyes. He could barely see a reflection of
himself in the cop's silver crescent badge, as he stared unblinkingly
back, unable to move his eyes or eyelids. He tired to focus, to
remember what he'd learned from his colleagues. The cop,
however, had begun to laugh and was reaching into Shelton's coat
pocket to pull out a small burlap bag. Shelton jumped, though his
body made no movement, and the cop, sensing Shelton's fear,
waved the bag under Shelton's nose.
"You know this stuff's contraband.. .1 didn't even think any
of you crop-heads were still around." The cop stopped to open the
bag himself, and seeing its contents, his pale features crinkled in
disgust. Shelton tried to refocus thinking, remember, ignore him.
All energy must be directed to the task at hand.
"You're luck you made it past the Shuttle Guard in the first
place." He threw the light bag back onto Shelton's lap. Shelton
wanted to grab it and hold on to the precious cargo, but his body
remained frozen.
All Shelton wanted to do was take the bag, hide it, keep it
safe from the incinerator. He could not let the bag, his work, be
lost. Shelton willed every muscle he had to rise up and overthrow
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the chip in his head. Focus, focus, Almond told himself. The job
must be complete.
"What is it with you crew, anyway?" The cop was settling
in, relaxing as the rover slowly rolled to the Judicial building. He
pulled out a ration bar and began to chew off a piece of the
flavorless gummy food. He spoke with his mouth full: "Always
trying to change the way things are. Don't you read the newscasts?
What you're trying to do just isn't good for mankind, buddy.
Crops, farming, plants - it just begets slavery and elitism. Let
everyone eat the same, man." The cop gestured with his ration bar,
now half-gone. "Let no one be a slave to food - either as a worker
or through cravings. Have some damn loyalty to your brethren,
not a fool's dream, you know?" The cop glanced up into the
rearview mirror to stare into Shelton's eyes. But they, along with
the rest of Shelton (and the small burlap bag), had vanished.
Shelton ran along the moon's surface, the newly oxygenated
atmosphere looming overhead. He knew he didn't have much
time - the cop would have figured out that he was a teleporter by
now and was probably looking for any recent field disturbances. It
would only take five, maybe ten minutes before they located where
he had disappeared to. He just needed to find the get in and get
out before their teleporters latched onto his frequency and jumped
to him. But first, he needed to find the right place There it was: a small watering can had been left by a
comrade, marking the correct spot. The spot was well outside
normal traffic, accessible only by teleportation or for the deathdaring, a very lengthy and dangerous rover ride. Shelton dove to
the ground and furiously began digging, trying to remember the
correct dimensions for the hole. Everything depended upon this.
The dirt gave way easily. Another comrade, likely the same one
who had left the water can, had already tilled the ground here and
had added the proper nutrients.
Shelton's dust-caked fingers hurriedly grabbed the burlap
bag. Turning the bag over the hole, Shelton dumped the contents
into the revitalized moon surface. He quickly covered the hole
with the enriched dirt, sprinkled some of the water over the top,
22

and quickly jumped into the midst of a crowded street. Shelton
knew that the cops and teleporters would find him quickly now
that he was well within their usual territory. He still clutched the
burlap bag.
Shelton stood in the street, his feet firmly planted to the
ground. Through the weaving trails of people, he could see
shimmering apparitions appear out of nowhere. As they solidified
they began to clear of the section. Shelton felt the waves of ear pass
through the crowd as they quickly cleared out of the streets into
nearby cafeterias, where the ration bars were distributed. The cops
must have told them a crop-head was in the vicinity - the public
feared those who shared Shelton's view on food. Now out of
Shelton's reach, the people pressed their faced against building
windows, watching to see what the man would do.
Shelton knew what he must do. He stayed in place, but
pulled a small igniter from his pocket and lit the austere burlap bag
aflame. The cops were now approaching steadily, reading their
weapons.
Shelton held the now flaming bag over his head. "I'd rather
destroy it myself than let you lot have any pleasure in its
destruction!" he yelled to them, still standing, still unyielding.
Shelton tried to teleport out, but felt nothing save for a resistance;
they had put up an area barrier, as he had expected they would. At
least his task had been done - other comrades would carry on from
here. Their group was small, but growing and he had confidence
the fight would go on. With no way out, Shelton tossed the flaming
bag toward the line of cops. Within seconds he dropped to the
ground, felled by jolts from their weapons.
But, back by the water can, the corn had already begun to
grow.
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Second Place
Where Babies Come From
By Peter Johnson
That night, husband-extraordinaire told her he wanted
children.
Children. It was what Sara wanted more than anything.
When he made his announcement, she realized that it was as if her
whole life had been for this - for this moment and for all the
moments that followed after. From this precise moment on, Sarah's
lie was not about keeping herself and husband-extraordinaire
fulfilled. From this very second onwards, she was one and only
one thing: a mother.
When she killed husband-extraordinaire goodnight that
night she tried to pour all of her love and gratitude into it. She
tried to convey all the depth of emotion, all of the joy that his
decision had given her.
"I'll get the children first thing in the morning," she said.
Husband-extraordinaire pattered her hand and went up to bed.
Sara rose early the next morning, gliding into the kitchen
and feeling the rush of buttering morning sun gleaming off
linoleum floors. The joy of starting a day, bathed in natural light,
and doing sweet things for those you loved. For a long time, Sara
didn't realize she was crying. Hot tears of love and joy and
something more slipping down her cheeks as she make husbandextraordinaire's lunch, rolled up the top of his lunchbag, and, in the
back of her mind, thought through the day and all that she must do
to be ready. He came downstairs and took the lunch and she
kissed him again, love and gratitude and every other happy feeling
she could imagine, passing from her lips to his cheek. Husband
extraordinaire thanks her for the lunch.
"I'll be home by six."
"The children will be here by the time you arrive," Sara said
and even kissed him a second time.
And then there was so much to do and so much planning.
Planning something wonderful must be the greatest thing a person
can experience, Sara thought. She went to the garage and gathered
up the various firearms. There were two shotguns, one that she
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had given to husband-extraordinaire on their honeymoon and the
other before they were married. The older was hard, and wooden,
and masculine, over and under double-barreled, break-action
shotgun. The newer one was black, Remington Model 870, twelve
gauge, pump-action shotgun, three-round choke, three and a half
pounds. Sara preferred this one. Both were checked, loaded, and
stored mt eh car before she moved on to the side arms. Husbandextraordinaire had an impressive collection of pistols, ranging from
revolvers to several different semi-automatic models. Sara
carefully took a few of her favorites from their cases, cleaned and
loaded them, and stowed them in the car. Sara doubted she would
need them, but she mixed up a few Molotov cocktails too, adding
dish soap which would supposedly make the burning fluid more
sticky. There was no excuse for letting poor preparation stand
between Sara and motherhood. She was going to be a good
mother, a great mother, and great mothers always plan for
everything.
She double-checked her equipment, set the VCR to record
Dinner at Julia's, and looked around her home. 'When I come
back,' she thought, 'I'll be a mother and I will have children to raise
and love and take care of,' and she smiled.
As she drove out of the neighborhood that she and husbandextraordinaire had lived in since they got married, she stuck a
Carly Simon tape in her cassette player and hummed along as
Carly sang 'Boys in the Trees.' 'We'll need a larger house,' Sara
mused. She wondered how many children she would get. She
always wanted two children -a boy and a girl. The boy would be
older, of course, so he could take care of his sister. And Sara and
the girl would be so close and she could have all the prettiest
clothes and dolls and the sweetest room imaginable. With lace.
And Sara could teach her all of the things she had learned from
taking care of husband-extraordinaire.
By now she was far enough way from her own home. She
would drive into the first development she saw and scout it out.
'Rolling Greens,' seemed like a good choice. 'Nice-sized homes,
pretty lawns,' she thought, 'maybe we can get our new house in a
place like this.' And there it was, looking just as if it was calling out
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to her. A big blue house with a child's bicycle out front. The lawn
was perfectly manicured, edged and trimmed beautifully. She
pulled the car into the driveway and killed the engine and looked
up and down the street to see if there was anyone watching. No
one. She pulled two of the pistols from her daypack and stuck
them into the waistband of her skirt. Then she gathered up the
Rimington and pumped it as she exited the vehicle, walking up to
the front door and ringing the doorbell.
She aimed the shotgun at the closed door and waited
patiently as she heard feet padding their way towards her. The
door swung open and Sara found herself staring into the eyes of a
squat, brown-skinned woman. Sara fired.
The impact blasted the woman against the opposite wall
where she crumpled and slid down to the floor. Sara hoped it was
the maid. All-thing-being-equal, she would prefer Caucasian
children, she decided. That hadn't occurred to her earlier. But
Mexican children raised by a white family would probably be
awfully confused.
She listened carefully as the shotgun echoes died and she
though she heard two sets of feet. There were two people upstairs,
one was obviously a small child. Now that she had fired the
shotgun she would need to regain control of the situation
immediately. She would deal with the police if she had to, but the
whole affair would be a lot easier if Sara could eliminate any adults
before they had managed to get to a phone. She pumped the
shotgun and made her way to the stairs. If the Mexican woman
had been their mother, then maybe all she had to do was collect the
children upstairs. She fought the urge to rush up to them. Safety
was more important. She couldn't let the desire to see her children
ruin everything now. She needed to act quickly in order to avoid
the police, but she couldn't go rushing in. And there were several
doors and she couldn't be sure that there wasn't another adult. But
there, off to her right, was a slight sound. Instantly, Sara crossed to
the door and kicked it in, and registered something out of the
corner of her eye right before the woman hiding inside of the room
brought the sewing machine smashing down into Sara. Sara hit the
ground hard, shotgun clattering to one side and the sewing
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machine thudded the ground next to her. Her shoulder and her
temple and ribs all seemed to be piercing white lights of pain. She
tried to get above the pain and shake off the dizziness. She could
deal with that later.
The other woman stood over her, wide-eyed, mouth gaping,
hands shaped like talons. They froze in that exact position, staring
into each other's eyes.
'Pistols,' Sara thought. She began to itch her good hand
towards the pistols in her waistband. The woman let out a horrible
scream and pounced, clawing at Sara's face. Sara threw up her
hands to protect herself, but too slow. Painted nails ripped her
skin. That horrible scream filled Sara's ears.
No. This woman would not keep Sara's children from her.
She had come this far. This woman would not stop her. Sara
brought her teeth down on those clawing fingers, biting hard until
she tasted the woman's blood. She stabbed her thumbs at the
woman's eyes. She shot hard, staccato screams and threw all her
weight against her attacker, throwing the other woman to the
ground.
Sara forced herself to her feet, but the woman grabbed her
around the knees. In the instant before the woman pulled her
down, Sara grabbed for a knitting needle she saw on the table. In
that frantic moment, she threw her weight to spin around as she
fell, facing the woman, and brining the needle down into the
attackers throat.
Sara knelt there for a long, quiet moment, feeling the
woman's warm blood froth over her hands.
Then, a small, petrified voice woke her from the moment. It
was the tiny cry with no words at all. Sara slowly opened her eyes.
And there they were, standing the doorway, clutching one
another. Two young boys. Probably three and five. Her children.
Sara's children. And they were absolutely perfect. She stared at
their eyes, their hair, their mouths, their ears. She gaped at the
beauty of her newborn children. They were perfect. And as she
gazed at her children, Sara realized that she was in love with them.
That she had been in love with them from the moment she was
born.
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Her babies stared down at the woman on the floor. They
were terrified by what their mother had done.
"Mommy!" the older screamed.
Sara rushed to the, gathering them in her arms, ignoring the
pain. "I'm here, my darlings. I'm here. I'm here, I'm here, I'm
here, I'm here." And she kissed them and kissed them and kissed
them, and she poured all her love that she had just realized into
every kiss. They were all crying now. "Mommy's here."
After several minutes, Sara broke her embrace. She kissed
each child's forehead and tussled the eldest's hair. "We have to
hurry, my darlings. We can't stay here for long." And, sure
enough, she heard, far off in the background, the distant sound of
sirens.
But the children seemed glued to the spot. They still stared
down at the dead woman and they still cried.
"Oh, my darlings, my darlings, I know it is difficult to
understand. It is so difficult to understand. But we must leave
now. We must leave now."
Her children didn't seem to hear her. The sirens were
getting closer. She could carry them, both. Not with her wounds.
And they stood there, ignoring everything she said. Sara couldn't
understand.
"Boys!" she said, trying to hold back sobs. "Boys, you must
come with me. You must come with me right now!"
There was still no response. She suddenly couldn't fight the
sobs. They began to burst to the surface, one after the other, faster
and faster.
"Boys!" she cried and slapped the older child. "Boys, I am
your mother now! You must come with me! Now!"
The two wet faced looked up at Sara. They had stopped
crying. The younger one looked like he might start again at any
moment, but she had gotten their attention.
"We must leave now," Sara said, regaining herself, brushing
tears away from her face. "Now." With her good arm she reached
out and took the younger one's hand and began to lead him away,
towards the stairs. He didn't resist. He started crying again, but he
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walked with her quietly. The elder one stood still, looking from the
dead woman to his younger brother.
"Come along," Sara called. He stayed where he was.
"Come along!" The elder boy bowed his head and shuffled after
them. She hurried them down the stairs, past the dead maid, out
the front door, and into the backseat. The sirens were closer now.
She reached into the backseat to buckle them in, kissing each of
them on the forehead. She was sorry she had lost her temper. She
had never meant to hit them. She kissed the older boy again.
She gunned the engine and shot out of the driveway, down
the cul-de-sac, passing the daypack of pistols back to the boys. "If
the police start chasing us, I need you to shoot at them, ok?"
"Ok," the youngest one whimpered. The both seemed very
scared. But that was only natural.
The police didn't chase them. Sara managed to get out of
'Rolling Greens' and, by the time they had arrived, she was far
away, blended in with the afternoon traffic. The youngest boy had
started to cry again. "Oh, don't cry, baby," Sara said. "When we
get home Mommy's going to make you the best lunch you ever
had." She thought for a moment. "And I'll make you a birthday
cake too. And then we can all sit together and wait for Daddy to
come home." She hoped husband-extraordinaire would be
pleased. He would probably prefer two boys. Maybe he would
take them fishing or hunting. She imagined their first fishing trip
with husband-extraordinaire. She wondered what he would want
to name them. Sara smiled at her children in the rear-view mirror.
Yes, it was only natural that they would find all this a little
frightening. Children know so little about the real world. But they
would have to learn sometime.

Third Place
Free Fall
By Lee Beltrarid Chan
The door slides open and immediately wind fills the belly of
the plane. The dull, metallic rattle of the wind sliding along the
outside of the hull is replaced with a deafening roar as cold, crisp,
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atmospheric air violently fills the cabin. I sense my anxiety rising
as this foreign body of air fills the entire plane. The steel belly,
holding itself together against the elements, is reassuring compared
to the heights we are about to face.
Alaina tries to yell something at me from where she is sitting
with Jasper, barely five feet away, on the bench opposite mine. I
could hear nothing as the wind played the plane like a flute
without a mouthpiece. I shake my head, pointing at my ear. She
cups her hands over her mouth and yells it this time, taking a. deep
breath and letting her back arch slightly before pushing out the
words that still couldn't reach my ears over the deafening wind.
She tries again, this time keeping her mouth closed, lifting Jasper's
arm and pointing at his watch; it was time.
I stand up, clasp my karabiner to the line overhead and
move into position in front of the open door. It had been one of
those ideas that was in the back of my mind, always in the
planning stage, but then the results came, and it quickly became
Jasper's idea and came into action. Now we are miles above the
ground, looking down at the world from quite a different
perspective. The mountains lose some of their majesty when you
are looking down at them instead of up. Now they look like violent
gray explosions of rock, attacking the earth from within itself. Our
landing zone is situated between these two mountains; a valley,
hidden by gray, ominous clouds.
I look back at Jasper and Alaina as they get into position
behind me. Alaina clings to Jasper as he hooks first her harness,
then his own onto the line above. I had known Jasper since the
beginning of high school. We had been friends, but we hadn't been
close until the fall of our sophomore year. I had been in my first
serious relationship, I had romanticized it, idealized the girl, put
her on a pedestal even. It had ended rather abruptly. Gone with
the wind, so to speak. I ended up with a razor to my wrist, alone in
the home I had grown up in, contemplating my life over the
remnants of one of my parents' bottles of wine. Jasper had called
right then and all he said was, "How are you doing, are you okay?"
He saved my life. I owe him everything for that, and now here we
are.
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The wind is cold. It whips across my body, making my
jumpsuit cling to me, making me feel naked. I turn and look at the
couple behind me. Jasper is shivering, his arms crossed, each
rubbing the other to keep warm. His eyes are closed; he is drawing
into himself, preparing for the jump. His suit clings to his thin
body, the excess material flapping behind his thin body. Alaina is
at his side yelling something in his ear through a cupped hand, her
other wrapped around his waist, keeping him close. Her suit fits a
little better, no excess material, her curves beautifully outlined by
the cold, deafening, revealing wind. In recent months, Jasper had
retreated into himself, seeking some sort of solitude and peace in
his increasingly chaotic life. I could understand that need, but even
more, I understood Alaina's sadness and confusion at Jasper
pulling away. It was her first relationship, her first kiss, her first
love. She had only grown closer to Jasper as he separated himself
from his life with her. I wanted to be able to comfort her, but her
only source of comfort was the distant Jasper.
I meet Jasper's determined eye, he bobs his head; it's time to
jump. He looks pale, weak, fragile. I lean towards him and yell
over the wind, "Are you okay? How are you doing?"
He nods his head, but I'm not sure if he heard or if he's just
nodding in agreement with the wind. He pushes me towards the
open door playfully. He points to his bald head. I smile and give
his smooth scalp a solid rub. I flash Alaina a smile and jump.
***

Liam disappears quickly behind the plane as he catches the
wind. I'm scared, I wouldn't have done anything like this if the
situation was less urgent, but how could I let Jasper do this on his
own? I squeeze his arm, and look into his eyes. He meets my eyes,
flashing a warm smile. He has lost some of the color in his face and
is shivering worse now. Even over my fear of heights and death,
I'm worried about him more than anything else. I wrap my body
around his to keep him warm. He smiles again. I am still waiting
for an answer, even having yelled with my hands cupped around
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his ear, I don't know if he heard those three simple, complicated
words.
He leans into me, letting his eyelash brush and flutter
against my cheek in a dozen butterfly kisses. He wraps his arms
around the small of my back. His voice penetrates the wind as he
whispers softly, "I love you too."
I lean into him, letting him support me. The warmth of his
body feels more real in contrast to the cold wind flowing around
the two of us, pushing us together. In this moment, with the
warmth of his body against mine, the wind, the height from the
ground, I feel like we are one person. I nuzzle my face into his
neck, resting my ear against his chest. His chest rises and falls;
short, quick breaths. I feel my anxiety rising to my throat. Before I
can stop myself the tears are already flowing, little pieces of myself
leaving nothing behind but a salty taste.
Jasper wipes away my tears, then squeezes me even harder,
holding us together closer than it seems we've ever been before. A
single moment has never been nearer to eternity. He loosens his
grips and leads me to the open door, positioning me in front of
him, keeping me from falling out of the plane with his hands
wrapped around my waist. I lean forward, the wind roaring, filling
my ears as the full power of the wind hits my face. Below me the
mountains on either side of our landing zone look so far away from
one another, so separated, their cold frozen peaks hidden from each
others view by the clouds gathered above the valley. The distance
and the cold, wet clouds hiding the mountains from one another
makes me want to cry even more. Jasper takes my right hand and
rubs it against his head. I laugh and he feels it from behind,
squeezing me tight for a moment. He rests his head on my
shoulder and again whispers through the wind, "Let go."
I let myself hang forward, and his fingers slip from around my
waist, and I am falling.
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I follow quickly behind, letting the wind catch and toss me
like a rag doll before spiraling into a nose dive. We are
accelerating, cutting through the wind, catching up with Liam, his
arms and legs spread wide slowing his descent. The wind rushes
past faster and faster. I close my eyes and just let the wind caress
my body. I feel that I am falling faster than time itself, faster than
my life would flash before my eyes. When I open them against the
vastness and completeness of the scene below makes me lose a
breath. The mountains, extending even above the clouds
themselves, poking their majestic white heads into the heavens are
contrasted by clouds stretching to the horizon, the light from the
sun overhead illuminating the puffy, rolling hills in bright, white
light. I take another breath and realize how fast all of it is rushing
up to meet me. I feel anxiety taking over, but I blow it out in deep
breaths, reminding myself of the triviality of it all.
Alaina and I have caught up to Liam. Almost in unison
Alaina and I spread our arms and legs until we are all floating
together in a small bunch. He takes out a camera and snaps a few
pictures of us floating, capturing the moment for an eternity. After
he finishes with the pictures he points down towards the earth and
at the pack on his back. I guess all good things must come to an
end. Alaina nods, I give him a thumbs up and Liam pulls his cord.
The wind catches his chute and he disappears above us. For a few
seconds Alaina and I are alone; floating, falling. I point at her, she
nods, mouths something I can't understand and pulls her cord as
well. She disappears above me. I am alone. I flip myself over and
watch them from below as the two perfect white circles of chutes
grow smaller and smaller, closer and closer together. I smile, I
know I'm leaving Alaina in good hands. Staring up at them, I can
almost feel the wind chilling me to the bone, passing though my
body. I can almost feel the wind stripping away the cancer, the
cysts in my back dissolving and disintegrating; followed by the
growths in my liver, kidneys, lungs, bones, and brain. In one
second I am looking at my friends as they grow smaller and
smaller, the next my vision is submerged in gray, and I am
instantly wet. The next second I am below the clouds. I twist my
body and flip myself over, staring at the beauty revealed below me.
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The valley, is a brilliant carpet of green, a river runs down the
center, patches of wildflowers are visible even from these heights. I
let the wind kiss the rainwater and my tears away. The wind is
heavier now, and just as it has stripped away my cancer, I can feel
my weight being stripped from me as the wind penetrates my
body, my soul. I can feel the wind as an extension of myself, the
currents rising and falling, the air above me spinning and swirling
in my wake. The ground is growing larger and more real every
second. I can see wildflowers now, the differentiation of colors
almost as brilliant as the colors themselves. I clearly see rocks in
the river, a lone tree amidst a sea of grass, my shadow beginning to
materialize on the ground below me. The wind picks up, the
current changes and I spread my arms and legs to catch it. Its
stronger than I think and all of a sudden I am floating.., no, flying
across the ground, my hand brushes against the long grass and
then I am rising, the wind carrying me away.

Honorable Mention
Cat
By Kelly Muscolo
Tammy stroked her cat. It was 9 years old, fully-grown and quite
plump. The cat's coat of fur had a beautiful black gloss to it;
Tammy had taken care to wash her cat's hair twice a week. At first
the cat hated getting into the water, but it had since grown
accustomed to it.
"Ma?"
"Tammy? That you?"
"I'm ready, Ma."
"Not now, Tammy. Wait until your father comes home from his
business trip. He'll be so proud of your decision."
Tammy walked up the stairs to her bedroom. The fur mat under
her toes was a welcoming feel to her blistered feet. Earlier that day,
her cat had gotten loose outside, and Tammy had to chase it for
miles in her worn-out moccasins. Tammy didn't want the cat's
prized coat of fur to get mangled. There were dangers out there.
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Tammy couldn't wait any longer. She picked up her cell phone
and dialed her father's number.
"Hello?"
"Dad? It's Tammy."
"Hi, Sweetheart! What's up?"
"I've decided to take up the family business."
"Tammy - are you sure?"
"Yes, Dad. I've thought about it, and it's really important to me to
do it."
"Well, that's WONDERful, Dear! Wait for me to come home; we'll
get you started!"
The next morning, Tammy awoke with a start. Her cat was clawing
at the door, asking to be let into Tammy's room. Tammy complied,
and then walked downstairs. Something was cooking.
"Mmm! This smells delicious!"
"Good morning, Tammy."
"Today's the day, Pop!"
"It suuuuure is. Would you like some breakfast first?"
"No, I'd like to start now. We can cook some up a little later."
Smiling, Tammy called her cat from upstairs down for breakfast.
Watching the cat bound down the stairs, Tammy was handed a
syringe. She picked the cat up by the nape of the neck and inserted
the needle. After pumping the cat with the fluid, it let out a long
howl and then froze stiff.
"Oh! The coat feels wonderful! You've taken good care of her."
"Yes, I learn from the best. I want this to go by your bed, Pop."
"Your first coat? Are you sure?"
"I want you to have it."
"That's swell. I'll show it off to all our soon-to-be customers."
Tammy took out the scalpel and proceeded to skin the cat. Then,
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hand in hand, Tammy and her father gingerly placed the rest of the
animal in the pot, to boil.
"Breakfast will be great today. This cat is cream-of-the-crop."
"I hope so, Pop. I hope so."

Honorable Mention
The Fate of the Other Turkey is Unknown
By Rebecca Lybrand
Bob was a quiet, simple man who never asked for much
from anyone, including his own family. He had just finished up a
long day at work. He had already wound down by drinking a beer
or two, and now he was relaxing in his favorite recliner. His feet
were up and his arms were extended behind his head. His eyes
had begun to grow heavy and the background noise of the latest
Chuck Norris movie blaring from the television seemed steady
enough to nap to. His naps never lasted long enough. His wife
would beg to differ. Before his eyes had been closed for five
minutes, he heard the sound of the '93 Ford Taurus station wagon
creeping up the driveway. He wondered when the day would
come when he could relax again like he used to before he had
children. He soon heard the familiar creaking sound of the garage
door opening. Several moments had passed and he wondered why
it was taking his daughter so long to make her way into the living
room, and the even more familiar sound of his sixteen-year-olddaughter's footsteps pattering into the living room.
"Dad, my car door won't open," she said, as she sat down on
the couch next to his recline and began to flip through the channels
on the television. A few moments passed before Bob felt prepared
to ask her what she meant. He was now out of his dream-like state
and his eyes were fully adjusted to the brightness of the room. He
responded to her statement the best that he could, with sarcasm.
"What did you hit this time?" he asked as he opened up his
fraying tobacco pouch and began to stuff clumps of tobacco into his
pipe. He had become pretty dependent on this routine ever since
his daughter hit puberty. He was just happy that he had
transitioned from cigarettes to a pipe before this time. He always
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told his kids that smoking a pipe was better for him than cigarettes
were. He did not know if this was true. The one thing that he did
know was that smoking tobacco from a pipe was a hell of a lot
cheaper than buying cigarettes.
After a few clicks of his lighter, Bob's pipe was lit and he
inhaled just as his daughter responded, "Dad, I didn't hit anything.
Something hit me."
"Let me guess, you were at Mervyns and a tree jumped up,
ran across the parking lot and ran into your door? And now it
won't open?"
"No, Dad. It was a turkey."
Bob sighed and closed his eyes. He swore he could feel the
gray coloring sneaking up on yet another one of his brown hairs.
His wife, son and daughter always found humor in pointing out
the amount of gray hair he had obtained over the past few years.
This topic always surfaced after his wife and kids went to the local
Subway. Here, team-sponsored plaques hung with photographs of
coaches and players, photographs that date back ten years or more.
He had coached countless basketball, baseball and softball teams as
his kids grew up. Now, both of his children were in high school
and he had other stresses that reached far past that of missed
ground balls and botched free throw attempts. He was quite
familiar with all of the techniques for improving swings and
shooting basketballs. What he did not know was how to deal with
his little girl growing up into a teenager who knew everything
about driving even though she hadn't even been on the road for a
year. A cloud of smoke surrounded him as he braced himself for
his daughter's explanation.
"No, Dad, I'm serious! I was driving down the highway at
about 60 miles per house. And then, I glanced over and saw a
turkey running straight at my car. Instead of running in front of
my car, it ran into the door. My door made a cracking sound when
the turkey hit it. When I tried to get out of my car just now, I
couldn't because the driver-side door wouldn't open. I had to
crawl over the passenger seat just to get out."
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Bob could not believe what his daughter was telling him, not
after the last incident. He, his wife, and daughter had been at the
Big 5 Sporting Goods store. He had gone out front when he noticed
a huge dent in the front bumper of the station wagon. By the time
his wife and daughter had finished spending his money inside the
store, he had already recorded the location and the approximate
time the "hit and run" accident had occurred.
He was kneeling next to the bumper, pondering how
someone's vehicle had managed to dent the bumper in this way,
from this position in the parking lot, when his wife coolly said,
"Umm... honey, that happened several months ago."
On the drive home, his wife explained that after his
daughter's first experience on the freeway, they had gone into a
Mervyn's parking lot. As his daughter pulled into an isolated
parking spot, she had accidentally hit the gas pedal inside of the
brake and the car had gone up over the curb and into a tree. When
she managed to back down off the curb, they noticed there was a
dent in the bumper and the right parking light lay completely
shattered on the ground before them. It was here in the
conversation that his daughter piped in. She told him that all of
this had occurred on Earth Day and that she had collected the
pieces of the broken light to keep as a moment. She offered to
show him these pieces once they got home. Both his wife and
daughter explained that they couldn't find the right way to tell him
about the situation because he had been so stressed out about work,
so they neglected to tell him altogether. The car had soon filled
with tobacco smoke.
And now, here he was, hammering away at some second
hand car that he was going to trade in as soon as his daughter
figured out what pedal was meant for moving and which was
meant for stopping. His mind wandered back to her first
experience with driving a stick shift in the local high school parking
lot, back to the three feet of rubber that the top-heavy Montero
managed to burn. Never did he think that his tobacco pipe and
pouch would fly from his lap and into the dash. Never did he think
that the hot ash jeans. Never did he think that this situation would
elicit so much nervous laughter from his daughter.
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He had thought about grounding her, about taking away her
driving privileges, about forcing her to go through another round
of driver's training in hopes that she would drop the irritating habit
of laughing whenever she got nervous behind the wheel. Although
he considered all of these possibilities, he knew that he couldn't go
through with them, The way she always remembered to kiss him
on the cheek and say, "love ya Dad!" on her way out always won
him over. She had also kept up on her end of the deal. He had told
her years ago that he would fund her with a vehicle to drive as long
as she maintained good grades, hopes for a college education and
her current hair color. Although she had tested his limits with
semi-permanent hair dye, she did maintain a 4.0 GPA, starting
positions on the basketball and softball teams as well as high hopes
for a college education. He knew he had little to worry about in the
bid scheme of things.
"Danm it. What will these kids come up with next? She hit a
damn turkey?" he thought to himself as he worked to flatten out
the bracket of the door that had been bent out of place. He
continued hammering, taking no notice of the silver paint chips
that were accumulating in his already graying hair. After about an
hour, the door could open and close again. He walked back inside
the house, pipe and tobacco pouch in hand.
"Your door is fixed. Can you tell me what you really hit
now?"
"Dad, a turkey hit my car door. I'm not lying to you."
"Did it die?" he asked, wondering if he could drive his
truck down the highway to see the remnants of his daughter's
imagination.
"No Dad," she laughed, "I watched in the rear view mirror.
It hit my car so hard that it fell to the ground. It then stood up,
looked back and forth all confused and ran off to the side of the
road again." Bob ignored the fact that this meant her eyes were off
the road for more than two to three seconds like he had directed
her not to do so many times in the past.
"Right, I'm sure that's exactly how it happened," Bob said,
as he sat back in his chair and closed his eyes. "Someday, I will be
able to relax again."
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Several days had passed, and Bob was starting out his
morning by drinking a hot cup of coffee at his dinning room table.
When the kids were younger, he used to always tell them that he
couldn't speak to them until his first cup of coffee was finished.
Now he did not even have to worry about his kids being awake
before noon. Bob always claimed that once he retired, he would
read the newspaper from start to finish, but for now, he only had
time to look over the headlines. Black ink smudged on his
fingertips as he pulled off the rubber band and allowed the paper
to unravel before him. He glanced from headline to headline until
his eyes became fixed on one sequence of words: "Biker
Hospitalized; Hit by Wild Turkey."
Bob read the first sentence of the article, "Two turkeys were
walking south bound on Highway 79 at 11:15 am yesterday
morning..."" The quiet spinning of the ceiling fan above the table
was all that could be heard. Bob skimmed the rest of the article in
disbelief. The final sentence read, "The turkey that hit the man
died. The fate of the other turkey is unknown." With two clicks of
a lighter, Bob's pipe was lit and a swirl of smoke began to mix with
the spinning fan above him.
"Those damn kids," is all he could think to himself. "Those
damn kids." A slight smile crept across Bob's face as he stood up,
shook his head and walked out of the front door. The scented trail
of tobacco smoke was all that was left behind.
Home is where the Heart is
By Lee Beltrand Chan
I missed the days where you could get off a plane after
returning from a trip and the people that loved you could greet you
as you stepped off the airplane. The walk to baggage claim sort of
dulled the whole reuniting experience. The increased security made
it so that the walk reunited you with the place you called home
long before you could be reunited with the people that are, in your
mind, home.
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But this time none of that mattered. It had been four long
months of waiting and the wait was finally over. Those were the
exact words she had used over the phone right before I had gotten
onto the plane. I walked faster than I usually walked thought the
airport. Usually I walked slowly; the best people-watching was in
the long hallways of the terminal, the high vaulted ceilings. The
little kids with their faces pressed against the large glass panels
watching those huge machines rise into the sky. The last minute
goodbyes, which now mostly took place at security. Yet another
layer of intimacy stripped away. Four months.
She was waiting for me when I took that last escalator down
to baggage claim. The escalator that you could go down but never
back up into the airport, for security reasons of course. She ran
towards me. I would have run but I was tired from the long flight.
She looked a lot different then I remembered. Older, more mature,
different. I couldn't figure out why, I tried to study her face it was
something in her eyes maybe, or maybe it was.., and her arms were
around my neck and her tongue was in my mouth.
I remembered a short story I read once about a man and a
little boy who had no home and lived in the airport. The story
revolved around a bird that had flown into the terminal and
couldn't get out. In the end the bird, finally escaped through the
automatic door. The boy was happy. She and I once had a
conversation about that story. She said it was about hope, I said it
was about freedom.
Her taste, her touch, I wallowed in it for what seemed longer
then every single day of the four months I had been away. It was
one of those perfect moments. I tried to memorize the curve of her
back, her lips, the feeling of her body against mine. But it was
different from what I remembered. I pulled away. She made it hard
for me to do and once I finally got her away from me she gave me
that cute little pouting face she always makes.
"Baby, people are looking, people are staring," I had to say
something or else she would get mad. She was all about passion.
But she was mad anyway, "Since when do you care about
people?"
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I still couldn't figure out what was different about her. I
studied her face, the curves, the creases. I let my eyes slowly make
their way to meet hers. She would always blush when I studied her
face, this time was no different, she was blushing, a smile started to
form around her lips. She let her hands slip around my waist as we
gazed into my eyes.
"You're blushing," she said.
I was. I could feel my cheeks and face burning but I had no
idea why. Something was wrong. She was different. Everything
was different, even the airport. The police officers had been
replaced by marines with M-16's. Something had happened from
when I got off the plane to when I met her baggage claim.
Everything I saw was different. No... it wasn't even that, it was
that everything I didn't see was different. All the familiar parts of
the terminal I remembered from previous years had been replaced
with security checkpoints, marines ushering me to get to my
destination. No loitering. Everything changes. A lot of time had
past. I guess it's natural. It's not changing, it's.., it's adapting. I still
couldn't put my finger on what it was about her.
"Are you okay?" she asks, digging her fingers playfully into
my sides, as she always does. I guess we had been standing there
for a long time, blushing at each other. She moved her hands up
and down my sides, playing me like an instrument. She was always
doing that.
She stood there stolidly, eyes looking into mine, searching. I shook
my head clear of thoughts, "I think everything's going to be
alright."

Three Nights
By Lee Beltrand Chan
On the first night there was silence. She laid facing away
from him wrapped in her own blanket. He could feel the heat from
her body through the layers of blankets and the distance between
them. He placed his hand on her hip but before he could pull her
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close she shrugged his hand away, rolling even further away from
him.
Even though he couldn't touch her, he could trace with his
mind every curve and crevice of her body. He closed his eyes and
imagined holding her in his arms, the intense heat, the small
movements of their bodies that brought them closer, even though
their bodies were already pressed against each other. She would
always get shivers whenever he kissed or blew air across the back
of her neck.
"I'm sorry," he whispered.
Her breathing was rhythmic. Only silence responded to his
plea. That night he fell to sleep dreaming of her lying across his
chest, rising and falling with his every breath. Like most dreams, he
didn't remember any of it the next morning.
On the second night something was wrong. He crawled into
bed. She picked up the blanket to let him under the covers. He
closed his eyes and reached for her hip, but his hand found
nothing. His eyes adjusted and he could see her laying there
expectantly, waiting for his embrace. He reached for her hip again
but as his hand grew close, he couldn't feel the usual heat that
always emanated from her body at night. His hand reached her
skin and continued. His hand past through her body with no
resistance. He could feel the heat from her body on his hand which
he couldn't see through her skin. He withdrew his hand quickly,
confused and scared.
She stirred, "Hold me."
She pushed her body backwards toward his. Her body
disappeared into his as they embraced. He could feel her heat
throughout his body. In that moment they were one.
"Baby, hold me," she pleaded. He realized she couldn't feel
him. He didn't want to upset her so he lied, "Not tonight, I'm
tired." She pulled away, wrapping herself in her blanket. He settled
for gazing upon her as she fell asleep. That night he dreamed of the
time that they went camping together. They sat by the fire in each
others arms until even the embers turned cold. When he awoke all
he remembered was something about a dying fire.
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On the third night she was transparent. She was there but
she was somewhere else as well. He lay behind her as close as he
could be without touching her and thus passing through her body.
Her body didn't give off any heat at all, as if it wasn't even there.
He couldn't even look at her without looking past her as well. Once
again there was silence. He wanted to kiss her, to hold her, but
these were no longer possibilities. He blew gently across the back of
her neck. She shivered as she always did when he blew air slow
enough that it tickled her.
"I'm cold," she said, continuing to shiver. She didn't ask for
him to hold her. He grabbed a pillow and held it close to him as a
single tear escaped his eye. There was silence. The final night he
dreamed of heat, and remembered every detail. When he awoke
she was gone.
Hesitation
or What I would confess to this Cop if I didn't have selfcontrol
By Cassie Wright
I couldn't help it. My boyfriend told me that I'm too wishywashy so I was trying to break free from that in all areas of my life,
including my time spent on the road. People who drive recklessly
fast are always sure of themselves, people who drive like they're a
hundred years old are always sure of themselves, but people who
don't drive fast or slow can never be sure of themselves. Just like
coffee, which is good hot or cold but repulsive at room
temperature, it's not worthwhile being a medium-speed kind of
person.
Well, now that I've said that, maybe coffee is an irrelevant
example.
I just don't want you to think I'm a bad person. I wasn't trying
to speed. And I wasn't trying to evade you, either. I was just
confused. I've never been pulled over before. Like I said, I've
always been a middle-of-the-road kind of driver - figuratively, not
literally - And you just caught me off guard. I had just chosen to
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live my life differently (and of the two polar choices, I had just
chosen to be strong and forceful, not meek and slow), when you
caught me right now.
Only now that I'm saying this aloud, none of this is making
sense. It made a lot of sense this morning while I was brushing my
teeth. I was so sure of myself while I was flossing that I even
flossed the back teeth. And that takes serious resolve.
Maybe you should let me off just this once. Look behind you.
During the last couple of minutes I think I've seen at least five other
cars speeding by without being caught, cars driven by chronically
fast drivers, not drivers who were starting their life over with a
new resolve not to be wishy-washy and just got carried away. And
anyway, I'm starting to feel all wishy-washy all over again, so I
probably won't speed ever again.
What happened to my resolve? It disappeared somewhere
between my minty fresh floss and your flashing lights. I think it
was the flashing lights, actually. They threw me completely off. It
was like a physical reminder that even though I wanted to be in
control of my destiny, and was trying so hard to be in control of my
destiny, I really wasn't. Not even a little bit.
It's like when you leave coffee festering in your cup for a
couple of hours. No, it's not like that at all! Why does that stupid
coffee metaphor keep popping up? Maybe I am three-hour old
coffee. I'm repulsively room temperature, with only a stale
remnant of an aroma. Some one is going to throw me out and
make fresh coffee any minute.
I think my relationship is doomed. I do deserve a ticket.
An Heroic Tale Concerning the Great Deeds of Gods
and Men
By David Lame
It is now told that when people were sitting by the fires in the evening a
man came into the hall. He was not known to the men by sight. He was
dressed in this way: he wore a mottled cape that was hooded; he was
barefoot and had linen breeches tied around his legs. As he walked up
to Barnstock he held a sword in his hand while over his head was a lowhanging hood. He was very tall and gray with age, and he had only one
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eye. He brandished the sword and thrust it into the trunk so that it sank
up to the hilt. Words of welcome failed everyone. Then the man began
to speak: "He who draws this sword out of the trunk shall receive it from
me as a gift, and he himself shall prove that he has never carried a better
sword than this one." Then the old man walked out of the hail, and
nobody knew who he was or where he was going. (The Saga of the
Vol sungs)

Fry's appeared in the distance as an oasis of technology in an
otherwise barren land. The sight of that stalwart bastion of
bargains always sent a thrill running through Kat's spine,
promising movies, music and games at great prices. Within the
walls of that eighth colossal wonder of the world were housed her
dreams, modestly priced at $5.99 and up (plus tax). Helen may
once have launched her thousand ships, but the sea of cars
surrounding the store attested that truly, even her beauty could not
hope to rival that of Fry's.
As usual, this meant that Kat would have to park all the way
across the lot and walk. Man, she hated walking. It was so
demeaning and slow. That's why she drove - so that she wouldn't
have to walk. It's really not all that hard of a concept to grasp, so
why is it that every time she came out here, she had to park way
out in some crap nothing spot and walk like a half-mile just to get
to the damn store? Having people around sure did muck things
up, too. It would be so much easier if all of them were gone. They
were just stupid pigs anyway, unable to stop gorging themselves
on meaningless pleasure. Circe really had the right idea of it. If
only there really was a way to turn the whole lot of them into what
God originally meant them to be. All Kat would need then would
be a good solid monster truck. Not only would the parking
problem quickly solve itself, but she would be set on bacon for life.
The walk itself seemed to be taking forever. Kat's eyes never
once wavered from her goal as she watched the store slowly
growing before her. It seemed as though it were some colossus
slumbering soundlessly amidst the roar of car engines and
customers, a mighty titan that could grant her every wish - and she
was headed straight for its gaping maw.
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The blaring of the horn was what drove her out of her
childish reverie. "Watch where the hell you're going!" Kat shouted
towards the Hummer as it sped away down the lot, uncertain
whether her cry was actually aimed at the driver or herself. As she
stood a moment in thought, trying to rationalize the blame
outward, an old man in a patched coat hobbled up beside her.
Stopping, he began to fish for something in his breast pocket,
gazing all the while at the store entrance.
"Make sure you keep an eye on where you're going," the man
grinned. His voice held a strength and resonance unbecoming of
his decrepit profile, bent and twisted with the years. He turned to
face Kat, revealing an empty hole where his left eye had once been.
It might not have been so sickening if the skin around his eyes
(eye?) didn't crinkle so much when he smiled. "Don't want to get
run over, do you?" The sly little grin might also have been more
charming if it weren't for the unidentifiable yet colorful stains in his
long, unkempt hair and beard. With that, he finally found what it
was he had been searching for. Taking out a small glass orb, he
gave it a blow, rubbed it on his grimy coat that might have once
been blue, and popped it into the empty socket. Giving Kat a wink
(with the fake left), the old man tottered away on his gnarled cane.
Kat watched, transfixed, as the bent old man disappeared
behind a line of cars. The cawing of a raven somewhere nearby set
her mind back into motion, a slight chill running through her spine.
(It was the eye that did it for her. Damn thing was just plain gross.)
Once the line of cars passed by, though, Kat huffed along, scowling,
unwilling to be distracted from her quest. Quickly eyeing the road,
she crossed into the great shadow of the sleeping giant on eager
feet, and the vague uneasiness of a just few moments ago began to
fade.
This was the land of the gods, like Olympus, Asgard, and
Heaven all rolled into one. All around were Kat's wildest fantasies.
This was consumer-culture ambrosia. With a single CD, she could
transform into a beautiful, charming concert pianist, captivating
audiences with the merest flick of a wrist. Other adventurers flitted
about, each on his or her own errantry, but this was of no concern
to Kat. She had her own treasure for to seek.
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Spurning all obstacles, Kat made her way to the classical
section at a brisk trot. Nothing could assuage her from her goal: to
find a copy of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata. Her classical music
binge, just the latest in a long string of infatuations, had left her
financially strapped. She figured that this buy would do her well
for now, and then she could just hold off on buying anything for
awhile. Then it was off to a piano lesson at 6, followed by
homework, some practice, and, just for safe measure, one last bout
of work. Seriously, this was all way too much. This was her first
(and only) break all day. Her last hope for any relaxation tonight
lay in this album. She would thank herself later.
There were too many choices though, and she was just in the
B section! Bach, Bartok, Beethoven, Berlioz, Brahms... But what
was she thinking? It was all planned out. Get in, grab it, get out. It
couldn't hurt, though, just to take a little peek, could it...? No, not
again. Last time she did that, she ended up a half-hour late getting
to Ms. Harris' house. The whole section was a shambles anyway.
How was she going to find anything? Some order they had - who
the hell was stupid enough to put Handel's Messiah under B? And
what was Sir Mix-a-Lot doing here? Madness.
Ignore that. Onto the serious matter of splurging. Where
could the damn thing be? A few random symphonies, a cracked
piano CD (no Moonlight) and one of those crappy "Best Of"
compilation for $3.99 that didn't look in the least bit promising.
Seriously, how could they not have the Moonlight Sonata? Quickly
now. Beethoven. Boulez. Mix-a-Lot (damn it, not again!).
Nothing. OK. Into crisis mode. Her quest was ended, but there
was no Holy Grail, and all she had to look forward to now was one
hell of a long, boring night of work. What a gyp. What a damn hell
crap ass gyp. She still needed to find something new to keep from
freaking murdering herself tonight, though. She already had too
many CDs, but one more couldn't hurt. She just needed something
new to keep her mind off of work. Where was that Messiah at
again? That was supposed to be good. She'd never really heard
any Handel, but this was sort of supposed to be popular. It would
do. It had to. The very fate of the world depended on it! Off to the
registers.
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More accurately, off to one long headache. There simply
wasn't any time for this line. Speaking of which, what time was it,
anyway? Kat looked from person to person, of course failing to
look at all inconspicuous about it, but she couldn't see anything
except bare, tanned arms. Not even a single tan-line hinted that
one of these watchiess wonders just so happened to forget to put
theirs on in their rush to get out the door so they could come here
and buy nothing of particular importance. Didn't anybody wear
watches anymore? What the hell was wrong with people? Yeah,
Kat never wore one, but that's just because everybody else did.
"Need the time?"
Startled, Kat spun around to see old one-eye behind her, his
face wrinkled in another creepy grin. A foreign movie called
Shadow of the Raven sat perched under his arm, and his glass eye
pointed off up and to the right. Grimacing, Kat couldn't find the
will to speak, so she just pointed at his errant eye.
"Oh, it does that from time to time. Gods, this thing can be
annoying. I don't know why I got it in the first place. I can see
everything perfectly that I need to." With his free hand, the man
plucked out the eye like it was nothing, producing a wet sucking
sound. He placed it gingerly in his breast pocket, and, patting it
lightly, asked, "So, would you like to see?" The beaming smile
never once left his face.
Kat mumbled something sounding vaguely like "What?" but
far more garbled.
"The time, of course. Would you like to see the time?"
Kat mustered her courage as best she could and stammered
a few more incoherencies. Taking this as a signal, the old man
extended his arm so that Kat could look at his watch. She didn't
seem to notice, though, completely unable to look away from his
missing eye. After a moment, old one-eye gave a polite little cough,
glanced down at his watch, and said in the most amiable of tones,
"It is now 5:43." Kat fancied she could see a red wetness lining the
inside of the gaping hole, but that just might have been her
imagination.
"Th— thanks."
"Welcome."
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Turning away before her body inadvertently wretched, at
least Kat knew she wouldn't be too late to her lesson, so she let her
mind wander to the CD clutched in her hand. Why was she even
holding this thing? It probably sucked for all she knew. Should
she just put it down and leave? She'd been in line long enough.
Everyone knew what she was here for. Cyclops back there even
knew. Everybody's eyes seemed to be on her, especially his
(although, in all fairness, that was probably just the glass eye
talking). What could she do? It would just look stupid of her to
put the thing down now and walk out after standing here for what
seemed like hours. She should just put on a stern face and buy it
like she meant it. She couldn't admit defeat, even when it had her
by the throat.
"Register number five, miss, have a nice day," drawled the
anonymous attendant, a blank expression of apathy painted across
her face and voice.
Wait a minute, since when was she at the front of the line?
"Excuse me?" she stalled.
The attendant sighed the deep, resigned sigh of someone
having to explain what sound a cow makes to an inattentive twoyear old for the tenth time. "Register number five miss move along
now and have a nice day," came the reply, the attendant's apathy
mixing with annoyance at having to repeat herself.
What was she doing here? She couldn't afford this CD.
Hell, she didn't even want the thing. Kat stood at a great
crossroads. Her next decision would indelibly alter the fragile
framework of her life. Both of her choices were equally grim: to
purchase a CD she did not want, leaving her utterly broke, or to
shamefacedly acknowledge that she had failed, return the thing
and leave, thereby consigning herself to a night of mental torment.
At least this CD offered her some hope of respite, however faint.
The store's gentle roar ground to a halt as Kat felt a hand
rest on her shoulder, its grip firm and strong. Time itself, whose
gaping, insolent maw seemed so bent on her destruction just
moments ago, appeared to have unraveled in that divine moment.
"I trust you see now what must be done, young lady," came the
gravelly whisper in her ear. Kat turned to face the old man. His
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lone eye stared gravely into her soul, and it seemed that in the
black depths of his empty socket lay an insight and wisdom
beyond all mortal comprehension. Truly, she gazed into the face of
a god.
Kat nodded. Her path lay clearly before her. She strode
boldly forward, prepared for whatever doom should befall.

As With the Stars, We Dream By David Lame
The Heavens have always held a certain allure, deep and
impenetrable, calling out with a music strange and yet familiar to
mankind since time immemorial. Our forebears heard their call
and felt its power and resonance and beauty, and communed long
with the Night to drink deeply of its mysteries. Through the eons
they learned the names of the stars and of the constellations, and,
befriending them, followed them as guides to new lands and new
horizons. And the Dreamers dreamed dreams that were never
dreamt before nor since, for they knew most intimately the ways of
the stars and all that was most sacred, and to them was given the
gift of Art from on high.
As the ages carried onwards, though, it came about that a
cult was born upon the earth that brought with it a cold new
message. Its deacons held odd studies in aged tomes, searching
through scattered leaves to know the ways of the world which
they, in their pride, could not perceive all around them. They
gibbered strange nothings in the dark, promising riches and glory
to all those who would devote their lives, and, yes, even their souls
to this new God that they had made. These men desired power
above all else, and found it easily enough through empty words
and gestures. With that, the Grand Temple of Science was erected.
It came to pass, then, through the wandering of the years, that all
that was beautiful passed from the earth, except in the hearts of
what few Dreamers remained unbroken by this spiteful new
religion.
And so it was that one young boy was raised within this
world of Science upon the false joys of unimagination. As he
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progressed in age, those pleasures as were given him afforded
lessening joy, for these were not the natural delights as were given
mankind in its youth, but were cheap forgeries meant to dull his
ancestral memory. So then, his mind prepared, he became an
Acolyte within the Grand Temple of Science on his sixteenth
birthday. He cast off his childish ways, or so he thought; for truly,
he had never known the childlike joys that had been the ways of his
forebears, but only the demanding customs of greed and
materialism and foolishness. What he left behind was nothing, for
he only strengthened those values that had been so harshly
ingrained in him since his birth in this most untimely age.
An apt pupil, the aged masters were delighted to watch his
progress through the Temple studies. But while the elders looked
on with much anticipation, expecting that great things should one
day come from this most exceptional of students, his peers
regarded him merely with envy and scorn. This was of little
concern to him, though, for his chief duties were to his studies, and
he desired not the company of men. He was often wont to conduct
long experiments far into the night, sacrificing of himself to the
great God Science, only to be roused from his studies by the early
rising of the sun. He also pored long over the Tomes of the
Ancients, learning from them of the peoples of long ago and of
their pagan ways before their hope came through the salvation of
Science, and he pitied them much. To these people were forever
lost the supposed joys of a life unlived.
Yet, as the weeks passed into months, and the months into
years, he grew weary of his Temple studies. Long had he slaved in
the servitude of his masters, and yet in thanks he was only
awarded further responsibilities, and he had long grown to wish
for himself the companionship he had so long forsaken in his peers.
So late one night he walked about in the cool, brisk autumn air to
awaken his dulled nerves. It was here that he noticed for the first
time the full moon gazing down upon him. It had beckoned to him
many nights before, although his studies had always drawn him
away before he could properly take notice. Not so, this night.
Something was rekindled within his heart as he gazed upon the
moon through the darkness' waning hours, and he only grudgingly
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bid the moon farewell as the sun heralded the dawn. But for many
nights thereafter, the young man would stand outside gazing
upwards, learning from what few stars had the strength to blaze
through the dense barrier of mankind's pride their names and
ways, and even what little they could tell him of the history of his
people.
The stars shared a much different tale than did the Tomes of
the Ancients. They spoke of the first days of man, when his life
was filled with simple joys and laughter and awe, but they also
spoke then of the coming of the great blight, Science. It began
when one day, man crafted a city and filled it with lights to rival
those of the night's sky. On this day, many looked upon this new
creation and did revel in their pride, but some few did look upon it
and despair, for they foresaw in the decaying luster of the stars a
doom that should sweep over the heavens and the earth as a great
flood, and they wept for both. As travelers approached from the
East, they looked upon the city and beheld that its lights were
greater than those of the sky, and they did marvel at mankind's
dominion not only of the cold earth and the unsleeping sea, but
now over the mysterious sky as well. And returning from whence
they came, they too built a city to gain mastery over the inscrutable
darkness, and so the still earth was soon filled with a nocturnal
glow that the Heavens could not penetrate. And so mankind lost
something of its wonder.
Man looked into the sky and could not see any longer the
stars, but looked instead to the stars of the earth laid out about
them in rows as visible only from the hills, reaching above the
oppressive city streets below. And so mankind did not any longer
marvel at the stars, nor listen to their voices, for they were now
hidden beyond an inviolable veil of twilight. Looking upon the
stars of the earth and seeing that these were their own creations,
they then began to craft explanations for the stars of the sky, and to
give them new names unlike those that the stars themselves had
taught them long ago. These names were cold and sterile, a
reflection of the heart of mankind in its foolish zeal for this growing
new faith. And as this new knowledge increased, ever more did
their wonderment decrease, for as they ga7ed into the Heavens,
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they saw yet no mystery to plumb, except for in the confines of a
laboratory. Casting off their old gods and following instead their
new God, Science, all young men and women trained from
childhood to become priests and priestesses of this dreadful new
religion, and it was accounted folly to not.
There were always those few, though, to whom the old
dreams never died, and in their hearts the joys of the night should
never be forgotten. For although mankind sought long to conquer
the night-sky, the moon they could not overcome, nor could the
entirety of the Heavenly Hosts be blotted out by the nocturnal glow
of man's egotism. Those lights as were left still gave dreams dimly
to men, however stifled by the worries and cares of this new world,
though to those few these dreams came exceedingly brilliantly, as a
beacon shining brightly within the depths of the pit. And they
were called madmen and lunatics, but such was of little concern to
them, for to these few, the old ways would never die, and such was
accounted as much amongst them. For to them were passed down
by the stars the tales of mankind in its days of youth and valor,
before ease brought with it laziness and discontent.
As the young man gazed upon the sky, he saw only a
handful of stars to light it, and all around the unholy gloaming of
perpetual twilight upon the four corners of the earth, and so he
wept as had the wise men of old. Upon this man was laid a mark
deep and invisible. He yearned to see the sights his forebears had
seen so long ago, to gaze in awe as his ancestors had upon the
boundless eternity of space, and to know closely the stars and their
ways and their secret knowledge as is only knowable in the deepest
depths of intimacy. The priests overseeing his education grew
wary in perceiving the new life and virtuous restlessness they
witnessed growing within him, for their best work was done on the
ravaged mind flayed by materialism. They perceived this and
despaired, for they feared their brightest pupil should be plucked
from their grasp so soon before the final rites of his Initiate years
should bind him indelibly into their dread religion. And so,
redoubling their efforts to win over his soul to glut their soulless
Science, they set upon him tasks innumerable.
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The young man's overburdened mind soon wandered back
from the sky into his mundane studies, and although every so often
he could hear the moon whisper his name or the stars calling to
him in their clear, silvery voices, he had not the time to heed them
any longer. With the months, he became once again a jewel on the
crown of his false religion's prophets and sages, and so he looked
back upon his former passions as mere fancies of an overactive
imagination that must be quashed. And so the night came that he
prepared for his greatest test. And should he succeed in this trial,
he would be bound by blood into the unholy brotherhood of
Science, and would forever be lost to the Night. The Temple Priests
waited that night with eager cunning, while the moon and stars
were very much grieved, for they felt that they should lose a great
friend upon the sad coming of the morrow.
It was then decided by the Powers of the Night that they
must act decisively to recover their beloved friend before all was
lost, for they perceived that soon all the earth should forget the
wonder and beauty of the Night, and in this man dwelt the soul of
a great Dreamer of old. They therefore conspired together and
drew forth their mighty wrath to wreak vengeance upon the
powers of mankind on the earth. Their terrible strength,
summoned, spent, became a fearsome tempest as was never beheld
before, nor since, or so I am told. For while the Heavens had once
danced and sang and laughed amongst mankind in the wind and
rain and lightning, these forces were now the only recourse left to
them to try and reclaim their lost beloved, in whom salvation might
one day be found to reconquer the skies. So it was that humanity's
great generators and power lines and lights were destroyed in one
fell swoop upon that city in which dwelt the Prodigal Child of the
Night. The people left their homes to see what was the matter, but
as their authority over the Night was so thoroughly laid waste, and
viewing the sky's awesome might still set threateningly above
them, they retreated into the safety of their darkened, desolate
homes.
But as the young man rushed from out his dwelling, he saw
above him the majesty of the Heavens and cried out to them; and
the Heavens answered and lifted their hand from him, and he saw,
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unmolested, the glory and majesty of the cosmos as they had not
been seen in untold generations. And ever after, long after the
wounded pride of man had been reaffirmed, and the Cult of
Science's unbroken evensong reestablished over the Night, he did
hearken to the sky. And in him rested all the hopes, all the
possibilities, all that might be of a world once again in that full and
unhindered communion with its deepest longings and fears found
only in the infinity of the stars and the blackness of the Night, to
dream dreams never dreamt before nor since by mortal man.

Guy of Gisborne and Robin Hood
By Andrea Orwoll
Dawn was fragile - bright and cold - the day I died.
Tendrils of light, placid and yellow, made their way down to
the sandy forest floor, where a few errant summer's leaves had
landed. The sky was hidden from view for the most part, though
occasionally the birds would push noisily off the green branches,
the trees would quake ever so slightly, and the light would shift glimpses of pale blue and white to be seen above, pieces of the
English sky dotted with woodwall and sparrows.
The woods were heavy with the scent of summer, silent and
thick, and they hung with the air of yet unanswered adventures.
And I sat in wait for the outlaw known as Robin Hood.
A glorious day to live - but a fitting day to die, I suppose. I
should have known.
Now, I wish I could have spent my finals days in my
homeland - the home that was mountains and cliffs, wide valleys and
deep lakes, and open skies... the trees cover English sky far too readily,
really. But in the motherland...

The heavy gray sky is typical of an early fall afternoon. Memories
Of red and orange dance in the high branches of the trees, where on a
milder day, the sun might fall between the dying leaves like shifting,
crooked shafts of gold. Fall iizakes for a wonderfiui contrast of shadow and
light, after all - reds and yellows against the steely colors in the high cliffs.
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Even if it is so regularly interrupted by stormy weather, autumn is my
favorite season.
It suits the mission, when the world is shades of gray and blue we strike, our enemies fall, and the blood washes away with the mud and
the rain.
Now, all of that is dry, dusty memory.
There is no ambush for the dead - no allies, no thrill of
triumph, no victory at all. Of course, those things had been taken
from me long before I entered that airy wood in northern England
to meet my death.
The long and short of my history is this: I was a warrior for a
Norseman, a lord of some power. I killed the wrong man, whom I
had been led to believe was the right man. I was betrayed, and
might have been killed myself, but I chose self-banishment. That is
the exciting thing about being a vassal and never a lord - your
employers can use you at their will and then take back all they
promised without a second glance at your sorry state.
I might have tried for revenge, but I did not. I had already
made myself a traitor to my home in a thousand unfortunate ways.
But I was a hero there, once, you know.
In my time, I had men and supporters, a veritable flock of
those who would have died for me, and for whom I would have
gladly laid down my life. One can't even imagine the deepest of
wounds until that sort of loyalty turns sour - once my lord
betrayed all that stood as trust between us, I was cast from their
halls, and they turned their backs to me. The outnumbered few
who would still speak my name after my unfortunate fall were the
only ones I truly regretted leaving, when I traveled for England.
(Why was Robin Hood so lucky, I wonder, to retain such a
great following even after he was lowered to the status of outlaw?)
And so it was that those Englishmen who called by my right
name called me Guy of Gisborne. That is what they were told to
call me; in the years before I died, Gisborne was the focal point (no,
never a home) of the operations of my fallen-into profession:
mercenary.
After all, what else is a Norseman - a savage who eats
horseflesh and pays no heed to civilized ways - much good for?
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I never wanted a noble patron again - however, the
banished only have so many options. Robin Hood was able to
retreat to the merry greenwood, but what was there for the
luckless, friendless Guy, formerly of a mountainous people whose
proper name the English can't even pronounce? Even with the help
distant cousins I'd found upon fleeing the northern country and
settling in Gisborne, I could only take work where I was able hired out, picking off bandits and thieves one by one.
My final assignment, as you well might guess, was the
infamous Robin Hood.
The good Sheriff of Nottingham dealt out this last job with
confidence and relief, thinking that he had finally found a match to
Robin's cunning and skill. Contrary to popular belief, the sheriff
was not unreasonable, not tyrannical; he was merely tired of
dealing with the mischief and treachery of Robin's band of merry
men. And right he was to be so - why should that man have been
made to make compromises with an outlaw? Why offer a
promising word to a trickster when his word is hardly worth its
weight in dead leaves?
However, the sheriff's one fault in this is that he neglected to
remember: in England, it seems far too many knaves - murderers,
traitors and thieves alike - are made martyrs.
The thanks I received for ridding the countryside of its
dangers was a bundle of fearful names and labels - so that by the
end of my life I almost wanted to become the barbarian they had
transformed me into, just to spite them. And of course, I'll be
forever remembered as a monster in the minds of the English
because I tried to rob them of their precious outlaw hero.
Thus I sat beneath a tree on the morning I met Robin Hood a
traitor, an assassin, and a hollow, frightening shell of the true
warrior I had once been.
I asked myself all the while I sat there just why they thought
Robin Hood was a hero. There was ever a curious acceptance of his
violence among his people - a celebratory air, even, about his
anarchy. Perhaps it is simply in the English blood to be lawless.
I was a hero because I struck down the enemies of my
homeland. Robin Hood was a hero because he laughed in the face
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of authority and (apparently) freely chose the life of an outcast. He
was important to the English people, and yet I still cannot clearly
fathom why.
The harassing of nobles, churchmen and clerks, the unlawful
and troublesome toll-collecting on the forests' free roads, the
disposing of whomever the merry band sees fit to kill.., why did all
of that not worry the English more? Robin Hood was never once
called a devil by any yeoman, as I heard it - and perhaps that was
simply because he, for the most part, refrained from harassing
them.
Nevertheless, for their ungrateful sake, I agreed to take out
Robin Hood, the murderer and thief. It was time they started
asking themselves why they worshiped him so.
Under that gnarled canopy of England's merry greenwood,
the tree against which I had set myself was rough and covered with
buzzing, itching insects, but I hardly more than blinked when the
man himself and one of his followers stumbled past my post.
I had seen too many of his kind to be very much moved by
him at first. Though, granted, I had not yet guessed that he was
said criminal. However, given the loud, obnoxious way in which he
fought with the big, bearded man at his side, one can perhaps
forgive my oversight as to the obvious conclusion. But the
argument was truly ridiculous, and almost shameful to behold, if
indeed the smaller man were the captain, which I suspected even
then that he was.
Rule one in the guide to being a leader: don't threaten to
break things over your loyal followers' heads.
I couldn't help but quirk an eyebrow in pity as the bigger
man - Little John, I assumed, for all that their breed seemed to be
far too fond of irony - stomped away, for the poor Kendal-clad
king of the outlaws stood by looking as if someone had just spit in
his venison.
"Good morning!" I called.
He perked up and greeted me, and as he sauntered toward
me, commented straight away on the bow I held and the skills I
must surely possess if such a bow was indeed mine, I was very
nearly tempted to roll my eyes. Rather, I simply asked him the
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time, telling him that I was uncertain of my way through the
woods. His offer to be my guide was readily accepted, if for no
other reason than that any man who wandered that forest so freely
must have belonged to the band of "merry men."
"I'm looking for the outlaw they call Robin Hood," I
remarked casually, as we crossed a small clearing, our footfalls
kicking up dust and leaving cracked leaves in their wake.
"Are you?" he asked, smiling smoothly.
"...1 would rather meet him than any treasure this land
could offer, friend. You must know of his renown as well as I, if
you call this place home."
He nodded, tilting his head thoughtfully upward. "You
know, if you two met, I'm sure he'd demand some sort of contest
with you."
Watching the stranger's back, a dull twinge of
understanding brewing somewhere in the back of my mind that
this lean, archery-obsessed man might very well be the very man I
sought, I asked, "Why, and what sort of contest?"
He almost laughed, "Well, look at you, man! One of your
appearance very nearly begs a fight just by existing. And, why, the
sort of contest that would tell which of the two of you is better. Of
course."
Ah, there came the challenge.
"In fact..."he muttered, and I could see the arrogance, the
glimmer of promising victory beginning to stir in his dark eyes. "If
you are indeed seeking Robin Hood, you can't be in too great a
hurry."
'In too great a hurry to die, do you mean?' a small voice asked.
"Let's have our own contest. We'll pass the time - and
perhaps we'll meet this Robin Hood when we least expect it."
I'd never heard a thinner cover in my entire life, but if that
was his game, I wasn't terribly averse to playing. After all, it was
clear; he wanted me to watch him, knowing that nobody could
match his skill with the bow. More than that - he wanted to watch
any semblance of doubt leave my mind as we set the archery
contest, as his arrows consistently out-shot mine.
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We were pretenders, both - each going by unspoken names
and acting according to falsely cheerful woodsmen's protocol. But
we did not lie to one another. I didn't deem it necessary to name
myself - a purpose suits a warrior well enough as identity. And
Robin conveniently (or rather, quite purposefully) forgetting to
mention that he was Robin Hood upon my mentioning that I was
seeking said outlaw, well... it wasn't outright deception. He knew
as well as I that his skill could have been mistaken for no other's.
Humoring him, I exclaimed upon the obliteration of any
chance of my victory,"You couldn't be a better shot if you were
Robin Hood, himself. Pray, then, good fellow.., what is your
name?"
"That's one thing you'll not have, until I have yours."
There was a long pause, and I believe that was the moment
the itch to draw steel struck us both. I knew then that there would
be no hesitation between us, that we would be equals in battle.
"I have not a home that I call mine," I began slowly,
knowing full well what was said of those without ties to land or
loyalties. "I am a shadow that dwells on hills and valleys, a demon
who haunts these northern lands, a long, bloody history of evils
trailing after me."
I paused, the poison of my own words thick and sticky on
my tongue. What I said was not a lie - indeed, it was a truth far
more appalling than any lie might have been.
You who know the circumstances of the bloody deeds of my
past may forgive my anger at having to speak of them so casually,
so caustically, to a forest outlaw.
But for Robin Hood's sake, I wanted to hide any trace of
bitter resentment and appear the utter savage.
I had not chosen my apparel lightly, that day. (You might
rightly ask, what sane man wears a horse-skin?) There were beliefs
which told of the ritualistic drawing of power from an animal's
skin, but those hardly influenced my thoughts as to the way I
would garb myself. If I was going to fit the bill of monster, I had to
play the part well. (Robin Hood was not the only man alive who
loved disguises; any outlaw worth his salt must dabble in them at
least a dozen times, unless he is simply incredibly quick.) And that
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day, I costumed myself as a Norse warrior, as a barbarian - a man
of the land I had left.
"But those who know me by my proper name know me as
Guy of Gisborne."
He weighted the information quickly and carefully, and
finally answered, "My home is the wood you see around you."
And as if it were not screamingly obvious by that point, he said, "I
am Robin Hood of Barnesdale... the man you are seeking."
He mocked me, I knew - and glad I was that I did not have
the heart to do the same before a death-brawl. Because then I might
have quipped, "The said same Robin Hood who sits as lord in the
empty kingdom of this forest with none but his cronies to serve
him?"
Silence always did suit warriors better, I think - and our
silence stretched between us like the languid heat of the summer
afternoon.
No matter what else was said, however, the names were out,
and there could be no continuation of the game. Thus we stood two outlaws, two warriors, two traitors - circling one another in a
clearing in the woods of northern England.
We shared a slow, hollow grin. And then the blades bled.
One of the mantras of the merry men, I believe, is something
to the effect of "life is too serious, so let us have some fun." And it
was made very plain to me during our fight that Robin Hood found
a thrilling joy in each dodge, each thrust and parry.
Two hours we fought. I put in one truly critical - if not
mortal - hit. But by the time his killing blow swung sharp and
silver-quick toward me, I had long known it to be my death day.
There is always something of the darkly fascinating, the
tragically romantic, in lives that end when the sun goes down.
However, my life ended at noon - and history will remember me as
the devil treachery made me. I'll go down in the songs as Robin's
stepping-stone of an enemy on his merry way to smite the
honorable Sheriff of Nottingham - if I'm in the songs at all.
History will never call Robin Hood a villain, because he will
live to immortalize his story. They might have, however, had I been
the one to triumph.
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"You've been a traitor all your life," he said, the sun shining
through the canopy and obscuring nothing in shadow, as my skull
was placed upon the end of his bow, "and such things must always
come to an end."
'Ali, and have you not been a traitor, Robin?'
He is loyal to his men, true enough - but he might as well
spit on his country's banner, for all that he respects it. Nobody
knows how the man became an outlaw, after all, but it the history
lies there to be discovered. Was his downfall as unfortunate and
accidental as my own, I must wonder? Or is there something more
sinister lurking in Robin Hood's past?
And - whatever savage part I played at my life's end - I
probably would not have cut up his face like a slash-happy Roman.
I'll admit, that - even though I was dead by that point - was rather
irritating.
We knew of one another in passing before we ever met face
to face - I having long been familiar with the infamous Robin Hood
and his green-clad band of fools, and, as I assume, he having heard
only of the treacheries of one Guy of Gisborne. And indeed, I do
not deny having been a traitor to what should have been my life's
cause, as Robin accused my severed head once our fight had done.
However, it must be insisted that Robin himself was at least a breed
of traitor, if he lived in the woods as a coward, hiding from the law
and the comeuppance that his enemy - otherwise known as the
English government - had waiting for him.
It was why I didn't oppose the sheriff's scheme, after all though admittedly, it was a half-baked one... for if he wanted to
capture a forest demon, I see now he should have sent an army. In
the end, does it not suit a traitor to be slain by one of his ilk?
That is also why I say it was a fine day to die - Robin was an
equal, to be respected as a warrior, and he might well have been
my comrade in an alternate time or place.
And, had I not lost so decided - and had he not guessed that
the Sheriff hired me to assassinate him, which I suppose he must
have; who else would be foolish enough to set after Robin Hood
even through someone else? - he might have made me one of his
allies.
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Ah well - such is the warrior's life: living in glory or
humiliation and dying in much the same way under the swift,
flashing blade of another land's hero.

Robyn Hod and the Skryff of Notyngham:
Scene One-and-a-Half
By Lauren Stracner
The text of the play Robyn Hod and the S hr yff of Not ynghain,
written in 1475 and discovered on the back of a money ledger-presumably written for the Paston family, whose horse-keeper
would play Robin Hood and the Sheriff in local productions-consists of two "scenes" as defined by modern scholars. These
scenes are sparse in terms of dialogue, as what is there is utilized to
set up physical action: "Late us caste the stone" (Sc. 1, line 11),
"Late us caste the exaltre" (Sc. 1, line 13), etcetera. Nevertheless,
scant of plot as it is, the play contains a gaping plot hole, as the end
of Scene One does not match up with the beginning of Scene Two.
Scene One leaves the audience with an ending akin to that of
the Middle English text Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne. Robin, after
defeating a knight in a series of contests, beheads his enemy, dons
his clothes, and places the head in his hood. Then, after what most
likely must have been a jump in the space-time continuum, Scene
Two opens with Robin Hood and several of his Merry Men
imprisoned by the Sheriff of Nottingham, leaving two unnamed
outlaws with the duty of rescuing him and Friar Tuck--in his first
appearance within the Robin Hood tradition--fighting off the
Sheriff's men. The scene then ends abruptly, with a note
commenting, "Robin and the other outlaws presumably attack the
Sheriff and escape."
As unexplained time-jumps irritate me, I shall try to remedy
the situation without assuming that Robin was beamed up into a
passing spacecraft that promptly crashed into the Sheriff's jail,
depositing him there. I apologize for my lack of ability at writing
Middle English beyond evil niot he the, but I shall try to keep in the
spirit of the play as much as possible.
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Robyn Hod and the Shryff of Notyngham: Scene One-and-a-Half
[The scene is set in Nottingham. Enter Sheriff and two Soldiers.]
Sheriff

TA/eli met on this bright, fair day, my men!
Hast thou heard news of outlaw Robin?

Soldier #1

None yet, my lord, but in time we will.
The end of his treason we shall fulfill.

Soldier #2

Our finest knight is there, with bow full bent:
No more shall we hear of his merriment.

Sheriff

Good news, good news this is all around.
Hark! I think that is his horn that doth sound.

[Enter Robin, wearing the deceased knight's clothing.]
Sheriff

He approaches. How now, my knight?
Hast thou slain Robin Hood in good fight?

Robin

Aye, my lord, and even another aside:
The finest game in Sherwood that did abide.

Sheriff

Fair, fair thou art! Where is this fine prize?
I hope thou hast cut him down to size.

[Robin drops the knight's head at the Sheriffs feet.]
Robin

Aye, that I did, and in this, my furious spate
I believe 'tis thy turn to meet the same fate.

Sheriff

Thou art bold, and of foolish will:
If he could not, then ye I shall kill!

[They fight. Robin blows his horn. The two soldiers catch Robin
from behind and
hold him captive.]
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Robin

By mild Mary, fair justice shall be done!
Ye heed the false king who sits on thy throne.

Sheriff

'Tis shame to learn that you were but a pawn.
Take this rogue away; he shall swing at dawn.

[Robin is led away. Enter Friar Tuck.]
Friar Tuck

Alas, by mine ears' sharp ringing,
I did believe I heard a horn singing?

Sheriff

Friar, 'tis a bold day and bloody morrow:
We hath the outlaw; there be no more sorrow!

Friar Tuck

What, ye do holdeth Robin Hood?

Sheriff

Yea, and no hope for him doth bode.

[Sheriff exits, laughing.]
Friar Tuck

It cannot be! alack-a-day!
On Sheriff, yea,evil mote the!

[Enter four of Robin's men.]
Man #1

Friar Tuck, didst we hear right
The horn of Robin, yet not he in sight?

Friar Tuck

Alas, ye did, but thou were not fast:
That cry of Robin's shall be his last.

Man #2

Do not say so, Tuck! All is not lost:
Him we shall recover, to the king's great loss.

[Enter the two soldiers.]
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2006 Scholarly Writing Prize Winners
First Place
The Destruction of Life, the Destruction of World
Views: the Holocaust's Legacy
By Christine Hill
Everyone believes in something, and while belief is most
commonly associated with a deity, disbelief is still belief, even if it
is belief in nothing. Belief systems are hard to negotiate, and even
harder to comprehend let alone adjust. Nonetheless, tragic events
occur which make us reexamine our beliefs. One such event is the
Holocaust. Known as Shoali to the Jewish people, the Holocaust
was a historical event that marked the death of approximately six
million Jews, among eight million others. This tragedy caused (and
causes) many people to re-examine what they did and did not
believe in, whether it was God, man, or even simple concepts of
goodness.
Eli Wiesel is perhaps one of the most famous survivors of
the Holocaust, as his book Night has gathered the attention of
people from around the world. A memoir about his life from the
time his family was forced into concentration camps, until the
moment he was free, Night chronicles Wiesel's loss of faith after
seeing the deaths of babies, neighbors, and his father. Bernhard
Schlink also writes a book about the Holocaust, but this time from
the perspective of a German youth who has an affair with a woman
who was a concentration camp guard. Titled Der Vorleser, or The
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Soldier #1 Ruffians! Traitors of the realm!
Thine head we shall cleave clean at the helm!
Man #3

Aye, good man, that is where ye be wrong:
Ye shall serve Sherwood before far long.

Soldier #2

A man of steel does one of green best.
In thine sweet wood shall ye make your rest.

Man #4

Step forward and stab me with thy forked tongue.
Methinks the heavens find bitter your snake's song.

Friar Tuck

Away with this foolishness! Come, let us fight!
Mary's favor falls on he who lasts this night.

[Theyfight. Robin's men are captured. Friar Tuck continues to
fight off the soldiers as they are led away.]
End of Scene-One-and-a-Half--proceed to Scene Two.
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of those Jews, and it is that complexity which Schlink slowly tries to
reveal.
However, when Michael contemplates the numbness that
everyone exposed to the Holocaust shares, he thinks: "When I
likened perpetrators, victims, the dead, the living, survivors, and
their descendants to each other, I didn't feel good about it and I still
don't" (Schlink, 103). Those words are words that Schlink had
probably addressed to himself as a writer, taking on such a difficult
subject. By uniting all of the people tied to the Holocaust, not just
the victims or the survivors, but the actors and the bystanders as
well, Schlink takes the risk of seeming insensitive and offensive.
And yet his commentary on the wide-ranging effects the Holocaust
has is important, because looking clearly and truthfully at the past,
at the people who were a part of that past, is beneficial for the
future.
When Michael begins his law career in legal history his exwife accuses him of trying to escape reality, but Michael thinks,
"escape is not a preoccupation with the past, but a determined
focus on the present and the future that is blind to the legacy of the
past which brands us and with which we must live" (Schlink, 181).
To Michael, and to Schlink as well, escaping reality means ignoring
the past, not studying it. And to ignore the people who had
committed such heinous acts of murder in the Second World War is
to ignore key actors that shaped our history. Instead of ignoring
the past by living blindly in the future, Schlink, through Michael,
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outside but within myself, and had discovered that there was
nothing to be found" (Schlink, 155). Michael is searching for
anything, any kind of personal, emotional response that would
signal to him that he understood. But instead, even when faced
with the physical reality of the concentration camps, he is without
tears, without feeling. This numbness is essentially the entire
conflict in the story, as Michael struggles to recover from his
relationship with Hanna and the emotional and psychological
problems it caused. Even in this story, as told from someone who
had not directly experienced the Holocaust and the concentration
camps, the after effects leave a lasting mark.
One of the most challenging aspects of the Holocaust that
Schlink's novel delicately portrays is the problem of linking
together the killers, victims, and bystanders. Although Schlink
makes it clear through Michael's character how the Holocaust can
still have a deep impact on bystanders, the complexity of the
situation problematizes the way people commonly think about the
Holocaust. By portraying Hanna as a human person, with both
loving aspects to her character as well as violent and negative
capabilities, Schlink challenges the view that Nazi's were the
epitome of evil. If the killing of six million Jews was evil, and most
would agree that it was, then those people who helped in those
murders would be instruments of evil and thereby evil themselves.
However, to Schlink, that explanation is insufficient and false.
Human beings, in all their complexity, were the actors in the death
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39). Hanna is a divided woman, a person separated from the world
at large and from who she really is inside. Indeed, through Hanna,
Schlink seems to reinforce Wiesel's belief that indifference, or in
Hanna's case inaction, is one of the greatest evils in the world. For
Hanna would not have been condemned in the court trial if she had
simply acted, if she had merely opened the church to allow the
hundreds of women trapped inside the chance at life. It is in
Hanna one sees the after effects of the violence the war has brought
on the perpetrators, as well as on the victims.
Michael himself is a victim. Having loved a woman who
had assisted in the murder of hundreds of Jewish women, he too is
a divided and empty person, not quite dead, but certainly feeling
the spread of numbness. Michael remarks about himself: "In every
part of my life, too, I stood outside myself and watched... After a
time, I thought I could detect a similar numbness in other people"
(Schlink, 101). It is as Michael sits day after day at Hanna's trial
that he begins to feel this numbness associated with the Holocaust.
It is a numbness that is associated with survivor literature, but
which effects everyone in the court room. Michael acknowledges
this connection by noting that "All survivor literature talks about
this numbness, in which life's functions are reduced to a
minimum" and it is this feeling that begins to spread through
Michael as the trial wears on (Schlink, 103). It is after visiting one
of the concentration camps nearby that Michael feels "a great
emptiness inside, as if I had been searching for some glimpse, not
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crematory and Elie tells his father, "I did not believe that they could
burn people in our age, that humanity would never tolerate it..."
Elie's father responds: "Humanity? Humanity is not concerned
with us. Today anything is allowed. Anything is possible, even
those crematories" (Wiesel, Night, 30). Even while shut away in
Auschwitz, far away from the rest of the world, from the rest of
Europe, the death of humanity, the failure of human kind to act,
could still be seen by Elie's father. Wiesel depicts again and again
the way that human nature was destroyed by hunger, thirst,
violence, fear, degradation, and most importantly, apathy.
"Indifference, as far as Wiesel is concerned, is the greatest sin,"
Robert Brown wrote in Elie Wiesel: Messenger to All Humanity (73).
And indeed, it is this death that is perhaps the most disturbing as
the very constructs of how we define human is stripped away in
this book.
Death was also displayed in metaphorical terms in Schlink's
book The Reader. Although Hanna, the main character Michael's
lover, joined the SS during World War II, and was therefore not a
victim but an agent of violence, she too experiences alienation and
social death. Not only has Hanna moved consistently after the war,
making sure never to have any ties to people or places, she was also
alienated from herself(97). When Hanna was answering Michael's
questions about her life before she met him, Michael says, "she told
me all this as if it were not her life but somebody else's, someone
she didn't know well and who wasn't important to her" (Schlink,
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Elie himself experiences the same sort of death that Moshe
represents at the beginning of the novel, after he has survived the
concentration camps, survived the death march, and finds himself
staring back at a reflection of a corpse (Wiesel, Night, 109). He, too,
has found himself alone, estranged from the world, society, and
even God Himself. Wiesel writes:
I felt strong. I was the accuser, God the accused. My
eyes were open and I was alone - terribly alone in a
world without God and without man. Without love
or mercy. I had ceased to be anything but ashes, yet I
felt myself to be stronger than the almighty, to whom
my life had been tied for so long (Wiesel, Night, 65).
While this sense of alienation gives Elie a sense of empowerment,
he describes himself much the way Moshe did: "alone." For Elie
there was no God and no man, no love and no mercy, and his
solitude was not just alienation, but death. Much like Moshe, Elie
counts himself to be among the living dead; he sees himself as alive
physically, but dead spiritually. Elie has "ceased to be anything
but ashes," his body and soul burned to dust by the horrors of the
Holocaust.
The death of Moshe and the death of Elie frame the entire
memoir. And while there are many more individual deaths that
can be seen in Elie's father, in Juliek the violin player, and in the
many other people Elie meets throughout the book, the death of
humanity is perhaps the most profound and distressing of all
deaths. Upon arriving at Auschwitz, father and son look upon the
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why Nazi's would target Jews to exterminate them, and because of
that, Jews were forced to find their own answers to that question,
just as all other people practicing a religion would have to answer it
for themselves. The Holocaust presented a very specific, historical
problem for all modes of thought, requiring new ideas and
explanations into how something so horrible could ever happen.
The trauma that was experienced could be seen in both
Wiesel's and Schlink's books, as most of the characters exposed to
the Holocaust undergo a type of death or sense of alienation from
the world. The first instance of this in Night is Moshe the Beadle.
Moshe was teaching Wiesel the ways of the Cabala when he was
expelled from Transylvania for being a foreigner. He suddenly
arrives back in the small town of Sighet only to speak of a horrible
fate that he had just barely escaped from. He returned specifically
to the small town because he said he wanted to, "tell you the story
of my death... To live? I don't attach any importance to my life
anymore. I'm alone," (Wiesel, Night, 5). Moshe is the first person
in the book to experience the death that eventually all of the
characters experience, whether it is literal or figurative. Moshe said
he was telling the story of his "death," and yet he was still
speaking. Moshe wasn't physically dead, but he was socially dead
as he was isolated and alienated from the town and society due to
his experience. His near-death experience, his intended murder,
created a psychological divide that he could not bridge in order to
reconnect with people; Moshe is very much "alone."
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definition to Lacan's view of trama, in which its "initial effect is to
disrupt understanding, language, identity - to rip apart the
symbolic order, to efface memory" (79). The symbolic order is not
just something seen in literature, although that is often its most
easily recognizable form, but rather it is seen in the way in which
humans order the world around them. We use symbols to
represent abstract ideas, and regardless of whether those ideas are
religious or secular, that symbolism is put to the test and disrupted
by such an event as the Holocaust. This just shows how any
symbolic system, any philosophy, concept, or method of
understanding the world, has to be re-evaluated after going
through traumatic events.
This sense of trauma and disruption is intensely related to
religious systems. For most Jews who experienced life during the
Shoah the way that they understand their heritage, and their link to
God and Judaism, was challenged in an unprecedented way.
Wiesel, writing on "The Death of My Father" explained the lack of
comfort religion offered after the Holocaust as the traditions could
not adequately address the new situations he had experienced.
Wiesel wrote: "It would be [in]adequate, indeed unjust, to imitate
my father," by reciting the traditional prayers and enacting the
traditional rituals (39). Wiesel thinks that he "should have to
invent other prayers, other acts," but that too is not an answer, for
who is worthy or capable of inventing ways to God? ("The Death of
My Father," 39). Judaism's practices and theology did not address
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participated in the killings as the killers were effected by the
Holocaust, although in different ways from the survivors. Even
citizens who tried to go about their daily lives, neither hurting nor
helping, had been effected by the environment that they lived in
and the moral and ethical choices they were faced with. No, Jews
were not the only people to be altered by this event, and all of the
literature, whether from the Jewish perspective or not, reveals signs
of extreme shifts in ways of understanding and conceptualizing the
world.
The Holocaust presented such a challenge because it turned
world-views upside down. Whether secular or religious, the
frightening sense of evil and horror that underlay the time made
goodness seem extinct. James Berger in the book After the End:
Representations of Post-Apocalypse explained the impact the
Holocaust had on people. Berger proposed:
that the presence of the testimonial text in Holocaust
representations that otherwise use the most varied,
ingenious, and bizarre literary forms shows the
insistent return of the traumatic historical presence of
the Shoah... Trauma is what returns, and it returns as
symptom, which is itself a reenactment of trauma.
The existence of the symptom, like the presence of the
ghost, is a sign that the trauma is still active, still has
power to wound and disrupt (79).
The fact that this trauma appears in literature shows merely the
outmost level of hurt and pain that the Holocaust has caused for
those who have lived through it. Berger goes on to relate his
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the only common bond that ties all Jews is neither
•
their faith in the covenant nor their adherence to the
law nor their hope in the coming Messiah. It is not
even the Promised Land, the state of Israel itself.
Rather, it is the Holocaust.., it is the event that unites
all Jews in sorrow, frustration, and rage. It also
contributes to the enhanced faith of some and the
chilling disbelief of others (Lockerbie, 237).

The idea of Jewishness, with which the Nazi's targeted and
persecuted this people, coalesce into an identity that Jews
themselves began to accept, that regardless of religious ideals the
inclusion of a Jewish population in genocide would be the uniting
factor. For those Jews who went through the Holocaust and
survived, the world would never look the same, for the inhumanity
of the period challenged everything they believed.
It was not just Jews who were deeply affected by the
Holocaust; indeed, every single person who lived in occupied
territories during World War II was affected one way or another.
This is because Jews were not the only people group faced with
such extreme conditions and violence. Indeed, there were many
other people groups, like gypsies, the disabled and homosexuals
who were also targeted by the Nazi regime. And of course, there
are the groups less often written or discussed: the people who
were not targeted by the Nazi's but lived through all of the horrors
and death of war. The fact that some Europeans participated in the
killings makes outsiders question why, and although that is a
legitimate question, it must not be forgotten that those who
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Reader in English, it conveys the guilt a man faces as he realizes his
first lover carried out the deaths of hundreds of Jewish women.
These two novels, although written from different view-points, and
different religious or world beliefs, share the common concern of
how a person is to live after the Holocaust, with the implicit
understanding that re-evaluation must occur after confrontation.
The Holocaust was a moment in history that has stunned the
world and marked the modern era as one of the most destructive.
Due to the Holocaust's frightening efficient methods of killing,
approximately six million Jews were killed after being specifically
targeted through racial lines. Judaism wasn't just a religion
according to Hitler's program; rather it was a bloodline, connecting
millions of people around the world regardless of personal faith.
For example, Annette Wieviorka and Francoise Rosset write in their
article "Jewish Identity in the First accounts by Extermination
Camp Survivors from France" that many Jewish-French people did
not even know that they "could belong to a Jewish collective, be it
envisioned as a community, people, or nation" because they had
assimilated so well into French society (139). European Jews, some
of whom did not even recognize their Jewishness, were forced into
ghettos, force labor camps, and finally concentration camps. Bruce
Lockerbie comments on this disjunction of Jewish identity before
and after the Holocaust when he wrote in Dismissing God: Modern
Writers' Struggle against Religion that:
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forges a path that accepts human duality, the propensity to evil as
well as good, without necessarily having to judge each person as
good or evil themselves.
Schlink's efforts to problematize views of the Holocaust are
quite different from Wiesel's efforts to remember those who have
died. These two books mark divergent paths in Holocaust
narratives, although they can be united by the common theme of
how a person should live after such an event. The fact that these
books were written at all is in and of itself an important
characteristic of Holocaust narrative. This is because there are
some people who outright reject Holocaust literature, such as T.W.
Adorno, Reinhard Baumgart, Michael Wyschogrod, and even Elie
Wiesel himself, as noted in A Double Dying: Reflections on Holocaust
Literature by Alvin Rosenfeild. The main reason for this rejection
lies in the belief that literature is unable to convey all that was the
Holocaust. Rosenfeild quotes Wiesel as writing:
'One generation later, it can still be said and must
now be affirmed: There is no such thing as a
literature of the Holocaust, nor can there be. The very
expression is a contradiction in terms. Auschwitz
negates any form of literature, as it defies all systems,
all doctrines... A novel about Auschwitz is not a
novel, or else it is not about Auschwitz. The very
attempt to write such a novel is blasphemy... '(14).

And yet, the undeniable fact is that Wiesel has done the impossible,
he has written a novel, indeed many novels, about the Holocaust.
Rosenfeild's comment on this seeming contradiction is that, "If it is
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blasphemy, then, to attempt to write about the Holocaust, and an
injustice against the victims, how much greater the injustice and
more terrible the blasphemy to remain silent" (14). Like Schlink,
who was taking a chance by writing a novel about the problems of
loving an SS guard, Wiesel takes a chance by chronicling his life in
the concentration camps. He is taking the chance of trivializing his
experience, of offering superficial pictures of the depth of emotion
he experienced, and yet Wiesel takes that chance because not to
would pose an even greater threat: forgetting.
Already it is happening-already survivors and witnesses to
the Holocaust are dying, leaving the world without their stories or
their testimonies to the truth of the event. Wiesel is combating his
eventual demise by writing now, even if they are incomplete,
depictions of his experiences in the hopes that the world will not
forget.
The chance that Wiesel is taking by continuing to write and
the chance Schlink takes in The Render can be differentiated yet
again. While Wiesel is a survivor of the Holocaust, and can
chronicle his actual experience, Schlink is not. Schlink did not
experience any of the things that Wiesel does and some may
criticize him for that. But if Wiesel must write because to do
otherwise would be the greater evil, then so too must Schlink.
Brown writes that even outsiders, those who have not experienced
the Holocaust, must write and speak,
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Simply because we cannot dare not to speak. While a
certain kind of silence acknowledges inadequacy,
another kind of silence exemplifies betrayal, choosing
to ignore reality because reality has become
unpalatable. Such ignoring kills the dead a second
time; it obliterates them from human memory as well
(Brown, 5, author's own emphasis).

Brown agrees that even people who had not had direct experience
with the Holocaust still need to contemplate and contend with the
event through writing. But while he asserts this, he also provides
provisions in the form of a rule: "The basic rule: never attempt to
speakfor survivors, never attempt to speak instead of survivors (see
A Jew Today, p. 203)" (Brown, 6, author's own emphasis). This rule
is one that Schlink has not violated in his novel, as he does not try
to speak for the survivors, nor does his seem to want to silence the
survivors' stories. Indeed, it is quite the opposite as Schlink seems
to add to his struggle by trying to sympathize with the survivor
and condemn the perpetrators, causing him guilt and pain for his
love of Hanna. No, Schlink does not try to assert anything that is
out of his realm of experience. Instead, Schlink concentrates on
how a person is suppose to feel and act when faced with a country
full of people who were witnesses to genocide. As a German,
living in Germany, every person passed on a street could be a
potential killer or executioner. Schlink seems to ask the question:
how is one supposed to go on living and loving the people around
him if everyone is tainted by their connection to this event? Even
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Michael's father comes under suspicion of somehow being
connected with the Third Reich, regardless of the fact that his father
lost his job because he would not support the Nazi regime.
Imagine if Michael's father had been in the SS like Hanna, or had
supported the Nazi with his philosophy? How then, should one
act or feel? That is the problem that Schlink raises, and it is a
problem Schlink is able to present as a German, both to himself, to
his country, and to the world.
Another way of looking at Holocaust literature is through
James Berger's generations of holocaust narratives. Berger formed
a new system of categories to distinguish types of Holocaust
literature, demarcating them by generations, starting from those
who had experienced the Holocaust first hand. This means that the
first generation of literature is the work written by the survivors
and victims of the Holocaust who wanted to tell the world about
their experiences. The second generation of literature is written by
those people directly interacting with the survivors, either as
contemporaries or offspring. The third, and final, generation of
Berger's is written by those whose responsibility it is to carry on
their stories after the survivors have died. It is the third generation
that marks the loss of the survivors own words, making it
imperative that this generation continues to retell the stories of
those who have passed on (J. Berger, 67).
Using these categories, one can place Schlink's novel into the
second generation, as it is a non-Jewish, non-victim account of a
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person who has heard the story and known the person who was a
part of the Holocaust. Although Hanna is not a victim, she is a
survivor of the Holocaust, if used in the broadest sense of the word
since there was no serious threat to her life. Michael's relationship
with Hanna, although not one of parent/ child, is intimate enough
to make Michael's story largely Hanna's story. Wiesel's memoir on
the other hand, is a first generation account, as he depicts his own
life struggles during the Holocaust. Berger makes a very
interesting point, however, in that even those who survived the
Holocaust, have only one side of the story to tell. For the true
witnesses of the Holocaust are those who have died, making it
impossible for their exact story to be told. But, Berger writes,
despite that idea,
Survivors attempt to speak for the dead... The
survivor as - living-dead, as returned from collective
death, is the crucial trope of Wiesel's testimonial
novel Night... Wiesel presents himself as indelibly
marked by the genocide and transformed into a pure
vessel of testimony, no longer possessing a life, only a
voice. The authority of testimony rests on the
supposition of a symbolic death, as the witness passes
through the Holocaust and emerges as his own ghost
(J. Berger, 70).

First generation accounts of genocide are important, but what is
noticeable about Berger's system is that within the generations
there seems to be an implicit hierarchy. It is always the eldest
generation, the first generation, that is venerated the most, and so
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the inference is that the survivors and victim's accounts should be
given the most respect. This correlates to Brown's rule not to speak
for survivors, as their own words and feelings supersede any that a
non-survivor could express in their place. Despite the implications
of this hierarchy, the purpose of this essay is not to compare and
evaluate which piece of literature is more important or valuable to
the world. Rather, it is to show the common trauma that is
endured by all who are exposed to the Holocaust, as well as both
writers' attempts at dealing with this life-long trauma. So instead
of creating a hierarchy between these two works, the usefulness of
Berger's system is simply to show that the differences in narrative
allow for diverse facets of the same question: how do we live after
the Holocaust? Because Wiesel was a religious and ethical Jew, he
specifically contends with theodicy and participation in the Jewish
community. And because Schlink is a German, living during the
years immediately after World War II, he questions how to live
morally as an intellectual, thoughtful person, who is aware of his
country's history.
Living after the Holocaust poses unique problems for both
Jew and non-Jew alike. Whether a person survived the Holocaust,
or lived with the knowledge of their relatives and community's
complicity, personal beliefs would have to be grappled with in the
face of human depravity. For those who did not play a direct role
in the Holocaust, but feel guilt in its aftermath, Schlink provides a
compelling look into the complexity of both understanding and
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condemnation in The

Reader. Contemplating German guilt is a

rarely spoken about aspect of the aftereffects of World War II, but it
is an intriguing one as all Germans must face the reality of the
Holocaust when faced with their own history. However, because
this book is distinctive in dealing with German guilt, especially
since it is less centered on Hanna and more focused on Michael,
there is very little to compare it with.
The way Schlink displays this sense of German guilt can be
seen in Michael's experience in the Holocaust seminar. It is while
in the seminar that Michael begins to feel a connection with those
who had fallen victim to the Nazis, as the seminar participants
were called "students of the camps" (Schlink, 92). It is while in the
seminar that the students began to single out their parents, to look
at their own personal history, for blood stained hands. Even
Michael himself finds a way to condemn his father for being
German and an accessory, despite the fact that Michael's father had
lost his job because he would not support the Nazis (Schlink, 92).
Indeed, everyone in the seminar "condemned our parents to
shame, even if the only charge we could bring was that after 1945
they had tolerated the perpetrators in their midst" (Schlink, 92).
Here is where the beginning of Michael's German guilt stems,
although Schlink references it slyly through the authors Michael
read in school. Michael had just read Weimar Republic and the
Third Reich the night before he begins his affair with Hanna after
his sickness (Schlink, 41). And then after Hanna had left, he takes
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the seminar on the Holocaust in college, right before he sees Hanna
at her own trial. Michael and Hanna's relationship is framed and
defined, in some ways, by the Holocaust, adding only more to the
guilt. Later Michael thinks: "So I was still guilty. And if I was not
guilty because one cannot be guilty of betraying a criminal, then I
was guilty of having loved a criminal" (Schlink, 134). It is a feeling
that Michael cannot shake.
This guilt gets to the point where anyone, family, friends,
loved ones, all had to be singled out and condemned; and yet,
Michael realizes that pointing the finger is a defensive mechanism.
Michael reflects:
"I had to point at Hanna. But the finger I pointed at
her turned back to me. I had loved her. Not only had
I loved her, I had chosen her... How could it be a
comfort that the pain I went through because of my
love for Hanna was, in a way, the fate of my
generation, a German fate, and that it was only more
difficult for me to evade, more difficult for me to
manage than for others" (Schlink, 170-171).
It was perhaps more difficult for Michael to manage because, not
only did he feel guilt about his love for Hanna he also had a sense
of betrayal. It was harder in that Michael had chosen to love
Hanna-she had not been born into his family, obligating him to
love her. No, Michael had loved Hanna voluntarily, and yet she
had betrayed him. She had betrayed him by leaving, by lying, by
simply being who she was and causing him to love her anyway,
despite her past. And for Michael this is a dual betrayal. Hanna
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alone has not betrayed him, he betrayed himself. Michael is "full of
fear about who I really was," because loving Hanna had revealed
some part of himself that he did not even know existed (Schlink,
147). Michael has betrayed his righteous anger at his parents and
shared in with his classmates, by finding that he had loved a
murder.
And what then to do about it? What then to do about the
guilt of having loved a murderer, the anger at the betrayal, and the
subsequent emotional death? These are the central questions to
Schlink's novel, and in an interview with Eleanor Wachtel, Schlink
reveals that these are the questions facing all Germans of his
generation. Schlink said of The

Reader: "Its a story of my

generation and the experience of being under the guidance of these
dedicated teachers, professors, and other authority figures learning from them, being impressed by them, and then finding out
what they had done" (Wachtel, Schlink interview, 1999). That
emotional investment, seen in Michael's relationship with Hanna,
is the investment all Germans had with one another, as they made
new friends, found new lovers, and learned new lessons. When the
revelation comes that someone participated in the Holocaust, it
feels like an act of betrayal and it causes the same guilt that Michael
felt and which Schlink was trying to convey.
The fact that these people who participated in the genocide
are people, that they have good sides and bad sides, is often the
most troubling part of the guilt. Not only does it make one feel
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even guiltier for having loved someone thinking that they were a
good person, but it also presents a challenge. If these people were
ordinary people, then anybody who had been in the exact same
place, at the exact same time, probably would they have done the
same thing. It would certainly seem possible. By recognizing
perpetrators as people, it opens the possibility of challenging
oneself in this way; by putting ourselves in another person's shoes.
Schlink emphasizes the conflict inherent in trying to understand the
perpetrators by presenting characters who did not kill out of hate,
but rather out of civil duty. One example is Schlink's use of a
minor character, a man Michael meets while hitchhiking a ride to
the concentration camp memorial. It is while driving that the man
begins to justify the actions of the executions. He says:
'You're right, there was no war, and no reason for
hatred. But executioners don't hate the people they
execute, and they execute them all the same. Because
they're ordered to? You think they do it because
they're ordered to? And you think that I'm talking
about orders and obedience, that the guards in the
camps were under orders and had to obey?' He
laughed sarcastically. 'No, I'm not talking about
orders and obedience. An executioner is not under
orders. He'd doing his work, he doesn't hate the
people he executes, he's not taking revenge on them,
he's not killing them because they're in his way or
threatening him or attacking him. They're a matter of
such indifference to him that he can kill them as easily
as not' (Schlink, 151).
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This is perhaps one of the few times that Schlink tries to justify the
actions of the killers. It is a reason that echoes Wiesel's words
about indifference, and explains why Hanna obeyed her orders and
did not let the women free. By offering this explanation from the
perspective of a perpetrator, Schlink does not give the impression
that Michael forgave the man for what he had done simply because
he understood the guy's reasons. Rather, the explanation did
nothing to ward off the impending accusation Michael hurled at
him (Schlink, 152).
Schlink's treatment of this character is similar to the way
Hanna is treated in the novel. Hanna's actions can be explained
through the man's words about indifference, but they can also be
explained through ignorance. Hanna's ignorance is symbolized in
her illiteracy. Schlink explained in the interview with Wachtel:
In Hanna's case her illiteracy is a kind of metaphor for
her moral illiteracy. You might say she really doesn't
know the moral alphabet. Now, of course, that's not
always the case; you can't say that illiterate people are
less moral than literate people. But for Hanna, it can
be understood as a metaphor related to what we
know about her and her story and about what she has
done, (Wachtel, Schlink interview, 1999).
Hanna's moral illiteracy was reinforced by her eventual suicide
once she learned to read about the Holocaust (Schlink, 205).
Hanna's learning to read marked a point of moral revelation. At
the trial Hanna honestly did not see any other course of action for
herself during the Holocaust. She asked the judge, "What would
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you have done?" not knowing or realizing she could have acted in
another way (Schlink, 111). However, once she learned to read and
dispelled her literal and moral ignorance, she then began to
understand the impact of her actions and sought to correct them
through the money she willed to one of the survivor of the fire
(Schlink, 207). But just as the man driving Michael was not
absolved from his actions simply because he explained them,
neither is Hanna. Schlink said in the same interview:
To me there was never any question that Hanna
would be excused because she was illiterate. I think
you have to remember that all such perpetrators have
their individual stories, and sometimes these stories
help us understand more about their psyche and why
they did what they did. But that does not mean that
such a personal history amounts to an excuse
(Wachtel, Schlink interview, 1999).
Schlink's presentation of human fallibility does not mean that he is
trying to justify their actions. His interview response shows that
while he believes understanding is important it does not absolve
anyone of guilt. In fact, Schlink does not seem to pose any sort of
recourse or method of absolution, except maybe in Hanna's suicide.
That Hanna kills herself and tries to apologize for her actions,
Schlink, through Michael, seems to struggle with this idea of
understanding leading to absolution, rather than condemnation.
Michael struggles with the feeling that by knowing Hanna,
knowing her illiteracy and loving her when he was younger, it
makes him unable to condemn Hanna in the way that she needs to
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be condemned for her part in the murders. This troubles Michael
deeply, adding to his already conflicted feelings. Michael thinks:
When I tried to understand it, I had the feeling I was
failing to condemn it as it must be condemned. When
I condemned it as it must be condemned, there was
no room for understanding... I wanted to pose myself
both tasks-understanding and condemnation. But it
was impossible to do both (Schlink, 157).
Although this revelation does not give Michael immediate peace,
indeed he seems to struggle with his past for another ten years, it
does explain his feelings. By coming to the conclusion that he
cannot both understand and condemn his own conflictual feelings
are justified. For as Michael at once condemns Hanna and hates
her for what she had done to him, at the same time he remembers
all the good times he had with Hanna. The fact that these two sides
of him are not resolved is evidence he cannot do both; he cannot
come to a definitive answer about how he feels about Hanna.
Instead, he is left to live in turmoil over the two sides never quite
coming to a conclusion. This, however, was exactly what Schlink
wanted to convey, because in his experience as a German who is
faced with a history of violence resolution is impossible. Schlink
said in the interview with Wachtel:
I think we have to live with that tension. And I think
to resolve it to the point of not loving them anymore
is as untrue as resolving it to the point of saying that
we love and understand them and that what they did
wasn't all that bad. One resolution is as false as the
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other, so I think one has to live with that tension
(Wachtel, Schlink interview, 1999).

This is an uncomfortable conclusion for a person to reach, one that
is difficult to understand or to live by. But Schlink's comment
about the need for both understanding and condemnation make it
necessary for every person in the second generation, every person
who meets and knows people in Germany during the Holocaust, to
face these issues.
It is important to note the reason so much emphasis is
placed on internal resolution, on understanding and condemnation
and the tension that those two positions hold, is because the
individual is the focal point of Schlink's godless world. There is no
religion, no god to rule over the universe and demand justice. Only
this world exits, and the people who inhabit this world are
responsible for bringing about justice. Schlink's rejection of
religion, seen in Michaels rejection of his grandfather's blessing,
turns the attention to the individual person and how morality can
be formed through education and justice through the law (Schlink,
89). Schlink's concentration on the secular, specifically on the
benefits of knowledge, can be seen in Hanna's moral ignorance that
is expelled once she learns to read and through Michael's own
journey through law school.
Michael believes in law, he believes in the law seminar held
on the Holocaust, and he displays his own trust that justice will be
wrought on those who are guilty. Michael notes that everyone in
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the seminar "placed no reliance on legal scholarship. It was
evident to us that there had to be convictions" (Schlink, 91). There
was no need to rely on legal scholarship, because the cases of these
perpetrators were clear to everyone and would demand justice
through convictions. There is no doubt in Michael's mind that the
right thing would be done in the court system, no need to be
concerned about legal arguments or loopholes; Michael is positive,
as are the rest in his seminar, that convictions will come out of
those trials. This trust in the law and the intellect replaces any kind
of religious or cosmological understanding of the world to provide
meaning and purpose in the world today by finding truth. Schlink
does not necessarily mean truth with a capitol ''T" but rather the
truth that can set a person free from their past. At the end of the
novel, Michael reflects: "What a sad story, I thought for so long.
Not that I now think it was happy. But I think it is true, and thus
the question of whether it is sad or happy has no meaning
whatever" (Schlink, 217). This concentration on truth, on retelling
his and Hanna's story as accurately and fully as possible is the
ultimate goal. Resolution does not come with faith, or even with
reconciling the conflicting feelings within a person. Michael does
not say definitively that this story was a happy or sad one, a good
or a bad one, simply that it is true, and that representing this truth,
is ultimately what is most important.
Schlink's disregard of religion is directly contrasted by
Wiesel's concern with the justice of God in the face of the
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Holocaust. Wiesel, growing up as a Hasidic Jew, is deeply invested
in a cosmology that posits an active and powerful God. It is
because of this upbringing and this faith that Night focuses on how
religious Jews struggle with how to live after facing the silence of
God during the Holocaust. This question can be summed up in the
theological question of theodicy. Theodicy's main concern is
justifying the ways of God to man. It is of central concern to any
religious system positing an omniscient, omnipresent deity who
claims to be good and just despite evil in the world. One way to
explain why theodicy is important is through Braiterman's explains
of Peter Berger's thoughts on religion he found in Berger's book The
Sacred Canopy:
He [Berger] defines religion as that human enterprise
by which cultures construct a sacred social order
(cosmos) out of unruly empirical life (chaos). Berger
describes social legitimation in the terms of
theodicy... In this view theodicy remains religion's
primary functions. 'Evil' signifies anomalous forces
that interrupt the orderly process of world
maintenance. In response, religious actors uphold a
violated social order by justifying the relation that
subsists between God and anomic experience
(Braiterman, 25-26).

Theodicy is of central concern to all religious systems, but more so
for Judaism as it must explain why God would allow a people with

whom He had a covenant with to die. Judaism must explain this
interruption in "the orderly process of world maintenance," of
ordinary Jewish lives who were disrupted and destroyed by this
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cataclysmic event. The Holocaust provides an especially difficult
hurdle for theodicy because of the sheer number of victims.
Braiterman again uses Berger's plausibility structure to explain this
idea. Braiterman's interpretation of Berger's plausibility structure
is that: "the plausibility of any symbolic order depends upon
social structures in which reality is taken for grated. The unjust
death of a single individual will usually fail to render an entire
symbolic system implausible -not like the relatively sudden death
of entire populations" (91). The death of a single Jew does not
rupture the system the way that the death of six million Jews does,
mostly because the larger the quantity, the larger the challenge to
theodicy. Braiterman explains Berger's idea:
Jewish thinkers face problems peculiar to Jewish
traditions. Above all, they must consider the specific
fate of the Jewish people and its relation with God...
Both classical Jewish texts and twentieth-century
Jewish thinkers have together emphasized the notion
of a special and binding relation between God and
His [sic] people -a relation described in terms of
covenant... Does the Holocaust irreparably break the
covenant between the people and its God? Does it
render the very idea implausible? In contrast to a
more abstract philosophical theism, the notion of
covenant has forced Jewish thought into a
superadded social dimension (Braiterman, 23).

Lockerbie reiterates Berger's focus on the Jewish covenant, writing
that "the failure of God to deliver six million of his chosen people
out of the hands of the Nazi butchers had disqualified God and his
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claims to a covenant relationship with the Jews. Thereafter, all that
remained of a historical union between God and the Jew is tragic
memory. The rest is silence" (Lockerbie, 238). The idea of a
covenant is central to the Jewish faith, as God promised to protect
the Jews in exchange for Jews adherence to God's laws. This
promise seems to be negated in the face of so much death, as
Lockerbie and Beger have suggested. Berger's second point about
the Covenant dictating social modes of living and interaction are
important because it requires not just belief but action. Judaism
regulated much of daily life for Jews, and with the entire
Abrahamic Covenant in question, the entire social structure that
went along with it is also in question. This leads to a very complex
dilemma of how to live as a Jew if the covenant with God is broken.
It is this problem that becomes the central point in Wiesel's book
and his life. Alan Berger writes: "Wiesel is consumed by the oral
and theological questions of life after Auschwitz: what is the
relationship between good and evil, and, as in his autobiographical
memoir Night, what of God's justice?" (71). Theodicy then,
addresses the concern about how to live after the Holocaust
because it either legitimates the continued religious life and
community that surrounds Jews, or it points them in a different,
and new direction.
Theodicy has two outcomes: it can either build up faith by
trying to understand and justify God's actions to man or it can
destroy faith by questioning the goodness of God. These two
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reactions could be seen throughout the Holocaust as some Jews
either turned to God, or away from God, in the face of daily
destruction. Wiesel himself chronicles his own turn away from
God during his time spent at Auschwitz. After seeing babies
burned in an incinerator, young Elie begins to question God.
Wiesel writes that "For the first time, I felt revolt rise up in me.
Why should I bless His name? The Eternal, Lord of the Universe,
the All-Powerful and Terrible, was silent. What had I to thank Him
for?" (Wiesel, Night, 31). Wiesel was not the only one who lost
faith. Even a Rabbi from Poland breaks down in the concentration
camps saying: "I'm not a sage, one of the elect, nor a saint. I'm just
an ordinary creature of flesh and blood. I've got eyes too, and I can
see what they're doing here. Where is the divine mercy? Where is
God? How can I believe, how could anyone believe, in this
merciful God?" (Wiesel, Night, 73). Those who were able to
maintain their faith throughout time spent in ghettos, concentration
camps, and death marches are on the periphery of Wiesel's book.
He mentions those few faithful in passing, only to return to his own
doubt. Wiesel writes: "Some talked of God, of his mysterious
ways, of the sins of the Jewish people, and of their future
deliverance. But I had ceased to pray. How I sympathized with
Job! I did not deny God's existence, but I doubted his absolute
Justice" (Wiesel, Night, 42). It is only later in an article written for
the anthology Jewish Reflections on Death that Wiesel acknowledges:
"Loss of faith to some equaled discovery of God for others. Both
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answered to the same need to take a stand, the same impulse to
rebel. In both cases it was an accusation. Perhaps someone will
explain how, on the level of man, Auschwitz was possible, but on
the level of God, it will forever remain the most disturbing of
mysteries" (Wiesel, "The Death of My Father," 38). The fact that
discovery and abandonment are two sides of the same coin for
Wiesel, both displaying human agency and of a quest for answers
shows the range of responses people had to this underlying
question of goodness.
These ranges of responses went far beyond individuals who
went through the Holocaust to the academics and theologians who
began writing about the Holocaust years later. In religious writings
there is an area of study known as apologetics. Apologetics is
when scholars try to justify traditional religious texts. There are
two types of apologetics singled out by Braiterman: classical and
revisionists. Classical apologetics tries to explain traditional texts
within the tradition they were written, asking readers to draw close
to the texts in their current form. Revisionists, on the other hand,
re-read traditional texts to offer new interpretations and
explanations (Braiterman, 29-30). The use of apologetics has been
one way theologians have tried to address theodicy, by reading or
re-reading traditional texts to provide answers about the
Holocaust. However, apologetics is only a relevant study if the
author is trying to defend God, for there is another vein of thought
opposite to theodicy - antitheodicy. Antitheod icy, a concept
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developed by Braiterman, "means refusing to justify, explain, or
accept that relationship" between God, evil, and suffering (4).
Braiterman goes on to explain that, "although it often borders on
blasphemy, antitheodicy does not constitute atheism; it might even
express stubborn love that human persons have of God" (4).
Instead, it merely rejects the current justifications as insufficient,
going as far to say that they cannot conceive of any kind of
justification that would provide an adequate explanation of
historical events.
Antitheodicy has come up especially after the Holocaust
precisely because traditional thoughts on theodicy were deemed
inadequate and impossible. Braiterman explains:
With Auschwitz in mind, many contemporary
readers are repelled by the theodicies found in
traditional Jewish sources. Both biblical and rabbinic
authors depict God as rewarding the righteous and
punishing the wicked... In this light the Holocaust
has been represented as God's punishment of the
Jewish people for the putative sins of assimilation and
Zionism. A less punitive tradition asserts that God
test, prepares, and purifies the innocent in order to
offer deferred retribution in a messianic and/or
otherworldly future. Still other classical Jewish
authors appeal to mystery or answer that virtue is its
own reward (Braiterman, 30).
For those who are antitheodists, the traditional ways Judaism has
justified God are no longer sufficient in the face of the Holocaust.
Braiterman outlines three basic forms of antitheodicy: complaint,
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Solidarity, and incomprehension. He writes: "Rather than defend
God or accept catastrophe, the authors of antitheodic statements
justify human figures and reject suffering along with its rewards"
(Braiterman, 37). Ultimately, the central concern for those who
develop an antitheodic stand is not God, but rather human life and
happiness in the face of overwhelming suffering and despair.
While God may be unfathomable, antitheodists try to find meaning
in life without Him.
One very important antitheodist is Richard Rubenstein who
wrote that after the Holocaust, God was dead. In Rubenstein's

book After Auschwitz: Radical Theology and Contemporary Judaism, he
writes:

the most adequate theological description of our times is

to be found in the assertion that we live in the time of the death of
God" (245, author's emphasis). What Rubenstein means by the
death of God is simply that God has been removed from current
culture and thought. He explains: "When I say we live in the time
of the death of God, I mean that the thread uniting God and man,
heaven and earth, has been broken... After Auschwitz, what else
can a Jew say about God?" (Rubenstein, 152). Rubenstein is not
trying to deny the existence of a god; he is simply saying that the
Holocaust has proven that if a god does exist, he does not act in the
world. "The death of God is a cultural fact. We shall never know
whether it is more than that" because we have no way of knowing
or proving God's existence in the first place (Rubenstein, 246).
Rubenstein takes the stand that God has been disowned by society
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and culture. God is no longer an integral part of the way people
live today and as a result, he is culturally dead. There is no real
way of knowing whether or not God exists, and since we cannot
know, the "truth" of the existence of God is beside the point.
What Rubenstein does reject, however, is the common
construction of God as all-powerful and good who is active in the
world, as depicted by the Torah. "A God who tolerates the
suffering of even one innocent child is either infinitely cruel or
hopelessly indifferent," negating the original Jewish conception of
God (Rubenstein, 87). Rubenstein further rejects the god depicted
in the Torah precisely because of the way theodicy is presented in
the texts. "Traditional Jewish theology maintains that God is the
ultimate, omnipotent actor in the historical drama. It has
interpreted every major catastrophe in Jewish history as God's
punishment of a sinful Israel," which Rubenstein does not believe
(Rubenstein, 153). Rubenstein rejects the idea the Holocaust was
the punishment for Jewish sins, believing the Jewish people did not
deserve such a fate. Braiterman explains Rubenstein's philosophy
this way: "Rubenstein's argument was simple: to posit a just and
omnipotent God covenanted to Israel and active in its affairs could
only mean that God justly willed the murder of six million Jewish
people. Rubenstein therefore proclaimed 'the death of God' and
turned to what he called 'the tragic fatalities of the God of
nature"(Braiterman, 87). The death of God meant the death of the
Jewish concept of Yahweh, not all gods in general. Indeed,
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Rubenstein still acknowledges a god, but reconceptualizes Him as
the God of nature, or of Nothingness. Rubenstein writes that "the
death of God does not mean the end of all Gods. It means the
demise of the God who was the ultimate actor in history. I believe
in God, the Holy Nothingness known to mysteries of all ages, out
of which we have come and to which we shall ultimately return"
(Rubenstein, 154). Rubenstein's belief, then, is a kind of deism, as
the god he acknowledges who is responsible for our existence does
not act in the world today.
The god that Rubenstein believes in, the God of Holy
Nothingness, is not evident in the world except in death. There is
no afterlife, no rebirth or salvation offered by Rubenstein's god.
Indeed, Braiterman describes Rubenstein's god as "Standing
beyond all categories, the God of Holy Nothingness is an amoral
power that transcends human categories of good and evil. . .The
terrifying source of life and death, the God of Nothingness does not
redeem her children" with death as the only true release from the
pain of the world (Braiterman, 98).

The idea of God simply

being death can be a disheartening one (Rubenstein, 260).
Rubenstein himself admits this writing: "The world of the death of
God is a world devoid of hope and illusion... if one penetrates
beneath the surface of the joys of the flesh, one finds sadness even
in our most precious moments of liberation and gratification"
(Rubenstein, 257). While some may view the death of God as
liberation from moral and ethical standards of living, Braiterman
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writes that "The 'death of God' does not signal liberation, but
tragedy and upheaval... God's 'death' points to the total nonexistence of divine-human encounter in a radically secular age"
(94). No, life without God does not signal freedom, but rather
chaos and futility.
However, Rubenstein does not leave humanity in this kind
of despair and hopelessness, for even as Rubenstein acknowledges
that the death of God provokes this kind of response, he still looks
to rituals and symbols to provide meaning in life. Rubenstein
address the problem of social chaos and disorder by deciding that
while religious theology is rejected, religious law is still important.
"If we must live without God, religious law is more necessary for
us than ever" to provide order (Rubenstein, 259). Rubenstein finds
meaning and value in the traditions and rituals of religious
systems, for "Birth, adolescence, marriage, and death demand
religious celebration. At such times we are far less interested in
prophetic proclamation than in cultic acts" (Rubenstein, 259). The
idea of cults is not usually a positive one, but here Rubenstein
simply means ritualistic acts that provide emotional support and
release. "Religion," Rubenstein writes, "is the way in which we
share our predicament; it is never the way which we overcome our
condition" (263). This combination of emotional support and
realistic expectations allows Rubenstein to simultaneously reject
and value religion in today's world. Although religious theodicy
and theologies are unimportant to Rubenstein, he still
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acknowledges the benefits of a religious community that can
provide support and meaning in life. By following religious
traditions, daily life can once again have order and fullness, for"...
Rubenstein's own theological vision folds back into an overriding
solidarity with the Jewish people. While still subject to a crisis of
theodicy, his theology saves him from blaming suffering people or
upholding them to impossible spiritual or ethical demands"
(Braiterman, 100). Ultimately this is a fitting conclusion for
Rubenstein to reach, since traditional Jewish theodicy's rejection of
Jewish people's current life as sinful was the cause of Rubenstein's
rejection of the God of the Torah, making it only fitting for
Rubenstein's own philosophy to justify the Jewish community.
Eielzer Berkovits is another philosopher deeply concerned
with justifying the Jewish community and their variety of
responses to the Holocaust. Braiterman writes: "Rejecting the
'death of God' and ultra-orthodox renditions of Deuteronomy,
Eliezer Berkovits was the first modern-orthodox thinker to publish
two full-length volumes about the impact of the Holocaust on
Jewish thought" (112). While Berkovits rejects the death of God, he
does this because he still sees God as central to Jewish belief
systems. Whether a person has faith in God or not, both responses
are belief systems that respond to the idea of God, making the
concept of God still socially valuable in today's world.
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However, Berkovits moves beyond simply rejecting the
death of God to instead find value and purpose in wrestling with
God through either faith or rejection. Berkovits believes that:
After the holocaust Israel's first religious
responsibility is to 'reason' with God and - if need
be - to wrestle with Him... Faith cannot pass by such
horror in silence. Faith, because it is trust in God,
demands justice of God. It cannot countenance that
God be involved in justice and cruelty. And yet, for
faith God is involved in everything under the sun
(Berkovits, 68).
Because of this contradiction in faith and justice, contention and
struggle is the only genuine response after the Holocaust. "This
notion that covenant commands contention represented a distinctly
post-Holocaust understanding of Jewish faith," and is one most
evident in Berkovits thoughts (Braiterman, 113). For Berkovits it is
not the end result of either faith or disbelief that is important,
rather the most essential part is the struggle itself. It is in the
struggle that genuine belief or disbelief comes about, and it is that
genuineness that is essential in human life.
Berkovits accepts the wide variety of belief systems that
came out of the holocaust, counting them all as genuine and valid.
"If there were those whose faith was broken in the death camp,
there were others who never wavered... Those who rejected did so
in authentic rebellion; those who affirmed and testified to the very
end did so in authentic faith" (Berkovits, 69). It is because both
responses came out of the Holocaust that Berkovits finds value in
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them, and yet it is because he accepts both sides that his views are
hard to rationalize. Braiterman comments on Berkovits theory,
writing "Solidarity with the believers and the 'heretics' precludes
theological coherence" (Braiterman, 117). This criticism is a valid
one, as Berkovits acceptance of both responses to the Holocaust
seems to contradict his own justification of God during that time
period.
Berkovits has developed this own theodicy for God during
the Holocaust, which incorporates Hester Panim's idea of the
Hiding of the face of God (Berkovits, 94). To Berkovits, "God,
being incapable of the unethical, is not an ethical being" and
therefore cannot be held to human standards of ethics. Because
God cannot act unethically, ethics itself as a category is useless
because God himself is the definition of the category. This leads to
Berkovits next idea that because God is ethical, he cannot violate
man's free will to do evil. To prevent evil would be to violate
God's own intrinsic characteristics. Berkovits explains that "... his
[man's] freedom must be respected by God himself. God cannot as
a rule intervene whenever man's use of freedom displeases him...
For freedom and responsibility are of the very essence of man.
Without them man is not human" (Berkovits, 105). This leads to
the conclusion that the "Responsibility for the Holocaust, Berkovits
argues, belongs first and foremost to human agents" (Braiterman,
118). This theory, logically followed out, means that the fate of all
human kind is to live a painful existence, caused by the hands of
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those around them. Because, "For Berkovits, God's true power
consists in self-restraint... Since freedom constitutes human
existence, God could eliminate evil only by eliminating humanity...
Human existence entails sin and suffering - tragic conditions that
we and God must tolerate in order that humanity might exist"
(Braiterman, 119). God was not the agent of evil in the Holocaust to
Berkovits, rather it was humans, and because of that, Berkovits has
justified God's inaction, creating his own theodicy.
This theodicy seems to come into conflict with Berkovits'
acceptance of all responses to the Holocaust, as those who reject
God would also be rejecting Berkovits' own explanation of God.
However, the reason that Berkovits accepts the plurality of
responses is because he gives humans the same freedom for belief
or disbelief as he believes God has given us. It is also evident that
Berkovits does not seem worried about people rejecting or
accepting his own interpretation of the Holocaust because he is less
concerned with the "correct" faith, or answer, or outcome, and
more concerned with the human condition and way of life. Just as
the Holocaust brought about intense evil, Berkovits also
acknowledges that is showed the depth of human goodness: "If the
evil was unnatural, so, too, was the good. Or shall we say supernatural? If the humiliation was inhuman, so was the preservation
of man's dignity at all cost too inhuman. Shall we rather say,
super-human?" (Berkovits, 84). It is from this statement that one
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can see Berkovits main concern is not with God, but rather with
man.
Berkovits values humanity in all of its complexity,
celebrating man's goodness in the face of human depravity and
genuineness in both belief and disbelief. Berkovits believes that "It
is, however, important that the faith by which a man lives - and we
all live by some faith -should take adequate cognizance of its
presence. . .It is not our intention to justify God's ways with Israel.
Our concern is with the question of whether the affirmations of
faith may be made meaningfully notwithstanding God's terrible
silence during the holocaust" (Berkovits, 85). Thus too, Berkovits is
concerned with infusing life after the Holocaust with meaning and
importance, much the way Rubenstein tried to do with placing
value on rituals and community. Ultimately, the value or meaning
one finds in life is a result of genuine belief and whole-hearted
dedication to the life-style that one chooses for oneself. Berkovits
firmly believes that in order to establish these genuine beliefs, one
must first struggle with God. It is in "contending with God while
trusting in him, of questioning while believing, inquiring with our
minds yet knowing in our hearts!" that life is again meaningful
(Berkovits, 113).
Infusing life with meaning, or finding purpose, is an
important issue to grapple with, especially after the Holocaust.
Both Rubenstein and Berkovits centered their philosophies on
Jewish life after the Holocaust. Their views can be seen in Wiesel's
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ideas presented in Night. Like Rubenstein, Wiesel seems to reject
the covenant that had once bound the Jewish people to God.
Wiesel had lost his faith; the Nazi's had "murdered my God," he
writes, invoking the phrase "God is dead" (Wiesel, Night, 32).
Wiesel is very much like Rubenstein in that when he says that the
Nazis murdered God, it is not that he no longer believes in God,
just that he does not believe God acts the way that it was originally
conceptualized in Judaism. Yet unlike Rubenstein, Wiesel is not
comforted by the traditions of a religious community. In the essay
"The Death of My Father," Wiesel rejects the traditional mourning
process, because he feels that it is inadequate in addressing the way
that his father died. Unlike previous generations of Jewish people,
Wiesel's father did not die as a man, but as an anonymous soul,
without identity or dignity. However, despite that feeling, Wiesel
writes: "All things considered, I think tomorrow I shall go to the
synagogue after all. I will light the candles, I will say Kaddish, and
it will be for me a further proof of my impotence" (Wiesel, "The
Death of My Father," 39). While Wiesel may go through the
motions of ritual, he does not derive the same comfort that
Rubenstein had attributed to keeping the cultic traditions alive.
It is from Wiesel's belief in the death of the God of Judaism
that he begins to diverge even more from Rubenstein to contend
with God the way that Berkovits describes. On one level God is
dead, but on another, God is still very much alive, as Wiesel
unwittingly prays to Him to save him from betraying his father
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(Wiesel, Night, 87). This is because Wiesel is still very much a part
of a religious community and while he may not find any comfort in
the traditions, some of his basic arguments are founded in the belief
system he had been raised. Wiesel has grown up praying, and
even if he doubts God's presence, or God's justice, his arguments
take for granted that God is still there to listen to his accusations.
Brown writes: "To quarrel with God is to pay God the supreme
compliment: it is to take God seriously. It is to say that God
matters enough to be worth some anger" and in that aspect Wiesel
pays homage to God again and again by holding God accountable
for the Holocaust (148). Much like Berkovits, "Wiesel is denying us
the privilege of either easy denial or easy belief... If faith must
encompass denial, denial must also encompass faith. No easy faith,
but no easy denial either" (Brown, 163). Wiesel sees Judaisim as
defined by questioning God, as can be seen in Moshe the Beadle
before he lost his faith. Moshe the Beadle said:
'Man raises himself toward God by the questions he
asks Him,' he was fond of repeating. 'That is the true
dialogue. Man questions God and God answers. But
we don't understand His answers. We can't
understand them. Because they come from the
depths of the soul, and they stay there until death.
You will find the true answers, Eliezer, only within
yourself (Wiesel, Night, 2-3).

It is important that it was Moshe the Beadle who had made this
point to young Elie, as Moshe's fate was one that Elie would later
share. Elie becomes Moshe, at the end of the book, as Moshe was a
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foreshadowing of Elie. At the very beginning of the book Moshe
explains: "I have been saved miraculously. I managed to get back
here. Where did I get the strength from? I wanted to come back to
Sighet to tell you the story of my death" (Wiesel, Night, 5). Moshe
as the living dead was similar to how Elie saw himself as a
"corpse," in the mirror at the end of the novel (Wiesel, Night, 109).
Moshe's definition of Judaism is relevant to Berkovits' work, as it
concentrates on the questions and dialogues with God as most
important, not necessarily the answers. That this emphasis on
struggle is a byproduct of the Holocaust has been well noted by
critics, like Alan Berger, who wrote: "Wiesel has frequently
observed that the Holocaust teaches nothing. It is, I think, more
accurate to state that one has much to learn from the disaster and
that Wiesel himself offers what is perhaps the most significant
lesson: after the Holocaust there are no answers, only questions"
(194). Wiesel most forcefully rejects Berkovits theodicy of God's
inability to intervene in the Holocaust, for throughout the novel,
the question is asked "Where is God? Where is He?" (Wiesel,
Night, 61). Wiesel expected God to act, but because God did not,
Wiesel no longer turns to God to answer his questions, or to
intervene and provide hope. Rather, Wiesel turns to humanity,
much in the way Rubenstein and Berkovits do.
Like all of the authors written about so far, the purpose of
their writing focused upon providing hope and a way to live for
people after the Holocaust. In much the same way, "He [Wiesel] is
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less concerned with how one survives in the camp... than with how
one survives afterward, having left part of oneself behind.
(Langer, 132). For Wiesel, hope and life is found in other people, in
humanity at large. Although Wiesel feels the weight of humanities
indifference during the Holocaust, he also witnessed an incredible
amount of strength and goodness while in the concentration camps.
It is because of this, that Wiesel has found the strength to continue
living, for through human compassion and understanding we can
find hope. Wiesel spoke of this belief in an interview with Carol
Rittner, published in the anthology Elie Wiesel: Between Memory and
Hope. Wiesel said, "Each time a person surprises me by remaining
human, by offering a gift, being generous, resisting evil, and surely
by fighting evil, I am grateful to God, grateful that I am the
contemporary of that person. This is truly a reason for hope"
(Ritther, 35). This tenacity in believing that there is value in human
life and relationships can also be seen in his complete dedication to
his father, and his revulsion at those who have turned their backs
on their family members. It was so important to Wiesel that he
says, "in spite of myself, a prayer rose in my heart, to that God in
whom I no longer believed. My God, Lord of the Universe, give
me the strength never to do what Rabbi Eliahou's son has done,"
which was to turn on his own father (Wiesel, Night,87). Alan
Berger does a wonderful job of summing up this concept for
Wiesel, when he wrote:
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Yet, for Wiesel, the essence of Jewish history is, as we
have noted, mystical and not rational.., contending
with God, Wiesel remains firmly rooted in the Jewish
tradition of theological protest... Man is called on to
redefine and recast his relationship to God whatever
the environment... The seeds of Wiesel's neohasidic,
post-Holocaust Judaism, which require man to
assume the awesome burden of covenant by
contending with God and by being responsible for
one's fellow human beings, are sown in The Accident,

a novel published sometime after Night(A. Berger, 68). The
covenant then, is no longer with God, in Wiesel's eyes, but with
mankind. Wiesel saw great strength in humanity, a power that far
exceeded a God who could not act to stop the Holocaust. Wiesel
writes: "Yes, man is very strong, greater than God" (Wiesel, Night,
64). It was while pushed to the very end of their strength that
people showed how powerful they are. During the death march, a
march that was more like a run, Wiesel observed: "We were
masters of nature, masters of the world. We had forgotten
everything— death, fatigue, our natural needs. Stronger than cold
or hunger, stronger than the shots and the desire to die, condemned
and wandering, mere numbers, we were the only men on earth"
(Wiesel, Night,83). It is here, in man's strength, in his potential for
goodness, that Wiesel finds hope. It is a hope that he is much surer
of, because he saw it in the concentration camps, leaving behind the
faith that he was no longer certain of, in a God he could not see.
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Wiesel's hope is an important development in Holocaust
literature because it directly addresses issues of how a Jew should
live after the Shoah. Likewise, Bernhard's contention with
condemnation and understanding is an important matter for
Germans living in the post-World War II era. Both writers see the
world in entirely different ways, as Bernhard's looks to man's
intellect and law to provide justice, while Wiesel contends with the
idea of God's justice. However, both authors struggle to address
dominant themes in each other's culture that have become
problematic after the Holocaust. Neither Wiesel nor Bernhard give
concrete or easy answers, rather they raise more questions than
could ever be answered. Yet, it is because they struggle with how
to live in a world radically changed by degradation and mass
murder that their works of literature are so important.
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Second Place
Fantasies and Bodies and Polar Bears: Oh My
(Subj ectification)!
By Brycie Jones
The body must be a central characteristic in literary works,
as it is the one object all people have throughout their lives
(whatever condition that body may be in). It could be argued that
the body, the shell of like, exists before life begins and alter life
ends. As the Angel in Tony Kushner's Angels in America says, "The
Boy is the Garden of the Soul" (135): it is where identity is
constructed, where the self is realized. Constructions of the body
and the self appear in literary works such as Suzan-Lori Parks'
Venus, Jackie Kay's Trumpet, and David Henry Hwang's M.
Butterfly when analyzed in the context of theoretical
understandings of the body and identity as proposed by Slavoj
Ziek, Judith Butler, and Patricia Williams.
In his essay "Fantasy as a Political Category," Ziek
illustrates the intertwining of ideology and the everyday,
"ordinary" objects in the world - including bodies. These
intersections of the everyday and ideology are where fantasy, that
which is used to order and define the world, is revealed. The
fantasy is important in our discussion of the construction of the
body and the self because these fantasies not only order the world,
they build the world around use - they construct reality. People act
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based upon these fantasies and people express their ideologies in
ordinary objects, such as their bodies, because of these fantasies.
Fantasy and its construction of the self is manifested in four
ways. Firstly, the person does not identify with him/ herself in the
fantasy: rather s/he identifies with an "ego-ideal" (Ziek 92).
Because fantasies also allow for multiple ego-ideals for the person
to choose from, the person can happily choose the ego-ideal which
best suits him/her. The ability to choose subject positions gives the
fantasy depth and allows the subject to feel as though s/he is
making an active choice in his/her viewing of the world (Ziek 87).
Secondly, fantasy "always involves an impossible gaze by
means of which the subject is already present at the act of his/her
own conception" (Ziek 93). In the context of the construction of
the body, the impossible gaze would be that there exists a biology
without social constructions, a "true natural," a biology that allows
for a nature versus nurture dualism. This gage is impossible due to
the fact that it is unfeasible to know what exists before social
construction because humanity is itself social construction. Even as
we name parts of the body we construct those parts (by selecting
that which is important, by differentiating between parts of the
body); thus to "know" something is to "construct" something.
Despite its impossibility, it is vital to remember that this gaze does
exist in society and allows persons to act and make decisions on the
basis of the gaze, which people believe to be absolutely "true."
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Thirdly, fantasy does not escape the Law. Instead, fantasies
(and fantasmatic desires) work to construct and uphold the Law
(Ziek 94). Even if a person's desire falls outside the normal Law,
the object of that desire is the realization of that Law in
him/herself. For example, cross-dressers seem to fall outside the
Law because they are "breaking" a gender code that says each
gender must dress in a specific fashion. However, cross-dressers
actually aspire to the Law: when they cross-dress they still follow
the strict rules of gender coding, though they follow the coding for
the other gender (at times even more fully than those of us who are
"within" the Law). The fantasies of sexuality, even perversions and
apparent deviations, work to support the fantasy of the Law and
the order it creates.
Finally, fantasy must be separated from the symbolic world
it governs in order to be effective (Ziek 95). The fact that the
fantasy is never actually realized allows the fantasy to continue as
fantasy, to continue as the ideal of a person. Once that fantasy is
actually realized, or drawn into the light of the world, the fantasy
can no longer function as a basis for the self-image of a person
because the person can no longer have that fantasy - it has become
too associated with what the person experiences as reality.
Fantasy works in constructing identities by giving the
person the belief that fantasies can be realized, all the while
remaining unattainable (if working properly). Furthermore, these
fantasies are upheld by an "essentialized kernel" of truth, the belief
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that some thing exists that proves the existence of the fantasies,
which Ziek refers to as 1' objet petit a, "the element which accounts
for the difference where no difference is perceptible" (100).
Fantasy and its construction can be found in Hwang's M.
Butterfly. In the play, Gallimard falls in love with a woman named
Song who is "really" (physically) a man. When Song finally reveals
his "true" self to Gallimard -the male genitalia underneath the
robes of the feminized Song— Gallimard's love for Song himself is
revealed to be nonexistent. Gallimard replies to Song's urging that
Gallimard must still love Song, though he is a man, by saying, "You
showed me your true self. When all I loved was the lie. A perfect
lie, which you let fall to the ground - and now it's old and soiled"
(Hwang 89).
Throughout the play, Gallimard is depicted as an inadequate
man; he never fully takes on idealized masculine qualities (which
are also constructed in fantasy). In his relationship with
Butterfly/Song, however, Gallimard is able to become that allpowerful man, the penetrating, dominating man with a submissive
woman. As he begins his relationship with Song, he says, "I felt for
the first time that rush of power - the absolute power of a man"
(Hwang 32). Here Gallimard identifies with his ego-ideal in his
fantasy, instead of identifying with himself.
Gallimard also believes that women of the orient are
completely submissive of their own volition. Even after Song has
stripped his robes, Gallimard says he still believes in "women
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willing to sacrifice theselves for the love of a man" (Hwang 92). The
idea that women can be submissive without domination, that
submission occurs spontaneously and separate from domination, is
impossible - submission, by definition, only exists in opposition to
domination. However, Gallimard believes in the truth of this
impossible gaze and it is a truth he has always believed - that all
men of the west subconsciously believe, as Song points out (Hwang
83).
People who hear of Gallimard's story cannot believe that
Gallimard never once saw Song naked and never felt "something"
in a relationship over twenty years old. Our society knows,
according to the Law, that in sexual relations with a person one
sees and one feels the other's body. Gallimard even describes
himself as voyeuristic (Hwang 10); sexual experience is inextricably
tied up with seeing, according to the norms of society. Gallimard
and Song deviate from this norm of sexual relationships because
Gallimard never sees Song naked, an act considered vital in our
understanding of sexual relationships. However, this deviation
does not break the Law of sexual relationships with an "oriental"
woman - rather, it reinforces it. The act of deviation is explained as
extreme modesty, a trait that contributes to Gallimard's fantasy of
an Uber-submissive oriental woman, and the lack of seeing Song
naked only enhances Gallimard's desire for her because he must
imagine her naked. Their sexual relationship (and Gallimard's
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desires) is still bound up in the Law of seeing, for it is the lack of
seeing which fuels the relationship.
Gallimard is able to sustain the fantasy of his relationship
with Song until that crucial moment when the fantasy is brought
out into the real world. He has begged Song to strip and show
herself to him and when she finally does, that fantasy has been
realized and brought out into the light of the world. In the light, the
fantasy falls short and Gallimard can no longer claim love for Song
the person. This illustrates Ziek's point that fantasy can only be
effective is separated from our symbolic "real" world.
Gallimard believes that Song's race is what separates Song
from all other women he has known - Song's race is 1' objet petit a
which accounts for that difference between Gallimard's
relationship with Song (the fantasy) and his relationship with all
other women. If Song was a white woman, Gallimard would never
fully believe her submissiveness and would not stand for a twenty
year relationship with a clothed lover. Race constructs Song as the
idealized feminine; race allows Song to never de-robe. Race is what
makes Gallimard believe he has found the woman's woman that
allows him to be a man's man. The intersection of race and gender
as 1' objet petit a lets the relationship between Song and Gallimard
occur and lets the relationship continue. These constructions of
fantasy become a part of Gallimard's identity and desires, as he
longs for a submissive woman to make him into a dominant man.
He longs to be dominant because the fantasy of gender rules tells
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him that dominance is a requirement for "true" manhood and he
yearns for "true" manhood. An oriental woman fulfills this desire,
even if she is not as truly submissive as other women (or even
"really" a woman), merely because she is oriental.
If Ziek's definitions of fantasy and its constructions
illuminates the construction of identity and desires (as identity is
grounded in fantasy), Butler's "Introduction" to Bodies That Matter
allows us to focus our discussion on the gendering and sexing of
the body, which results in a creation of identity and body.
According to Butler, sex (material differences between bodies
which allow the world to separate bodies into two heterosexual
categories) "is not a simple fact or static condition of a body, but a
process whereby regulatory norms materialize 'sex' and achieve
this materialization through a forcible reiteration of those norms"
(532). The materialization of sex can be viewed as the
performativity of gender - the rules of gender are part of the set of
norms that regulate sex and through these rules, the performing of
gender, sex itself materializes. Sex, then, cannot exist prior to
gender, and neither can sex be a separate category upon which
gender is hoisted: "once 'sex' is understood in its normativity, the
materiality of the body will not be thinkable apart from the
materialization of the regulatory norm" (Butler 532). Such
materializations work effectively because we believe that
underneath all the social constructions of gender there are truly
marked differences in bodies, instead of realizing that the sexes
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themselves are known only through gender -there is no sexed
body isolated from gender.
As sex is both materialized and normalized through the
rules of gender, it becomes a requisite of life. A person cannot be a
person until that person is sexed - the sexing of the body itself
creates the body, the sexing of identity creates the identity.
However, this sexing does not occur only once in a person's life.
Rather, this process must reiterate and constantly reinforce the
norms that materialize the body (Butler 536). For instance, once a
child (or a fetus) is determined to be a "girl," the child moves from
an "it" to a "she," which paves the way for the development of an
"I." However, the child must constantly be reminded of her "sheness." The child is dressed in pinks, her hair grows long, she
defecates in a bathroom where other "shes" defecate. In the fifth
grade she is separated from the "hes" in her class and is given a
different sex education. In junior high she learns to apply makeup,
in young adulthood she wears heels to work. As her life progresses
she learns how to be a mother, she learns how to experience
menopause. In this way, the performativity of gender is a constant
process which continually establishes the idea of sexual, material
differences in bodies. It must be a process because bodies so often
fail to actually realize the full materialization of sex. Like with
Ziek's fantasies, the materialization of sex can never fully be
realized in order for it to work effectively as a process of power -
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people must continually strive for it in order to comply with its
regulations and norms.
The inextricability of sex and gender is revealed in Kay's
Trumpet. Joss, a noted jazz musician, husband, and father, dies only
to be discovered as "truly" female when the medical examiner
discovers Joss's breasts (Kay 43). Throughout his adult life Toss
lived as a man: he wore male clothing, he shaved, he married a
woman. He used the men's restroom. Although these could all be
considered solely as constructions of gender, separate from his
biological "realities," the world is shocked to discover that his
"sex" is not male. The performativity of gender led the world to
believe that Joss was the materialization of that gender - that he
was of the male sex. According to Butler, this is part of the
inseparability of gender and sex. Gender is a performative, which
calls something into being by naming it. By flaming himself as male
with the words of gender normatives, Toss created a male body
underneath his clothes, as far as those who knew him were
concerned. Toss followed the reiterative processing of gender and
this in turn repeatedly reinforced his sex as male.
When the world learns about Toss's "true" sex, Joss's gender
comes into question. His son Colman replays every bit of Toss's
behavior, every possible violation of gender laws, recalling that
Joss "never fucking used the urinals" (Kay 56). He looks to these
violations of gender code for evidence pointing to Joss's sex. If
gender was truly something just placed on top of sex, then breaks
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in gender code would not be the proper place to look for signs that
Joss was "really" female. The fact that Colman turns right to this
gender code demonstrates the interrelations between gender and
sex. The discovery that Toss's "true" sex is female also leads to
Colman redefining the sexual relationship between his mother and
his father. Colman believes it can no longer be classified as a
heterosexual relationship, although Toss and his wife follow this
heterosexual code religiously. Instead he defines his mother and
father as "fucking lesbians" (Kay 66), despite the fact that neither
Joss nor his wife believe that they are in a homosexual relationship.
Joss's race also contributes to his sexing and gendering.
Because Joss is black, he is already hyper-masculinized. Joss's
following the gender code not only creates a male body, it creates a
black male body -big, strong, and angry. This is important to
realize because the materialization of sex must not only occur in
conjunction with gender, it must also take race and sexuality into
account. Gender, race, and sexuality all work to materialize Joss's
sex as absolutely male; when his sex is determined as female, all
three are subject to contention.
Williams' The Alchemy of Race and Rights describes the
subjectivity of persons who both perpetuate fantasies and
materializations and who are also held accountable by these
processes. Williams shows how these processes become
internalized and made a part of a person's identity. Not only does
this internalization allow a person to self-regulate according to
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societal norms, it also makes the processes more effective because
they seemingly come from within the person - the outside factors
are less visible. Williams provides many such examples of
subjectivity and subject person throughout her "journal," but
perhaps one of the best for understanding the subjectification of the
individual is Williams' experience with Benetton's, a clothing store.
Williams, a black woman, is denied entrance to Benetton's by a
white shopkeeper who claims the store is closed, despite the fact
that several white women are in the store. These type of measures,
which effectively keep blacks out of the spaces whites are free to
inhabit, are even supported by some blacks:
[This is] apparent in the repeated public urgings that
blacks understand the buzzer system by putting
themselves into the shoes of white storeowners - that
in effect, blacks looks into the mirror of frightened
white faces for the reality of their undesirability; and
that then blacks would "just as surely conclude that
[they] would not let [themselves] in under similar
circumstances." (Williams 46)
Williams goes on to state that this is because blacks have learned to
take on society's view of themselves and thus experience a type of
self-hatred. This is a type, if more explicit than typical types, of
subjectivity. The person internalizes the regulatory norms in the
external world and comes to believe them, find sympathy in them,
and perpetuate them, even if those norms place the person at a
disadvantage to others in society. The norms become a part of the
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person's identity - they are no longer merely tools of regulation,
they are part of that ideological "I."
The Venus Hottentot in Park's Venus experiences the same
kind of internalization as she spends more time in a white Europe.
Once a servant, the black Venus Hottentot believes she has escaped
that kind of lifestyle and now makes her own decisions, despite the
fact that she is essentially put on display for the amusement of
white people. She knows how whites have treated black people in
the past and she herself has experienced some of this mistreatment,
having served as a servant (Parks 10). However, now that she feels
she has "made it," Venus daydreams about a future where she will
have many servants to wait on her. She imagines her future self
saying, "Servant girl! Do this and that! / When Im Mistress I'll be a
tough cookie / I'll rule the house with an iron fist" (Parks 135). The
idea of having servants, of slaves (a word she uses in later
imaginings) brings her much pleasure. The Venus Hottentot has
internalized the idea that slaves are a good thing to have and that
people can be owned, despite the historic disadvantage this gives
her, due to her race. She is, in effect, placing herself in the slave
owner's shoes and saying, "I would have slaves, too, and I would
treat them poorly, as well."
The Venus Hottentot also internalizes views about her
gender and sexuality. When she is brought before the court, she is
asked if she is ever "indecent" (Parks 76). The Venus Hottentot
proclaims that she is just herself and proceeds to ask the court if
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they would like to see her naked (Parks 76). The idea that she
should exhibit herself as an oversexed, black female has become a
part of thee Venus Hottentot's identity to the extent that she feels
that suck an exhibition is just being herself. Despite the fact that
there is no "real" evidence that the Venus Hottentot differs from
the idealized European woman, the fantasy says there is some 1'
objet petit a that separates the two types of women. Like with Song,
the Venus Hottentot's race acts as that essentialized kernel which
differentiates between the gender and sexuality of a black woman
and a white woman. Like Joss, the Venus Hottentot's race, gender,
and sexuality must all be examined because of her body - the Baron
Docteur believes he will find the answer to these three components
of identity in the body. And like black people who agree with the
shop buzzing system, the Venus Hottentot makes these views a
part of her own identity, despite the disadvantage they put her at.
All of these processes work together to construct the Venus
Hottentot's identity, her body, her race, her gender, and her
sexuality; she herself subscribes to these ideas and thus helps
perpetuate them.
These subjectifications and how they act within a society in
the context of fantasy and materialization can perhaps best be
illustrated by Williams' example of "psychotic" polar bears in a
zoo. Two polar bear residents of a zoo begin taking long naps and
pacing the same three steps repeatedly throughout their day. A
doctor diagnoses the bears as psychotic and prescribes varying
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menus and "unbreakable toys" to cure them of their madness
(Williams 202). However, as Williams points out, their problem is
not that they are psychotic - their problem is that they are locked
up in a cage (202). Joss, Gallimard, and the Venus Hottentot are all
trapped inside a cage of norms and rules and that cage continually
affects them and their behaviors. Their stories, which at times
blatantly address issues of gender, race, and sexuality, are our
stories. We, too, are locked up in a cage of norms, of the Law, and
like the polar bears we exhibit "psychotic" behavior at times. We
still believe in the fantasy that unbreakable toys, whether they be
money or love or a number of other desires, will save us - we
desire for that 1' objet petit a that we think separates the nonpsychotic polar bears from the psychotic ones. Like Gallimard, Joss,
and the Venus Hottentot, we have internalized that fantasy and our
identity has become wrapped up in it and in constructions of our
bodies. As we try to find that which can save us inside the cage, we
fence ourselves in even more by materializing the truth that some
answer exists inside the cage while we should be looking to the
cage as the problem.
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Third Place

The Roman Road in Renaissance Rhyme:
The Religious Poetry of John Donne and George
Herbert
By David Lame
What is salvation, and how is it attained? Many great
thinkers throughout time have dealt with this question. Their
findings are greatly varied, indicative of their times and
worldviews. Some ideas lie recorded in sacred texts from across
the world, though these writings have also provided background
for a rich tradition of personal interpretation, perhaps never so
beautifully executed as in the poetic verse. Indeed, among the most
eloquent of arguments arising from the Christian tradition are the
poems of two Renaissance metaphysical poets, John Donne and
George Herbert. Their poetry, divine in content and sublime in
form, effectively lays out the Gospel message as summarized by
Apostle Paul. In his Epistle to the Romans, Paul delivers one of the
most compelling and concise simplifications of the Christian
message in approximately seven verses known as the Roman Road.
In it, he makes clear the path to redemption, assured by Jesus
Christ on the Cross, while these poets, through their own verses,
deliver this same basic message. Through their meditations on the
word of God, they have managed to create bodies of works
significant not only for their theological significance, but for their
elegance and beauty.
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Let us take a trip, then, down the Roman Road. First,
though, we should perhaps look over a map to help tell briefly
where we're going. The Roman Road tells us that everybody has
sinned by violating God's eternal law. We, as finite individuals,
cannot even hope to atone for transgressing an infinite law, so we
deserve death. The Good News, though, is that Jesus Christ's death
offers this atonement for our sins, effectively canceling them out.
This restores the relationship with God that was severed with the
entrance of sin into the world. As we travel, we will note the
methods that Donne and Herbert employ to make the Gospel
message come alive in poetry.

Romans 3:10, 23 - As it is written: There is none righteous, no, not
one.
For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God.

Judeo-Christian thought has never esteemed mankind very
highly. The Bible tells the story of humanity's creation, downfall,
and perpetual backsliding, only portraying people ideally formed
in the very beginning and end. Between these bookends are flawed
people living less-than-perfect lives, to say the least. The Road
begins with this decidedly low expectation of our abilities when left
to ourselves: nobody can be called good by their own actions
because their lives have been corrupted by sin. This is not just an
observation of Biblical characters, but applies to the reader as well,
for everybody has "come short of the glory of God." With the
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emphasis that is sometimes placed on just how good and decent
people are at heart, it is surprising and even refreshing to find such
an honest view that doesn't sidestep the very real issue of
humanity acting inhumanely. Indeed, this aspect of Christian
thought plays a central role in the eyes of many theologians. Some
of the more honest ones may even begin to examine their own lives
with this in mind.
Both Donne and Herbert frankly discuss mankind's sinful
nature, largely dealing with their personal iniquities and allowing
readers to transpose the message onto themselves. Donne's fourth
Holy Sonnet begins with the lament, "Oh my blacke Soule! . . . /
Thou art like a pilgrim, which abroad hath done! Treason, and
durst not turne to whence hee is fled" (Lines 1, 3-4). His soul, the
innermost core of his being, is treasonous! He has done some
terrible deeds so heinous that he is driven from his natural home
and left unable to return. Here, sin is linked directly to the concept
of our earthly pilgrimage as related in the anonymous letter to the
Hebrews:
These all died in faith, not having received the
promises, but having seen them far off, and were
persuaded of them, and embraced them, and
confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on
the earth. For they that say such things declare
plainly that they seek a country. And truly, if they
had been mindful of that country from whence they
came out, they might have had opportunity to have
returned. (Heb. 11:13-15)
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We are called "strangers and pilgrims on the earth." Therefore, it is
not our home, and our entire earthly experience is merely an
attempt to come back home. Augustine takes this voyage and
declares to God, "You have made us for yourself, and our hearts
are restless until they find their rest in you" (McGrath 106).
Because of our sinful nature, separating us from God's perfection,
we are left to wander about the face of the earth in hopes of some
day returning to God's rest, to be found only in His country.
Herbert mirrors this viewpoint in "The Pulley," without adopting
such a bleak outlook on humanity as Donne:
Yet let him keep the rest,
But keep them with repining restlessnesse:
Let him be rich and wearie, that at least,
If goodnesse lead him not, yet wearinesse
May tosse him to my breast. (16-20)
Herbert reaffirms that we wander restlessly about this earth, and
can only find our ultimate rest in God. He tells us that God uses
our very restlessness to bring us to him. The very use of the term
"tosse" seems to impart here a sense of being flung about at sea,
only finding rest once tossed ashore to God's eternal kingdom.
Notice that, in this system, man is no longer necessarily a
treasonous pilgrim, but a weary wanderer. Donne maintains his
conviction that we are so far beneath God when he asks himself,
"But who am I, that dare dispute with thee! 0 God?" ("Holy
Sonnet IX," Lines 9-10) He sees that his very being is fallen in
contrast to God's perfection. Realizing that in his natural state, he
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would be in perfect accord with God, Donne accepts that he cannot
win (and would be foolish to attempt) an argument with God.
Herbert's writing also reveals his own inadequacy before
God, although his writings tend not to become so self-deprecating
as Donne's "blacke Soule." The main thrust of his concluding
poem within The Temple,"Love (III)," is that he is not worthy of
favor within God's sight. Here, he uses the conceit of a banquet
that Love (Jesus Christ) invites him to. When he receives his
invitation, his soul draws back, "Guiltie of dust and sinne" (Lines
1-2). Viewing his shameful nature in opposition to God's purity,
Herbert grabs at any excuse for why he cannot attend. He harbors
no ill will towards God, but cannot accept his own shortcomings.
When Love asks if he needs anything, he slyly responds, "A
guest... worthy to be here," to which Love replies, "You shall be
he" (Lines 5-8). Even then, though, he finds it hard to comprehend
that Love considers him worthy of such honor, and objects, "I the
unkinde, ungratefull? Ah my dear,/ I cannot look on thee" (Lines
9-10). He does not desire to be left out, but feels it is his just lot.
For shame, he is unable even to look on his Love. On a
macrocosmic level, we are all so far beneath God, weighed down
by our own sins, that such honor would seem unthinkable. Like
Herbert, we ask why such an infinite being would humble himself
to bid us welcome, perhaps even trying to hide our faces from Him.
Donne, for one, is also unable to look his Savior in the face in
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"Good Friday, 1613. Riding Westward," a meditation on the day of
Christ's death:
I turne my backe to thee, but to receive
Corrections, till thy mercies bid thee leave.
0 thinke mee worth thine anger, punish mee,
Burne off my rusts, and my deformity,
Restore thine Image, so much, by thy grace,
That thou may' St know me, and I'll turne my face. (37-42)

Bidding his Lord to violently correct his lifestyle, Donne cannot
look Him in the face until this is done. We see through these
writings, then, that sin is a major stumbling block that separates
humanity from God.

Romans 5:12 - Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the
world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that
all have sinned.
The news seems to just get worse as we travel along the
Roman Road. As we saw in Romans 3, all who sin are separated
from God, and all have sinned - ergo, everybody is separated from
God. Now, though, we learn that sin is also the direct reason that
death entered the world. This is not new to Christianity. Only a
couple of chapters into the Bible, God tells Adam and Eve, "But of
the tree of knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for
in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die" (Gen. 2:17).
Only a chapter later the two of them disobey God by doing just
that. Their death at that moment is not physical, but spiritual.
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Their physical bodies only become susceptible to death as they are
sundered from God spiritually. In "Easter Wings," Herbert
describes this process:
Lord, who createdst man in wealth and store,
Though foolishly he lost the same,
Decaying more and more,
Till he became
Most poore: (1-5)

Interestingly, the shape of this poem mirrors its message. At his
creation, man was given abundant life and joy through God, which
he lost (by eating of the tree of knowledge). This caused him to
decay and become most poor: death had entered into the world. By
falling from God's grace, mankind had lost its greatest treasure and
become spiritually poor. They were now unable to find God's rest
on this earth or even in death, which Herbert further clarifies in
"Aaron":
Profanenesse in my head,
Defects and darknesse in my breast,
A noise of passions ringing me for dead
Unto a place where is no rest:
Poore priest thus am I drest. (6-10)

Under profanity, defects and darkness, Herbert's ungodly passions
mean that he shall die and be brought to a place "where is no rest"
- in other words, somewhere without God. We saw in "The
Pulley" that being with God is being at rest, and yet the death that
is suffered here, spiritual or physical, is a removal from God's rest.
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Truly, what poor shape this man is in. Donne, realizing the
ramifications to his soul should he die in this fallen state, begs in
his seventh Holy Sonnet, "But let them sleepe, Lord, and mee
mourne a space,/ For, if above all these, my sinnes abound,/ 'Tis
late to aske abundance of thy grace" (Lines 1042). Should he die
without having been made right with God, he will forever be
removed from God and his rest. It therefore behooves him to ask
now for mercy, so that he may find God's blessed rest.

Romans 6:23 - For the wages of sin is death;
but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Here is where the Good News really starts getting good. So
far, all we've heard has been the bad news, which Paul summarizes
here as "the wages of sin is death." Since we have all sinned, we
deserve death and eternal separation from God's rest. This is not
God's plan, though. His plan is that we shall have eternal life,
meaning the end of death and separation. Grace is the means by
which God intends to rectify our situation. In his fourteenth Holy
Sonnet, Donne begs God to save him from willfulness, a topic
bearing direct relation to the gift of life through Christ. He
proclaims,
I, like an usurpt towne, to'another due,
Labour to'admit you, but Oh, to no end,
Reason your viceroy in mee, mee should defend,
But is captiv'd, and proves weake or untrue. (5-8)
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Donne argues that our nature is held slave by sin. Our reasoning
capabilities are impaired, leaving us poor judgment, and, most
importantly, the inability to respond to God properly in our fallen
state. This follows the Augustinian idea of liberuni arbitriuni
captivatunt - "the captive free will" that God breaks down to defeat
sin in our lives (McGrath 417). Donne follows Augustine even
further:
Yet dearly'I love you,'and would be loved fame,
But am betroth'd unto your enemie:
Divorce mee,'untie, or breake that knot again,
Take mee to you, imprison mee, for I
Except you'enthrall mee, never shall be free,
Nor ever chast, except you ravish mee. (9-14)

By freeing his will from sin's grasp, he is able to enslave himself to
Christ, which is paradoxically freedom. What, then, does this tell
us about overcoming death? Sin separates us from God, causing
death. Our nature is enslaved by sin, but the crux is that God,
through Christ, is capable of freeing us from this sinfulness and
therefore restoring our relationship.
Once again, Herbert takes a kindlier view, though by no
means a contradictory one. In "Love (III)," he opens by telling us,
"Love bade me welcome" (Line 1). This invitation hinges on
nothing. Even as Herbert tries to concoct reasons that he is
unworthy of Love's call, each feeble objection is dismissed out of
hand. When Herbert says that he is not a worthy guest, Love
replies, "You shall be he," (Line 8). Love (Christ) affirms that if
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Herbert simply accepts his invitation, he shall by that merit be
declared worthy of it. This is the essence of a gift: they are free, and
the only qualifier of whether or not a gift is received is if it is
accepted. Therefore, all that we need to do to receive the gift
eternal life through Jesus Christ is to embrace it. Herbert welcomes
this gift. In"Our Life is Hid with Christ in God," he very cleverly
"hides" a special message within the poem's structure. Each line
has an italicized word, creating a dash from one corner to another.
The message embedded within these lines is"My Life Is Hid In
Him, That Is My Treasure." The "wealth and store" that Herbert
describes as lost in "Easter-Wings" is now found once again, and
mankind has been redeemed. This does not yet explain how God
has managed to buy back wayward humanity; so far, only that He
has, and that our assurance comes through Jesus Christ.
Romans 5:8 - But God commendeth his love toward us, in that,
while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.
Here, we learn exactly how we have life through Christ: his
sacrificial death. Only through God dying can man be reconciled to
Him. It almost seems as though God is lowering Himself to our
level, when in fact He is raising us to His. It seems like every
element of this story is paradoxical. Freedom comes through
slavery, and life attained by death. This is probably why the
writings, especially of Donne, now become much more enigmatic.
For example, in his "Annunciation," he announces,
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Salvation to all that will is nigh;
That All, which always is All every where,
Which cannot sinne, and yet all sinnes must bear,
Which cannot die, yet cannot chuse but die,
Loe, faithfull Virgin, yeelds himself to lye
In prison, in thy wombe: (1-6)
We see Jesus, that sinless One who is coeternal with God, willfully
deciding to be robed in flesh, taking on all of its frailties. And so,
our salvation is bought through the death of the undying One on
whom "the LORD hath laid ... the iniquity of us all" (Isaiah 52:6).
The significance of this act defies all reason, but at the same time
paradoxically makes perfect sense. Donne loves to deal with such
puzzles. Sin demands death, and so Jesus Christ, as a pure and
blameless sacrifice, is able to break its hold on humanity. Herbert
describes this in "Redemption" as a business transaction. Looking
to try and purchase a plot of land on his own, he finds that his Lord
has left on important business "About some land, which he had
dearly bought/ Long since on earth, to take possession" (Lines 7-8).
This links directly with the idea of redemption as buying
something back. In this case, God is not actually buying a plot of
land, and He does not pay in cash. God is purchasing mankind,
dearly paid for with His own blood. Herbert finds his Lord amid
"a ragged noise of mirth/ Of theeves and murderers: there I him
espied,! Who straight, Your suit is grunted, said, & died" (Lines 1214). It is at the moment that Jesus breathes his last that Herbert's
suit is granted and he is redeemed. Christ's death is the necessary
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sacrifice to bring us into communion with God, restoring our souls.
In Donne's ninth Holy Sonnet, he talks about the healing power of
Christ's blood:
Oh! of thine onely worthy blood,
And my teares, make a heavenly Lethean flood,
And drowne in it my sinnes blacke memorie;
That thou remember them, some claime as debt,
I thinke it mercy, if thou wilt forget. (Lines 10-14)

Because of Jesus' sacrificial death, our sins are blotted out, erasing
the memory of our "blacke soules" transgressions. We even get a
little bit of classical humanism here: our sins have been drowned in
the River Lethe, the River of Forgetfulness that flows through
Hades. No longer will God hold them against us, but by His
mercy, they are utterly forgotten.
Romans 10:9,13 - That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the
Lord Jesus,
and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from the
dead,
thou shalt be saved. For whosoever shall call upon the name of the
Lord shall be saved."
To quickly recap, the Roman Road tells us that mankind has
died in its sins, but that the death of Jesus Christ releases us from
the bondage of sin and restores us to everlasting life with God.
This cornerstone, the end of our pilgrimage, is the firm assurance
that anyone who believes in the truth of Christ's death and
resurrection and calls upon Him will be saved. There is nothing
exclusive about this offer; it is completely free to humanity. Love's
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offer to Herbert in "Love (III)" is made without any reservation,
and Love even acknowledges that Herbert does not deserve it in his
present state. When he objects that he is unworthy, Love's answer
is in the future imperfect tense, that he "shall be" (Line 8). He
assures Herbert that, while he does not deserve such grace in his
sinful state, the mere acceptance of it will restore and make him
worthy of it. Although none of us has earned salvation on our
own, we may be declared righteous simply by believing in Jesus
Christ, "who is not dead,! But lives in me while I do rest"
("Aaron," Lines 23-24). Herbert's assurance of eternal life is
tempered by his conviction that Jesus conquered his own death,
and so can also defeat ours. Through Christ, he even finds the rest
that God had so long denied humanity in "The Pulley." His death
and resurrection hold such power that they bridge the chasm left
by sin. In "Easter," he tells us "That, as his death calcined thee to
dust,! His life may make thee gold, and much more, just" (Lines 56). Though the disciples were heavily distraught after the
crucifixion, they would only realize its significance after Jesus rose
from the dead. Similarly for those of us alive today, the passion
and death of the Christ are truly difficult to fathom, but there
would be no resurrection without them.
The resurrection, then, becomes key. Jesus bids all who will
to accept his sacrifice and eternal life, but the only stipulation is to
honestly believe in the reality of His resurrection: that He is the
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living proof of death's defeat. Donne's "Resurrection" deals with
this, as its title indicates:
Moyst with one drop of thy blood, my dry soule
Shall (though she now be in extreme degree
Too stony hard, and yet too fleshy,) bee
Freed by that drop, from being starv'd, hard, or foule,
And life, by this death abled, shall controule
Death, whom thy death slue; nor shall to mee
Feare of first or last death, bring miserie,
If in thy little booke my name thou enroule, (Lines 1-8)
By cleansing ourselves in Christ's blood, we attain the same life
that he has. This is the very blood that Donne calls "thine onely
worthy blood" in his ninth Holy Sonnet. This is, according to
Donne, our only source of salvation. Through it, life gains control
over Death, whose power was broken by Christ on the cross.
Because He died for us, we can share in dominion over death with
Him and may justifiably live forever. The tenth Holy Sonnet is
about death's ultimate demise:
Death be not proud, though some have called thee
Mighty and dreadfull, for, thou art not soe,
For, those, whom thou think'st, thou dost overthrow,
Die not, poor death, nor yet canst thou kill mee;
From rest and sleeppe, which but thy pictures bee,
Much pleasure, then from thee, much more must flow,
And soonest our best men with thee do goe,
Rest of their bones, and soules deliverie.
One short sleepe past, wee wake eternally,
And death shall be no more; death, thou shalt die. (1-8,1314)
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Broken, death is portrayed as pathetic and powerless, not at all the
fearsome enemy we normally view him as. Instead of inspiring
dread in his victims, Donne says he brings bliss to those whose
lives are given to God. While Death is still a very real threat to
those not cleansed by Christ, to all those who follow Him as their
Lord, death is merely the final transition into Heaven. We are
ultimately reminded that in the end-times, death shall be devoured
in the lake of fire, never to rise again. Death itself shall die.
The Gospel message is one leading from fall to redemption,
from sin to salvation. Paul writes a concise version of the Good
News in Romans, explaining how sin separates man from God, but
Christ Jesus bridges this gap. We have seen throughout this trip
many devices that Herbert and Donne use to relay God's message
of salvation. In the conclusion of The Temple, Herbert closes with
Love bidding us welcome, which poses to the reader whether to
accept this warm welcome and He who offers it, or to reject them
both as mere fantasy. I leave off, then, with one last retelling of the
Good News, as summarized by John Donne in his fifteenth Holy
Sonnet, which follows the Pauline Epistle through the basic points
of the Roman Road to Salvation:
Wilt thou love God, as he thee! then digest
My Soule, this wholsome meditation,
How God the Spirit, by Angels waited on
In heaven, doth make his Temple in thy brest.
The Father having begot a Sonne most blest,
And still begetting (for he ne'r begonne)
Hath deign'd to chuse thee by adoption,
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Coheire to'his glory,'and Sabbaths endlesse rest.
And as a robb'd mart, which by search doth finde
His stolne stuffe sold, must lose or buy' it again:
The Sonrie of glory came downe, and was slaine,
Us whom he'had made, and Satan stolne, to unbinde.
'Twas much, that man was made like God before,
But, that God should be made like man, much more.

Amen.
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A Heap of Broken Images'
By Barbara Johnson
Thomas Stearns Eliot once claimed that "a poet's business is
not just reporting the feeling, but extending the feeling, and
creating a shape to convey it" (Contemporary, 2). He lived to create
works cornerstone to the modernist movement, such as The Waste
From The Waste Land (11. 20-21)
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Land and "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock"; the later of the two

is the topic of discussion. Eliot employs several levels of
fragmentation in order to create, extend, and shape the feeling of
Prufrock and, on a metaphorical level, for all men of post-World
War One time. By way of line break, splintered images, confused
reference to time, and use of poem sections, Eliot creates a model of
chaos representative of his current circumstances. The use of
"semantic shadow" and "objective correlatives" enable the reader
to make sense of the fragments while they provide a kind of
spiritual synthesis - what many people, authors, and poets sought
during the modernist movement.
T.S. Eliot strategically employs a line break technique in
order to juxtapose two ideas that result in an unexpected image.
Usually, the first line connotes a certain emotion or idea, then the
second line harbors a contrasting image. This results in an
unexpected outcome that "succeeds best when one feels behind it
the pressure. . . of some intense unconscious impulse trying to break
out into expression" (Scofield, 51). In other words, the juxtaposition
of images, by way of line breaks, serves to represent Prufrock's
contrasting emotional thought attempting to exit the mind and
enter reality, while fear hinders the attempt, resulting in his
paralysis.
The opening lines of the poem invite the reader to follow
along with the narrative: "Let us go then, you and I,/ When the
evening is spread out against the sky" (Eliot, 11. 1-2). These first two
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lines, as Scofield agrees, echo a pastoral love poem. For example,
the lover in Spenser's "The Shepherdes Calender" urges the other
to "hold up thy heavy head,/ And let us cast with what delight to
chace,/ And weary thys long lingring Phoebus race" (Spenser, 11. 13). Sir Walter Ralegh's "Answer to Marlowe" begins "If all the
world were young,!.. . These pretty pleasures might me move/ To
live with thee and be thy love" (Ralegh, 11.1; 2-3), while William
Strode's "On Chioris Walking in the Snow" begins "I saw fair
Chloris walk alone!. . . Then Jove descended from his tower/ To
court her in a silver shower" (Strode, 11.1; 2-3). All of these poems
begin with the image of two characters joining with one another in
order to take some kind of journey; however none of the
aforementioned poems include a following line quite as shocking,
as "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock."
The third line juxtaposes a romantic stroll into the evening
that is spread against the canvas of the sky "like a patient etherized
upon a table" (Eliot, 1. 3). The comparison of a cold image, such as
an unconscious patient spread over a hard table contrastsontrastsseverely-with the warm image of two people meandering into a
purpled sunset. This harsh juxtaposition gains its effect, primarily,
due to the line break. The break fragments the two images, forcing
the reader to hang on the end of one line and fall upon the next,
causing suspense. This, in turn, results in shock, once the simile is
connected in the reader's mind.
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Not only does the third line break cause an unexpected,
contrasting image, but it also functions as an objective correlative representing Prufrock's ambivalent desires. That is, he
simultaneously longs to tell the woman that he loves herersymbolized by the evening sky that possesses a pastoral love
symbolized
connotation -while being paralyzed with shyness and doubts
about himself—symbolized by the etherized patient. These two
images create a vortex of emotion, where each conflicting feeling
(the desire to tell and the lack of boldness to follow through) meets
at a single point and are diametrically opposed, much like a gyre.
Also, the actual placement of the lines on the page creates a portrait
of vacillating emotion-each representation of emotion exist on a
different plane, or line of poetry, illustrating a physical image of the
separateness and opposition of each. That is, the love image exists
in line two, while line three presents the antithesis of love imagery.
Thus, the fragmentation of emotions, by way of line break,
illuminates contrasting parts that serve to represent Prufrock's
internal thoughts attempting to break into reality, and it creates an
objective correlative, which takes the reader through a process in
order to tap into any emotion that the image causes in the reader's
mind.
Similar to the technique of the line breaks, Eliot often
splinters entire objects, as Scofield agrees, by way of synecdoche.
This mirrors the fragmentation of the line breaks that result in
contrasting images, only on a larger scale. For example, the
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description of "the yellow fog that rubs its back upon the windowpanes,/ The yellow smoke that rubs its muzzle on the windowpanes,! Licked its tongue into the corners of the evening" (Eliot,
11.15-17). By referring to the muzzle, the tongue licking corners, and
the back rubbing against the windows, the author describes a cat.
Eliot illuminates the "semantic shadow," by employing
synecdoche, which requires a "subconscious connection of two
fragmented images" that forms a connected, whole image
(Barnstone, lecture). Through the "semantic shadow" process the
author forms a cat, and the cat, as a whole object, is also
representative of an objective correlative.
Like the function of the line breaks, the cat's actions
transform it into an objective correlative by representing Prufrock's
internal emotional struggle. First, the cat is rubbing its body along
the window-panes. This image represents Prufrock's emotions
surfacing. Similar to the cat, who approaches and lingers at the
passageway of a window waiting to be let in, Prufrock's emotional
thoughts linger in the mind, waiting to be spoken and heard by his
mistress. Equally, the cat "slipped by the terrace, made a sudden
leap,! And seeing that it was a soft October night,! Curled once
about the house, and fell asleep" (Eliot, 20-22). This includes the
use of line break in order to create unexpected action, in that the cat
leaps into movement, only to fall asleep as soon as it lands on its
feet; moreover, this action parallels Prufrock's inability to express
himself. Later in the poem, he fantasizes about revealing his
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emotion "as if a magic lantern threw the nerves in patterns on a
screen" (Eliot, 1. 105); however, he quickly dismisses the possibility
out of fear and "see[s] the moment of [his] greatness flicker" (Eliot,
1. 84), exactly like the cat. Thus, the fragmentation of entire objects
causes the need for the reader to connect the pieces of a broken
image and formulate a whole-the semantic shadow processrocesswhile that constructed whole mirrors the emotion and actions of
while
the protagonist, all creating the objective correlative.
The next use of fragmentation regards time and the
personae's position within it. The poem begins at sunset, or "when
the evening is spread out against the sky," as the reader is invited
to follow Prufrock into thought (Eliot, 1. 2). Here, the scenery
consists of some light, though little, provided by the setting sun
which represents the external world. What follows is the reader's
descent into Prufrock's subconscious mind, symbolized by "the
muttering retreats/ Of restless nights" (Eliot, 11. 6-7). This action
closely mirrors that of Dante Alighieri's in his work the Inferno. For
example, the plot of the novel is Dante's descent into the dark and
eerie underworld as he is lead by the classical poet Virgil. Thus, a
subtle distinction between evening and night is illuminated and
evening comes to represent Prufrock's external world, while night
represents the descent into Prufrock's internal world, or
subconscious mind.
The second fragmentation of time exists within the text of
the work. That is, "there is a systematic confusion of tenses. . . in the
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poem, so that it is difficult to tell if certain images exist in past,
present, [or] future" (Miller, 140). The ambiguity of time serves to
underscore the descent into the subconscious, a place where all
time is flattend out and appears "equally immediate" (Miller, 140).
For example, Prufrock rationalizes his emotional vacillation by
thinking that "indeed there will be time" (Eliot, 1. 23). This assumes
that Prufrock, existing in the present, is speculating that the future
holds more time for his activities; however, the following two lines
undermine the future speculation, resulting in tense confusion: "the
yellow smoke that slides along the street/ Rubbing its back upon
the window-panes" (Eliot, 1. 25). Here, the smoke is in action, it
"slides" and it is "rubbing;" however, these present tense actions
create conflict with the future tense that follows. Also, Prufrock
thinks of the smoke in the present tense here, when in the
preceding stanza it is referred to in the past tense: it "slipped by the
terrace... Curled once about the house, and fell asleep" (Eliot, 11. 20,
22). Thus, he fantasizes about future occurrences while existing in
the present, resulting in transporting the reader into the future.
Another example of distorted time is reflection of the past, or
memory. Prufrock thinks "I have known them all already, known
them all - / Have known the evenings, mornings, afternoons"
(Eliot, 11. 49-50). The tense used here suggests a reflection on the
past, and that he has already experienced life. This also mirrors
Dante's Inferno, in that Dante is living, descends into the
underworld with Virgil, and experiences death, only to ascend back
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into the realm on the living. The Biblical allusion that Eliot employs
also buttresses this argument: "I am Lazarus, come from the
dead,! Come back to tell you all, I shall tell you all" (Eliot, 11. 9495). Prufrock's reflection of past things and his fantasizing about
future things to come is the reason for tense confusion that,
literally, riddles the poem. Both past reflection and fantasizing
about the future transcend present existence. By way of tense in the
mental narrative, the reader is transported to either end of the
thought spectrum while simultaneously existing in reality, just as
Prufrock exists in the subconscious-where past, present, and
future are equally present— and in reality simultaneously.
If Prufrock exists in the present, but by way of the
subconscious he also exists in the past or future, then the mind
comes to represent a vehicle that transcends the boundaries of the
present, transporting the reader from past, present, and future
simultaneously and interchangeably. Though the reader presumes
that Prufrock exists in a present state, he lives-in most of the
poem—in the mind. Moreover, reality is characterized as a threat.
Throughout the work, reality interjects only twice when a couplet
appears: "in the room the women come and go! Talking of
Michelangelo" (Eliot, 11. 13-14, 35-36). The first time the couplet
appears, it serves as an orientation of setting and the poem
descends quickly into Prufrock's subconscious. The second
occurrence serves as an interruption to his stream of
subconsciousness; he is thinking about the "taking of toast and
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tea," when the present surfaces in thought and interjects itself, then
he continues to contemplate more of the future (Eliot, 1. 34). It is not
until the end of the work that reality is characterized negatively.
The last stanza of the poem serves to make sense of the
aforementioned argument. "We have lingered here in the chambers
of the sea/ By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown/
Till human voices wake us, and we drown" (Eliot, 11. 129-131).
Here, the "chambers of the sea" represent the subconscious. Like
night, the sea is dark and conducive to harboring private, reclusive
thoughts, such as love. The "sea-girls" represent Prufrock's
unnamed beloved; she exists only within the "chambers of the sea"
because she exists only within the mind, as Prufrock is too bashful
or ashamed to approach her in reality. She is wreathed with
seaweed because she is a product of the mind (or the chambers)
and because she has "arms that are braceleted and white and bare/
(But in the lamplight, downed with light brown hair" (Eliot, 11. 6363). The juxtaposition of the symbolically subconscious "sea-girls"
with "human voices" that wake and drown the stream of
subconsciousness serves to illuminate the negative connotation that
reality possesses in this work. Because Prufrock is paralyzed by his
fear and doubt of himself, the only happiness that he finds is with
the sea-girl that exists, in the imagination. Thus, the author
fragments time by referring to past present and future things and
using the mind as a portal into those worlds, all resulting in the
confusion of tense and reference to time. It is also suggested that
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the subconscious is a more enjoyable state, while reality results in
painful experiences, such as death.
The use of line breaks, employment of synecdoche, and
references to time all constitute examples of fragmentation from the
smallest unit-the line breaks-to the most general-the creation of
sections in the poem. "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" can be
broken into eight sections, each taking up a different subject.
Section one, as mentioned before, mirrors an opening to a
traditional love poem. It serves to invite the reader to "go and make
our visit" (Eliot, 1. 12). The second, two lined section functions as
the setting of the reader's visit: "In the room the women come and
go! Talking of Michelangelo" (Eliot, 11. 13-14).The third section
differs dramatically from the previous room. It takes the reader
outside where the smoke and fog mingle on the terrace. Sections
two and three differ so noticeably because one represents a setting
within reality, and the other represents Prufrock's emotional
vacillation existing within his thoughts. Section four takes place in
Prufrock's mind, when he speculates "there will be time/ To
prepare a face to meet the faces that you meet" (Eliot, 11. 26-27). The
fifth section reflects upon Prufrock's experiences: "And I have
known the eyes already, known them all" (Eliot, 1. 54); while
section six jumps from what Prufrock has known to future
speculation of what he should say. Section seven mourns the
question "Would it have been worth it?" (Eliot, 1. 99), and the final
section recognizes the somber fact that he "grow[s] old" (1. 119). All
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of these sections call upon different subjects and offer no
transitions, or connective tissue between.
Through these eight fragmented sections, Eliot relies on one
thing to bring them all together -the "semantic shadow." A major
device that operates in Eliot's works, including "The Love Song of
J. Alfred Prufrock" and The Waste Land, is the search for synthesis
in life; through poetry the author is looking for something that
brings all aspects of life together and makes sense of them in the
absence of religion (Barnstone, lecture). Especially after World War
One, this is a seriously contemplated question with society existing
in political, religious, and social fragments. By way of the semantic
shadow, or a "subconscious connection," Eliot is able to employ
different fragments to compose a poem representative of J. Alfred
Prufrock's emotions, thoughts, and views of life (Barnstone,
lecture). Thus Eliot employs fragmentation at several levels in
order to mimic the dream world of the subconscious, and uses the
semantic shadow to connect each fragmentation so to provide, by
way of an underground connection, synthesis. On a macrocosmic
level the fragments of the poem represent the tears in post World
War One social fabric.
In the post-World War One chaotic environment, T. S. Eliot
looked to poetry in order to provide a personal and spiritual
connection with the world. In the void of religious belief, "The
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" is an excellent example of how
Eliot attempted to do this. By fragmenting line breaks to create
juxtaposing images that catch the reader off-guard, by employing
synecdoche to splinter images, referring to past, present, and future
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equally to confuse time reference, and by composing the poem in
sections that take different subjects, complete fragmentation occurs
that mimics the dream world of the subconscious on a micro level
and tears in social fabric on a macro level. Like Wallace Stevens,
who attempted to make the imagination into a filtration device that
appeased the hardship of reality, Eliot characterizes the
subconscious as an escape from challenging events in reality -such
as confronting a lover about harbored emotions. By employing
fragmentation and connecting the pieces by way of the objective
correlative and the "semantic shadow," Eliot creates a spiritual
synthesis among broken pieces of religious and social chaos,
something the modernist movement strove to conceive.
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The Evolution of Platonic Love
By Erica Lindquist
"So what should we imagine it would be like," she said, "if
someone could see beauty itself, absolute, pure, unmixed,
not cluttered up with human flesh and colours and a great
mass of mortal rubbish, but if he could catch sight of divine
beauty itself, in its single forms? Do you think," she said,
"that would be a poor life for a human being, looking in that
direction and gazing at that object with the right part of
himself and sharing its company? Don't you realize," she
said, "that it's only in that kind of life, when someone sees
beauty with the part that can see it, that he'll be able to give
birth not just to images of virtue (since it's not images he's in
touch with), but to true virtue (since it's true beauty he's in
touch with). Its someone who's given birth to true virtue
and brought it up who has the chance of becoming loved by
the gods, and immortal--if any human being can be
immortal."(Symposium 49-50)
Evolution is a funny word. One hears the word "evolve"
and often thinks that a situation has improved. However,
evolution is frequently just change - not for better and not for
worse. Complex and pretty much incomprehensible, love is an
emotion that has evolved throughout the ages. In European
thought, there are three categories of love: platonic, anti-platonic,
and an attempt to reconcile the two. The idea of platonic love was
established in Plato's Symposium and evolves through works of art
that use platonic ideas such as The Courtier, The Unbearable Lightness
of Being, and Wings of Desire.
Plato's Symposium defined platonic love through the ideas of
several men and the paramount idea of love from Diotima. It is an
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account of a party in which several men discuss the complex
character of eros, which concludes with Socrates' idea that love is
the desire for pure beauty. Socrates' theory that eros is the pursuit
of beauty, which consists of wisdom and intellect, is supported by
the possibly fictional Diotima's idea that beauty without the
physical being and the emotions that go with it would be the most
divine(Symposium 49). Thus, Socrates himself, although he is
physically unattractive, is ironically the most beautiful being
because he possesses the qualities of wisdom and intellect.
Socrates' idea of love differs drastically from those of his
fellows. Aristophanes believes that there were once three sexes,
and that we look for love because we are looking for a
complementary half, while Agathon preaches about the "object of
love," but not actual love. Socrates states that love is not a quest for
sheer physical beauty, or a personality that completes one's own
but the desire in one's mind to find the most "good" in another
person. When Socrates asks Agathon a question, "do you think
that things that are good are also beautiful?" (36), he insinuates that
a being of physical ugliness can be purely good on the inside.
Therefore, if people of pure good could be "not cluttered with
human flesh and colours and a great mass of mortal rubbish" (49)
everyone would see that they have a brilliant beauty.
Socrates counters Agathon's ideas because he talks about
love not just in a sexual way but as a pure desire to share
knowledge and wisdom. Also, Socrates' idea that it would be a
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good life for someone to forever gaze and share the company of a
loved one who possesses pure beauty directly counteracts
Aristophanes' idea that we search for our other half. Socrates
believes that once one has a lover of true beauty, one can give birth
to "true virtue" (50) because the lovers are not just seeing "images"
(50). In contrast, Aristophanes believes that we can find love in
another who is our other half instead of someone who has the
beauty that consists of wisdom and intellect. However, despite the
fact that Socrates' idea of love differs from that of his friends, he
weaves his theory of love into their idea that love is usually a good
thing.
Dante's writings are perhaps the most platonic of Christian
neo-platonic works because he is in love with the soul of Beatrice;
while he realizes she is beautiful, he looks through into her inner
self. Dante, when first introduced in the Vita Nuova, is not a very
likeable man. He faints, stutters, and lusts after a married woman,
Beatrice. However, Beatrice is described as almost holy. When
Beatrice first appears to him "in the most patrician of colors, a
subdued and decorous crimson," she is wearing one of the colors
associated with the Virgin Mary(Vita Nuova). Later, Dante sees
Beatrice with an aureole because of her eternal light(Pardiso 72).
He ends up following St. Bernard, sent by Beatrice, up the ladder to
paradise and reaching the realm of the divine. Although Dante
finds Beatrice beautiful, he is mostly enamored with her purity and
goodness. Beatrice is his own personal Madonna; Dante's mostly
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platonic love for her leads him to transcend "mortal rubbish" (49)
and achieve absolute love for God, which is the truest form of love
in Christianity.
Bembo, however, exemplifies the endeavor to merge antiplatonic love and platonic love. In The Courtier, he uses both
scholarly logic and his Christian sense of the divine to explain his
point on love. At the beginning of his speech, he discusses how
men of reason are often torn between the love of the flesh and the
love for God. Bembo says that one can "come nigh to coveting,
sometime of the one, sometime of the other part......"He believes
that one can achieve love for God through learning of the pleasure
of the body and looking into a lover's eyes. However, if a man only
considers the beauty of his lover, true joy will leave her eyes and he
will not get to see into her soul. Bembo states that a courtier must
cherish the physical beauty of his lover as "simple and pure" and
hold it dearly in his heart. By recognizing the purity of beauty, the
courtier will climb the ladder, or "stairs," of love to the divine
realm. In essence, Bembo believes that "heavenly beauty is the
origin of all other beauty," so that if one loves beautiful things one
can connect to God, because "heavenly beauty" is not only the
source of "all other beauty" but is also "partners" with it. God
creates all beautiful things, so by loving a beautiful person, people
love a part of the heavenly beauty which is God(The Courtier hand
out).
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Donne, likewise, begins "The Ecstasy" in a very platonic
manner. The couple lies on a swelling riverbank with "eye-beams
twisted, and did thread [their] eyes, upon one double string" which
references Aristophanes' idea that everyone has another half who
makes them whole. The mind, according to Socrates, is the epitome
of beauty; in "The Ecstasy," Donnie talks of love giving way to
thought in the mind, which is "a new concoction" that is "purer."
By referencing the growth of new ideas as pure, Donne connects
the poem with the idea that one should look past the human flesh.
However, his tone shifts to a combination of platonic and antiplatonic towards the latter half of the poem as he proclaims, "Our
bodies why do we forbear?-- They're ours, though they're not we; -we are The intelligences, they the sphere." He believes that as long
as we do not let our bodies rule our minds, erotic love is fine.
Donne goes on to say that physical love can express divine love. In
a sense, Donne's lovers bear a slight resemblance to Wings of
Desire, for they are contented to express their divine love through
their bodies and not climb the platonic ladder. Donnie concludes
the poem by saying that there will be "small change, when we're to
bodies gone," which implies that there is little differentiation
between erotic and divine love. His idea of love draws from
Socrates through Bembo. Like Socrates, Donne believes that erotic
love can be the first building block to divine love. However, for
Donne the body is loves "book" through which lovers can see God.
Bembo also believes beautiful things all correlate to the great
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beauty of God, so therefore the human body is a holy thing. Donne
also appreciates the human body as being part of the "subtle knot
which makes us man." Donne and Bembo primarily differ from
both Socrates and Diotima in their thoughts on love because he
believed the body is "mortal rubbish"(Symposium 49).
Wings of Desire by Wim Wenders represents another
interesting twist on Socrates' idea of love. The angel Damiel grows
tired of simply watching time go by and wants to fall in love. He
spots a woman and becomes enamored with both her physical
appearance and her thoughts and ideas. Damiel decides to descend
the platonic ladder and therefore go from the divine to the profane.
After leaving the divine realm, coffee, the feel of blood, and the
beat of his heart all intrigue him because of their physical aspect.
He loves the woman for both her inner self and her outer self.
Damiel is the archetype of someone who chooses earthly over
heavenly love.
Milan Kundera's The Unbearable Lightness of Being is an
intricate tale of both anti-platonic and platonic love, which is
lightness and heaviness. At the beginning of the novel, Kundera
discusses how Parmenides divided the world into categories of
opposites, one being light! darkness. Parmenides believed that
people should live for lightness and every "beautiful moment"
(Kundera). Tomas, the main character, has sex with numerous
women, but is in love with the soul of Tereza. Sabina pursues only
the lightness in life; she despises kitsch and is both a lover and a
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close friend to Tomas. Tereza desperately wants someone to love
her soul through her unique body, and is depicted as heaviness.
Franz embodies heaviness and naiveté; he loves Sabina because he
sees her soul as being heavy, while it is light.
Despite the fact that Sabina and Tomas share an erotic love,
they enjoy each other's company and ideas and have no jealous
feelings about their other lovers. As an idea is considered the
purest form of love by Socrates, it could be said that they possess
an almost platonic love. However, both still appreciate erotic love
and "mortal rubbish," which keeps them from ascending the ladder
to the realm of the divine(Symposium 49). On the other hand,
Tomas feels possessive of Tereza, which is illustrated when she
says she could have fallen in love with his colleague. However, he
accepts the heaviness of her love when he follows her back to
Prague. He loves her personality, body, and soul in the very end,
but it is never implied until the very end that he does not regret his
choice. The same is true of Sabina's choice of lightness, as she
contemplates that it is too late to dwell on the "what if" later in life,
although she knows she will leave Paris because "the thought of an
end to all flight is unbearable"(The Unbearable Lightness of Being
124). Franz dies for a heaviness that never existed. Tereza and
Tomas are happy at the end, although they die, for she realizes the
limitations of love through Karenin's death and he realizes that his
love for Tereza is unique.
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Historical change results in the evolution of ideas. Works of
literature throughout the ages reflect the changing values of society
and the opinion of the author on love. In Plato's Symposium,
Christianity did not exist and the goal of love was to overcome
"mortal rubbish," to reach the mystical realm of forms(Symposium
49). With the onslaught of Christianity, Plato's ideas were slightly
morphed to fit other ideals. Dante's Divine Comedy almost mirrors
Plato's idea of love, as Dante is in love with the purity of Beatrice,
except that Dante desires the divine realm of God, not merely that
of forms. Bembo and Donne both deem mortal beauty essential
because it is a stepping stone to the heavenly beauty. Wenders,
interestingly, believes that descending the ladder for a profane but
grand love can be gratifying. Lastly, Kundera is perhaps the most
complex in his version of love. In The Unbearable Lightness of Being,
religion is not a factor in the characters' choices and emotions.
They do not pursue a higher realm; they chase the idea of
happiness, love, and contentment. Towards the end of the novel, it
is suggested that contentment can be love, such as Tereza and
Tomas's repetitive life. It is implied in the novel that heaviness is
the right choice, but Kundera never condemns people who choose
lightness. Therefore, Kundera embodies the incomprehensibility of
love. Kundera leaves the reader with the thought that love is an
equation that has no definitive answer.
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Untitled
By Andrea Orwoll
Poets have represented the experience of love in tens of
thousands of different ways. Though Petrarch and Plato may have
had been monumental influences in the thought and conventions of
the poets of the English Renaissance, the various, unique ways in
which these poets write and capture the plight of the lover create a
wide array of tones and points of view concerning love. Some are
as deathly serious and as bitter about the world of the lover as was
Petrarch, while others were able to see the humor in love that,
while certainly still beautiful, is at times ridiculous in its
complexities. There is more than one truth when it comes to love,
and the sheer amount of differences between the works of these
poets demonstrates this colorfully. Even the Platonic idea that
people fall in love with beauty and thus get closer to heavenly
beauty embodies the idea that love is also suffering; it grasps the
complexities, challenges, and general discrepancies in thought and
action that accompany love. Petrarch understood all too well the
sensations of both temptation and bliss that love entails, and
though not all of the poets of the Renaissance all agreed completely
with his precise view of love, they found their own methods of
describing the nature of love as they understood it.
Sir Thomas Wyatt the Elder, along with Henry Howard, Earl
of Surrey, initially brought the sonnet, Petrarch's traditional form
for love poetry, into use in the English language. Wyatt handles his
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love poetry with humor, poking fun at several Petrarchan
traditions even though much of his subject matter was quite
Petrarchan. At times, Wyatt's narrators betray a certain note of
exasperation in their roles of forever being the men betrayed by
fickle women, and appear to find more disillusionment than peace
in the admiration of women. In his sonnet "Whoso list to hunt," he
presents a humorous version of Petrarch's deer chasing scene;
Wyatt's poem betrays a weary, unfit hunter who sees clearly that
the deer is not to be touched - not because she is like Petrarch's
deer in that she is too pure to be touched, but because someone else
already holds her. Her collar proclaims "noli me tan gere," (Line 14)
because she belongs to Caesar; this phrase, however, is used in an
almost blasphemous way, because rather than referring to the
divine mystery of God as the lady's "Caesar" as Petrarch did in his
Sonnet 190, it refers to a mortal king and his mistress.
Sir Philip Sidney often wrote in the vein of Petrarch, writing
his sonnet cycle Astrophil and Stella with a focus on the condition of
the lover's mind and soul while enduring love and its many forms.
In the first sonnet of this cycle, his pain in love is so great that he
can't even describe it until his muse forcibly pulls him out of the
rut. Humor is used here, however, in order to describe the
difficulty and torture through which the narrator puts himself. The
extra iambic foot added to each line of this foot creates an effect
that has the narrator almost pregnant with his need to demonstrate
his love to his lady, because her knowledge of his pain "might pity
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win, and pity grace obtain" (Sonnet 1, Line 4). Petrarchan
conventions are present in the narrator's frustration and the
inevitable fact that the situation remains unresolved, the lover
unsatisfied. Eventually, it seems that Sidney himself becomes so
tired of the fickle nature of human love that he writes his poem
"Leave me, 0 Love!" in something akin to desperation. In this
poem, he appears to renounce human love in favor of heavenly
love and beauty, which incidentally one is supposed to be able to
find along the path of human love, according to the philosophy of
Neo-Platonism. In his denial of common love, "love which reachest
but to dust," (Line 1) he seems to embrace Petrarch's tendency to
switch between praise of love and shame that he has focused so
long on such a frivolous thing.
Many poets of the English Renaissance, however, diverged
from Petrarch's ideas concerning love, some disagreeing with his
interpretation of love on very important levels. In his sonnet cycle
Ainoretti, Edmund Spenser shatters several of Petrarch's
conventions based on the very fact that the sonnet cycle has a
happy conclusion. The narrator succeeds in winning his lady, and
he even goes so far as to say he is honoring God through that love.
This transformed some aspects of love poetry from the suffering
and adulterous love that Petrarch endured to a more modern
thought that, though this is the only sonnet cycle that ends so
happily, not all love needs to leave the lover unfulfilled. This is far
closer to Christian Neo-Platonism in its idealism of discovering
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ways to worship God through love than it is to the more
pessimistic ideas of Petrarchism, even though Spenser's narrator
admires his lady in a way similar to that in which Petrarch idolizes
Lady Laura. (In Ainoretti, he states that even the book of poetry is
lucky to be held by his lady.) Petrarch never spoke once to Laura,
but Spenser goes so far as to tell his lady that "whenas death shall
all the world subdew,/ [his] love shall live" (Sonnet 75, Lines 13-14)
forever; this puts that love on a high, almost divine level.
Christopher Marlowe was another Renaissance poet who is
able to portray more idealized aspects of love, such as the
narrator's desire to lead a simple, pleasurable existence with his
love in "The Passionate Shepherd to His Love." In this poem, the
Petrarchan assumption that a woman is happy simply to exist,
having nothing to do but be happy and beautiful. There will be
little to her life other than the beauty of nature and of the clothing
the narrator will provide her with, and "if these pleasures may
[her] move" (Line 19), she should be content to live as the narrator's
lover. Granted, the imagery is lovely, and a peaceful, perfect life is
a wonderful subject for a poem, but there seems to be no real, solid
foundation for love. This is why Sir Walter Ralegh points out, in
"The Nymph's Reply," a response to Marlow's poem, that life is of
a complex nature of life and that it is impossible for love to be
forever young and innocent. "Could youth last and love still breed"
(Line 21), the picturesque existence would surely tempt any woman
to live with Marlowe's narrator as his love. But Ralegh's narrator
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states that "she" doesn't believe the shepherd to be speaking the
utter truth, something which highlights the anti-Petrarchan streams
of thought that Ralegh puts to use. He grasps a much more realistic
side of love in his poetry, voicing with conviction and subtle wit
that people, especially those influenced by the volatile nature of
love, are never completely trustworthy, that the season cannot
remain fixed at spring, and that the experience of love is never easy
or idyllic. William Shakespeare also utilizes this concept in many of
his sonnets, most pointedly in Sonnet 130, which tells of the very
imperfect, very human aspects of his mistress's appearance and air.
He "[grants he] never saw a goddess go" (Line 11) in his mistress,
with her "eyes [that are] nothing like the sun" (Line 1) and her hair
of "black wires" (Line 4). This poem is nearly outright mockery of
Petrarch's Lady Laura, with her golden hair and perfect
composure. Shakespeare's lady is dark and ordinary, and he
appreciates her all the more for it. He does not belittle the
experience of his love, but he is much less grave and takes the
situation far less seriously than does Petrarch.
That poets of the English Renaissance were fond of taking
old traditions and putting a unique spin on them is not unusual.
However, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, the
metaphysical poets startled the scene of love poetry with all the
changes they brought. Not only did they alter the simple format of
poetry, allowing themselves to write outside the modes of sonnets
and songs and broadening to many different forms, they began to
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use shocking and yet effective metaphors to describe the more
intangible aspects of love. Ben Jonson, in "Song: To Celia," expands
upon the idea of the narrator's thirst for the lady and utilizes the
image of love of her as a sort of alcohol, such that he does not need
wine if she will "leave a kiss but in the cup" (Line 3). John Donne,
choosing a much more unusual image, compares himself and his
lover to a single geometrical compass - a hard, cold metal object rather than something beautiful in its own right. Donne sometimes
goes to very strange lengths to demonstrate that, since true lovers
themselves can never accurately describe their love, love is
something that can only be spoken of in terms of metaphors. This
goes to the very heart of a realistic truth of love: it cannot always be
compared to something as fair and predictable as a rose. Indeed,
the metaphysical poets use many strange comparisons - scientific,
metallic imagery rather than the nature-oriented imagery of
Petrarch - to describe love in their poetry. The joined soul of Donne
and his lover is compared to "gold to airy thinness beat" (A
Valediction: Forbidding Mourning, Line 24) in order to
demonstrate that though the two may be far apart, they are never
separated. Such imagery diverges quite sharply from Petrarch's
detached, unfulfilled "love" of the Lady Laura, and often, these
poets attempt to deal with a very real, spiritual side of love. They
are original, using witty, sometimes using startling images that
immerse the reader on a spiritual and emotional level in the world
of the lover.
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Considering that emotion is often thought to be a woman's
domain, it is perhaps surprising to modern readers that women of
the English Renaissance did not write more poetry. Though
Petrarch's Lady Laura never speaks once in any of his love sonnets,
even men of the Renaissance were forced to wonder what the lady
would say, if she were to speak. Fortunately, the woman's voice is
heard in the poetry of such talented woman as Mary Wroth and
Katherine Philips. Of course, the composition of poetry was not
considered a suitable pursuit for a woman, especially one of class.
Thus, it is incredible that Philips's poetry became so acknowledged
and applauded during her own time, and that even Wroth was
considered an accomplished and impressive poet, even though her
poetry stirred trouble in her social circle. It was even more singular
that Katherine Philips's husband was inspired to go so far as to
encourage his wife to write. However supported a female poet may
have been, though, any poetry she produced proves itself to be
significantly dissimilar from that of their male contemporaries,
differing greatly in voice if not in subject matter. They may all write
of love, but the woman's love cannot be public or proclaimed
loudly and proudly to the heavens. A woman's mind - and so her
thoughts of love - is something to be kept private and secret. These
two women break many the Petrarchan traditions simply by stating
that they have an active heart and the desire to be a lover.
Mary Wroth, despite the difficulties and tragedies of her life,
wrote beautiful sonnets, using the traditional Petrarchan form, even
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though the very idea that she is the lover and the man is the love
object goes against Petrarch. Her stance in poetry, as well, is quite
different from male poets of her day; her tone is that of a
whispering victim, one who does not choose to love the man but
who has no choice. She has "lost the powers/ that to withstand,
which joys to ruin [her]" (Pant philia to Ant philan thus, Sonnet 16,
Lines 1-2). Not only a victim, Wroth is also a risk taker and
something of a martyr; in the Sonnet 68 from Pam philia to
AmpJiilantluts, she borrows the Petrarchan image of herself as a boat
on the ocean. However, she diverges from Petrarch once again in
stating that her ship sinks. Wroth gives herself over to love, and it
takes her liberty away (as acknowledged in Sonnet 16). She has
much more to risk - pregnancy, exile from court - than does the
man she loves. Frustration also lies in the fact that, as a woman, she
cannot be out on the world stage. She is not supposed to have a
public voice, unlike Petrarch, Sidney, and other famous and
successful male poets. Katherine Philips was lucky in the sense that
she was able to publish her poetry, her contemporaries for the most
part accepting and embracing her works. And, like Wroth, Philips
diverged from many Petrarchan traditions, utilizing much of the
imagery and paradoxical thought of the metaphysical poets in her
poetry, much of which is friendship poetry of a spiritual, religious
nature.
Love has proven itself a tricky business since the beginning
of civilization, and there is no shortage of love poetry which
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expounds upon both the general and individual difficulties of love.
Petrarch is viewed as the father of such poetry, and there are
thousands of sonnets, Petrarch's traditional form of love poetry,
written using his subjects and style of imagery. Poets of the
Renaissance, however, both agreed and disagreed with Petrarch's
notions of love, or at least translated them in their own unique
ways. No two of these Renaissance poets has quite the same voice;
thus, when their poetry is examined, it is fascinating to note the
mixture of Petrarchan, anti-Petrarchan, and Neo-Platonistic traits
that separates each.
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How the Mass Media Influences Public Opinion and
Public Perception
Tamara Marashlian

Abstract
The media, which includes radio, television and newspapers, has
become an integral part of society since it provides the public with
a variety of information on a daily basis. As a result, the media has
the potential to influence public opinion and public perception.
This review examines the current research on how the media is
influential and, in the process, the degree to which the media is
responsible for creating public opinion. Also explained is the thirdperson effect, the belief that a person considers himself to be less
influenced by the media than others. Furthermore, the review
focuses on the media's coverage of politics. The review will also
address the need for further research, regarding the implications of
internet news.
How the Mass Media Influences Public Opinion and Public
Perception
Most people have a specific way of learning about daily
news. Whether it is by reading their morning newspaper, watching
the 5 o'clock news or browsing the internet in between breaks,
people find a way to remain updated on current news. But what
people fail to understand is that the media influences public
opinion. The overwhelming support for the third-person effect
alone provides justification for a literature review because the
third-person effect is a person's belief that others will be more
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influencedby the media than others. This means that people
believe that they are not being influenced by the media when other
research shows that they are. Furthermore, the use of dramatic
music during a newscast or even the specific wording in a headline
on the front page of the newspaper influences public opinion and
public perception. This is a crucial area to study because the media
has the ability to influence aspects of everyone's lives. So whether it
is a story about the number of troops killed in Iraq or the latest
fashion trends, the media is unknowingly influencing the public.
Although the concept of being influenced creates the notion that
the public is mindless and easily manipulated, much of the research
presented shows that the media's influential abilities is positive
because it increases memory and encourages political involvement.
Even though a literature review about the media's influence, in
general terms, has not been written, there has been much research
in the last ten years that can be incorporated into one.
The past literature review has focused either solely on the
media's influence in political campaigns or the need for a revival of
journalistic integrity in network news and newspapers.
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Iyengar and Simon (2000) argued that news coverage of
political campaigns has the ability to be more influential than
advertisements on the public. The researchers added that the main
benefit of coverage of campaigns is that voters understand where
each candidate stands on the issues. But the argument is made that
the behavior of reporters and the way campaigns are covered can
influence the public (Iyengar & Simon, 2000).
Additionally, there has been comment on changes in
newspapers and on network news. Farhi (2005) states that the
number of newspaper readers has been declining over the last
thirty years and the reporting style of major newspapers is to
blame. He also credits a lack of young readers, lack of funding in
newsrooms, and the intense competition among the major media
outlets for declining readership. Furthermore, the credibility of
newspapers is on the decline, especially after the controversy
surrounding Jayson Blair and Jack Kelley's fictional reporting in
major newspapers (Farhi 2005). Outside of newspapers, cable
television news has lost respect, as Farhi explains, because the focus
of coverage is not hard news, but getting as many viewers and
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ratings as possible. Although the article presents methods for
solving the newspaper crisis, it leaves the reader with the question
of what will be the fate of newspapers, and the media as a whole
(Farhi 2005).
Similar to Farhi, Claussen (2004) presents recent research
that examines the relationship between newspapers and television
news. His article explains that the Newspaper Readership Project in
1982 showed that the public relies the most on television news
when they want to know about current events. However, the study
also revealed that newspaper readers are more intellectual because
they are more educated than television viewers (Claussen).
Claussen also explains that even if newspapers have changed their
coverage style and focus over the years, television news has likely
changed more, with the creation of multiple networks geared to
provide viewers with constant news. Claussen said that media
illiteracy has become more prevalent as many viewers probably do
not understand that television news often uses the wire and
newspapers as their source for stories. In other words, television
news viewers will often times receive information about stories that
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was covered in a newspaper, even if they are not newspaper
readers themselves (Claussen 2004).
Since the term "media" is ambiguous and relates to many
types of news sources, it is necessary to set limitations on what
media means. For this literature review, the terms "media" and
"mass media" refer to the main news sources: television, radio and
newspapers, with some newsmagazines, such as Time and
Newsweek. Although some articles mention the use of the internet,
this is because they used the websites of television and newspaper
sources, such as CNN, the Los Angeles Times and New York Times.
Thus, this literature review does not include research that focused
on internet specific news sources.
This literature review will consist of four major sections. The
first section concerns the research found on the types of techniques
the different media sources use during reporting. A section will
present the current research on how the influential techniques by
the media can create fear and mistrust in viewers. Furthermore,
research will be presented on the ability for the media to create
public opinion.
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The second major part concerns the media's role in politics
and, in particular, political campaigns during city hail and national
elections. Similar to the previous section, research about the
media's influence on public opinion in terms of politics will be
discussed.
The third section will cover the ultimate effect that the media
has on people: the third-person effect. The two sub-sections will
provide an understanding of the media's role in creating the thirdperson effect and how the effect can influence people's judgment
and perception of the news.
Finally, a section will be dedicated to examining the future
research on the media and what has yet to be studied. Specifically,
there will be a discussion of the internet's role as a news source and
how it can affect the traditional news sources of television and
newspapers.
Media Techniques
Audio-Visual Redundancy and Dissonance
A growing field of research concerns whether the use of
redundant and dissonant audio and visual images can influence a
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person's level of attention. Redundancy for this paper and the
definition from Zhou (2005) is the repetition of audio and visual
images during a newscast. In contrast, dissonant, audio and visual
images are when a visual image contrasts the audio being played
during a newscast (Zhou, 2005). Zhou (2005) found that redundant
news stories have a greater impact on eliciting emotion and
reaction to the stories. This means that by constantly showing a
visual image that matches the audio being played, a person is more
likely to focus on the story. This may be important when news
directors choose their top stories for the evening news as they can
emphasize one story over another through the use of redundant
audio and visual images.
The use of redundant audio and visual images has the ability
to affect memory as well. Although Fox's (2004) results were not
statistically significant, her study using a signal detection analysis
found that people who watch redundant newscasts can have a
better memory of the stories. Since the findings were in the correct
direction, Fox sees a need for more research on redundant versus
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dissonant audio and visual images via the signal detection analysis
method (Fox, 2004).
However, these initial results show that the media is able to
manipulate minor details, such as the type of images presented on
screen during a newscast, to increase a viewer's level of attention
and to possibly improve a viewer's memory of the news stories.
Use of Dramatic Music and Images and the Presentation of
Newscasters
In addition to examining the use of redundant audio and
visual effects, there is research being conducted to study how the
use of music during a newscast influences a person's attention
levels. Ravaja and Kallinen (2004) found that startling music during
newscasts causes people to be more interested in the story. Ravaja
and Kallinen (2004) also found support for the idea that if a person
has more interest in the story that is accompanied by dramatic
music, he will pay more attention to it.
An example to illustrate this concept is the music played
during breaking news stories on television news. Once the
dramatic music begins and is paired with bold graphics on the
screen, a person switches his attention to the television to find out
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what it going on. Although the viewer will lose attention over time,
the initial switch of attention shows that the dramatic music has
influential abilities.
Researchers have also conducted research to look at how
movements of a newscaster during a news program affects a
viewer attention levels. As Ravaja (2004) found, a moving face
causes more arousal and pleasure in people. As a result, people are
more likely to pay attention to the story and remember it later on.
Although Ravaja was unable to find support for the concept that a
fast moving face would elicit more attention from a viewer, his
findings serve as a stepping-stone for future research.
An example of Ravaja's research is "on-the-scene" reporting,
when reporters are sent to cover ongoing stories. When a reporter
is covering a brushfire, a person is more likely to pay attention
because the reporter is moving around and the camera is constantly
changing shots to show the flames or the homes being evacuated.
The research has gone so far as to examine how a
newscaster's speech style will affect the level of attention. Kallinen
and Ravaja (2003) found that people will pay more attention to the
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newscasts when the audio characteristics are more similar to their
own. As a result, a newscaster's speech style could be a factor when
choosing between the ABC Nightly News versus CNN's Headline
News.
It is necessary to understand that the research on media
techniques also extends into newspapers through the use of
headlines, which are designed to attract reader attention. When
Gibbons, Lukowski and Walker (2005) asked participants to judge
various headlines, they found that unbelievable headlines became
more believable over time. These unbelievable headlines also
grabbed the participants' attention more, which Gibbons et al.
believe would make them more likely to read the accompanying
story.
This idea of unbelievable headlines is one reason that
magazines, such as People, Weekly World News and The National
Enquirer have higher readership. By printing large headlines with
the words, "Brad and Jen Call it Quits" or "Girl Gives Birth to
Alien" on the front page, people might not believe the news
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initially, but over time, it will seem more believable and they
would be more likely to pick up the story.
Does The Media Create Fear and Mistrust In Viewers?
Fear. One of the main criticisms of the media is that news
stories revolve too much around negative topics such as crime,
gangs and violence. As a consequence, an argument has emerged
that the media's constant presentation of crime-related stories has
led to viewers having a higher level of fear.
Young (1999) believes that fear is predominant in the news
because of agenda setting. In other words, stories about crime and
violence have higher readership, which sells more newspapers and
gets higher ratings for network news. This idea goes along with the
general saying, "If it bleeds, it leads." By asking participants to
view news clips and then to rank them on which should be shown
on the news program first, Young found that the participants
ranked the stories involving fear as the top four out of 10 clips.
Thus, the crime and violence stories were ranked higher in
importance. However, one limitation of Young's research is that his
participants were college students, rather than editors of
newspapers and network news directors.
Young's evidence that crime-related stories are more
important may provide justification for why the word "fear" has
been printed more in newspapers in the last years (Altheide &
Michalowski, 1999). A longitudinal study by Altheide and
Michalowski (1999) found that the word "fear" has become more
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common in many newspapers, but particularly the Arizona Republic
and Los Angeles Times. The findings showed that the use of fear
almost doubled, as the word was seen in Arizona Republic headlines
123 times in 1987 and 232 times in 1996 (Aitheide & Michalowski,
1999). Furthermore, fear was found in the text of articles found in
the Arizona Republic close to 1,379 times in 1987 and 2,209 times in
1996. The researchers also found that the use of the word "fear" has
spread into multiple sections of the newspaper, unlike before
where the word was only associated with hard news. Now, the
word fear was found in the general news, features, sports and
business sections of the Arizona Republic (Aitheide & Michalowski,
1999).
This increased focus on "fear" may account for Romer,
Jamieson and Aday's (2003) findings that participants believed
crime was the biggest problem facing society today (Romer et al.,
2003). Yet the most interesting part is that the participants who
believed that crime was the biggest problem also responded that
they consume the most news on a daily basis (Romer et al., 2003).
Moreover, they found that even when the levels of crime in a
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particular region remained constant, subjects perceived greater
levels of crime because of the increase in crime coverage on local
television news (Romer et al., 2003).
Another growing aspect of research concerns children's
reactions to television news. Smith and Wilson (2002) conducted a
study to determine children's comprehension and understanding of
every day news stories. Smith and Wilson found that many
children in their sample watch news on a daily basis, showing that
they were exposed to the crime-related news stories, even if they
could not fully understand them.
Furthermore, the researchers learned that younger children
could not fully understand the news coverage, but they were
fearful of natural disaster stories because of the accompanying
graphic images (Smith & Wilson, 2002). However, the older
children, who understood all news stories, reported that they are
more frightened by the crime-related news stories and felt that it
could happen to them or their families.
To understand the implications of these findings, Smith and
Wilson (2002) asked the children to predict how many kidnappings
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and killings occurred in their own city of Santa Barbara and city of
Los Angeles. The children who consistently viewed news programs
overestimated the number of kidnappings and killings in only Los
Angeles (Smith & Wilson, 2002). They concluded that exposure to
television news is linked to estimations of violent crimes in cities
outside of where the children live (Smith and Wilson, 2002).
However, Smith and Wilson's research has many limitations
since their data came from an upper class Jewish neighborhood,
which can skew the results because the sample does not represent
the population.
The research on fear also includes an international
perspective. Slone (2000) conducted research to determine the
effects of crime-related stories on Israeli adults. Slone found a
significant difference in anxiety-levels and anxiety-level changes
between the participants who watched news clips about terrorists
and those who did not. She also found that the anxiety levels were
greater for men than women and those who were religious in the
experimental group (Slone 2000). Anxiety levels for men could be
higher because the majority of terrorists portrayed on television are
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males, which could have caused the participating males to relate to
them more than the women.
Mistrust. The media has consistently battled with critics who
believe the media is too liberal in its articles and does not present
all the facts. The first part of understanding the concept of the
liberal media deals with who is actually making the criticism. In
fact, it is seen that the more conservative a person is, the more
likely he is to rate the media as liberal (Lee, 2005). Furthermore, Lee
found that Republicans are also more skeptical of the media. Aside
from political views, Lee found that, in general, people who have
high levels of cynicism, the idea that someone is "all-knowing," is
linked to an individual's perception about the media bias (Lee,
2005).
Lee believes the liberal media concept exists more among
Republicans and conservatives. His reasoning is that topics, such as
environmental concerns, gay marriage and single motherhood,
which are consistently covered in the media, are considered to be
liberal ideology (Lee, 2005). As a result, Republicans believe that
when these stories are covered, they represent the view of the
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reporters and newspaper as a whole (Lee, 2005). But it is important
to note that Lee's studies were conducted when the Lewinsky
scandal erupted during the Clinton administration. With the higher
level of political cynicism and discontent with the Democratic
Party, Lee argues that his results could have appeared to be more
skeptical than they normally would be.
The second part of understanding the concept of the liberal
media involves examining whether there is a connection between a
person's level of skepticism and the mainstream media
consumption (Tsfati, 2003). As a whole, the mainstream media is
traditional news outlets, such as CNN, NBC and daily newspapers
(Tsfati, 2003). On the other hand, nonmainstream media refers to
less traditional sources, such as political talk radio and internet
news sources (Tsfati, 2003). Tsfati (2003) found that the more
skeptical people are about the news media, the less mainstream
media they watch. Similarly, Tsfati and Cappella (2003) found
evidence to support the notion that if someone believes the
information presented in the mainstream media, they will watch
more of it.
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The findings from Lee (2005), Tsfati (2003) and Tsfati and
Cappella (2003) allow for researchers to understand who is critical
of the news media and their viewing habits. These results show
that the liberal media concept is based on perspective because
people with a conservative outlook will feel more threatened by the
news media (Lee, 2005).

Third-Person Effect
The Third-Person Effect
In general terms, the third-person effect is defined as the
perception that media messages will be more influential on others
than on our selves (Jensen & Hurley, 2005; Reid & Hogg, 2005;
Salwen, 1998). Douglas and Sutton (2004) qualify this definition
and include the notion that "socially undesirable" media messages
will influence others more than themselves.
Aside from the specific definition of the third-person effect,
research provides an overwhelming support for the third-person
effect. Research supporting the third-person effect is that much
stronger because the researchers used a variety of techniques to test
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the concept. This allows for the third-person effect to be completely
supported, rather than only in certain circumstances. That means
these results can be generalized to different classes and races. In
combination with the previous discussed research examining
media influence, the research on the third person effect suggest that
people are being influenced by the media, whether they realize it or
not.
A series of studies held by Reid and Hogg (2005), find
support for the third-person effect. In general, Reid and Hogg
found that college students rated themselves as the least influenced
by the media when compared to "trailer trash" and "Wall Street
bankers." For example, they believed that "trailer trash" would be
more influenced by The Jerry Springer Show than the college student
would (Reid & Hogg, 2005). Reid and Hogg's findings are
consistent with a self-categorization interpretation, which means
that in essence, people always want to maintain a positive selfimage (Reid & Hogg, 2005).
Along with more support for the third-person effect, Jensen
and Hurley (2005) also found that the participants who believed the
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messages were socially desirable believe the media message had a
greater effect on themselves rather than others. To define socially
desirable, Jensen and Hurley used the example of cigarette
advertisements. Cigarette advertisements are an example of
socially undesirable messages because they are shown not to
benefit a person, but to persuade someone to buy their brand of
cigarettes. However, public service announcements, which are seen
as socially desirable messages, would create a smaller third-person
effect on people. These results are crucial because they show that
public service announce
ments do not necessarily fall on deaf ears. So although people can
believe that cigarette advertisements do not always influence them
as much as others, they still are influenced by public service
announcements.
Even when Douglas and Sutton (2004) changed the previous
researchers' methods to test the third-person effect directly, the
results still supported the third-person effect. In contrast to
previous researchers, Douglas and Sutton asked participants how
influenced they would be before and after becoming informed
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about the topics discussed in the articles. An interesting aspect of
the research was that Douglas and Sutton found that people
underestimated the extent to which their own attitudes change
after being informed about an issue. Once again, this shows that
people do not realize how influenced they can be.
Unlike the other types of third-person effect research,
Salwen (1998) suggested that there are two parts to the third-person
effect: perceptual and behavioral components. The perceptual
components involve the basic idea of the third-person effect
(Salwen, 1998). However, the behavioral components take the
simple concept of the third-person effect and examine if a
relationship exists between the third-person effect and how likely a
person would be to support media restrictions (Salwen 1998).
Specifically, by applying the two components to the 1996
presidential elections, they found support for the third-person
effect and support for message restrictions during the election
(Salwen, 1998). This research shows that since people believe others
are more influenced by the media, the media needs restrictions to
prevent the manipulation of thoughts.
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A year after Saiwen's research, Saiwen and Dupagne (1999)
conducted a study to find support for the perceptual and
behavioral components of the third-person effect. Like the other
researchers who focused on testing the third-person effect alone,
Saiwen and Dupagne found support for the effect and, as a whole,
their concept about the perceptual components. Furthermore, they
found that people who have a high third-person effect would
support media restrictions, especially for television violence
(Salwen & Dupagne, 1999).
In an effort to study the third-person effect in a new way,
Willnat, He, Takeshita and Lopez- Escobar (2002) studied Asian
and European's perceptions about U.S. media. Contrary to their
prediction that Asian and European participants who are more
exposed to U.S. media would respond that the media influences
them less than those who are less exposed, they found that Asians
saw themselves as more influenced by the U.S. media than
Europeans (Willnat et al., 2002). As expected, there was research to
support the third-person effect (Willnat et al., 2002). As a whole,
Willnat et al. introduced a new aspect of research on the third195

person effect by taking the prior research and applying it to entire
races. This means that not only can individuals experience the
third-person effect, but also that collective races can consider
themselves to be more influenced by media messages.
Neuwirth and Frederick (2002) introduced an entirely new
aspect of research by exploring the relationship between racial cues
in news stories and the third-person effect. They found that those
who were exposed to the stories featuring minorities were more
likely to judge that the article would affect African Americans more
than White people (Neuwirth & Frederick, 2002). Furthermore, they
found that the people exposed to the article about a White
prostitute would find the story to be beneficial to African
Americans, Whites, women and most people in general (Neuwirth
& Frederick, 2002).
Since their research is one of the first for incorporating racial
cues with the third-person effect, Neuwirth and Frederick believe
that more research needs to be conducted to determine the
reliability of their results. To achieve this, they suggest including
various types of participants of different backgrounds.
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Media's Influence in Politics
Local and National Elections
National elections. During each presidential election, the
media pays special attention to covering the election issues and
information about the candidates. Whether it is through special
pullout sections in the newspapers or televised debates with full
commentary, the media is a valuable source for getting election
information. With each election, researchers have attempted to
understand whether the media really influences citizens' voting.
Although the research is sparse, since presidential elections happen
every four years, a link between media consumption and political
involvement is apparent.
But before understanding how much the media influences
political opinion, it is necessary to study whether the media truly
represent the main issues of an election. After tracking stories in the
New York Times about the 2000 Presidential election, Kiousis (2004)
found that the three main issues repeatedly covered were crime,
violence and election. These three issues were also the main topics
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the candidates discussed during their campaign speeches.
However, Kiousis's results cannot be generalized to other
newspapers, since the articles in each paper vary. To truly
understand if the media is accurate in focusing on the right topics,
an analysis of all major newspapers needs to be held.
Going a step further, Banwart, Bystrom and Robertson
(2003) studied how 2000 candidates for Governor and U.S. Senate
were represented in newspapers. They found that unlike before,
female candidates received more media attention during the
primary elections, but just as much media attention as the male
candidates during the general election coverage. However, their
results show that the coverage still points to stereotypical
representation of men and women. The researchers found that even
though women were just as likely to receive neutral coverage by
the news media, their gender, children and martial status was
discussed more than for the men (Banwart et al., 2003). Similarly,
the researchers also found shifts in the representation of typical
masculine and feminine issues. The female candidates' discussion
of healthcare, which is believed to be a feminine issue, was
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represented more than the men's discussion of healthcare during
the primary coverage and more during the general election
coverage (Banwart et al., 2003). Male candidates received more
representation about their stance on education and schools, which
is commonly seen as a feminine issue. Although the implications of
these findings need to be studied more, it can be speculated that if
female candidates are represented as more motherly figures, rather
than political figures, during election time, it can be one reason
why some voters are against the idea of a female president.
Thus, with an understanding of the actual representation of
the election issues and candidates, the research will shift to focus
how this representation affects public opinion. Kim, Dietram and
Scheufele and Shanahan (2005) found that voters who paid more
attention to the issues discussed in the media formed specific
opinions about campaign issues. As a result, voters who paid more
attention to the media had a better understanding of where each
candidate stood on each issue (Kim et al., 2005). These findings
show that not only are people influenced by the media's coverage
of politics, but also this coverage leads to opinion formation.
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Farnsworth and Lichter (2003) localized their research
during the 2000 elections to represent the New Hampshire
Democratic Primary. By evaluating and coding the network news
coverage of the primary elections, the researchers concluded that
the network news coverage affected the poll standings of the
candidates Al Gore and Bill Bradley in New Hampshire
(Farnsworth & Lichter, 2003). These findings can have huge
implications for approval ratings. For example, if a president is
under constant criticism and speculation in the media, it would be
expected that the president's approval ratings would suffer. This
causal relationship shows that not only are members of the public
influenced by the media's information, but also political figures'
ratings.
Local election coverage. On a different level, research is
continuing to explore whether local media attention affects political
knowledge and political involvement. Although the research is
limited, findings show that involvement in local politics can be a
precursor to knowledge about national elections. The first instance
is Moy, McCluskey, McCoy and Spratt's (2004) research that voters
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who paid greater attention to local news on television were more
knowledgeable about local issues, elections and the general politics
of the city. Furthermore, Moy et al. found that the more someone
pays attention to a newspaper's coverage of local events, the more
likely he is to become politically involved. But no support was
found for a person who pays attention to local television news and
political participation (Moy et al., 2004). Moy et al. see the findings
as imperative to community integration. If the members of a
community are more informed on the issues, they are more likely
to become involved and motivate change in the city.
In complete contrast to Moy et al.'s research about media
consumption and political involvement, Coulson and Lacy (2003)
studied the actual coverage of city hail. Unlike other studies, their
participants were television reporters who were asked about how
television news and newspaper competition affects city hall
coverage (Coulson & Lacy, 2003). The results indicate that reporters
are divided about whether the competition between television and
newspapers has increased the number of city hail stores, made it
harder to find time to cover in depth stories about city hail and
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caused them to cover stories that they most likely would not have
covered if there was not strong competition (Couslon & Lacy,
2003). One interesting point Coulson and Lacy found was that the
reporters said that they have been adding new angles to their
stories as a result of the competition. Although this area of research
is still in its infancy, it shows that reporters still value the news
about city hail enough to add new angles and attempt to cover as
many city hail stories as possible. But a major limitation of the
study is that news directors were not surveyed. In most cases, they
have the final say about the types of stories that are covered in the
newspapers and television news (Coulson & Lacy, 2003).
Creation of Public Opinion and Political Involvement
A major aspect of public opinion research concerns the
persuasive press inference. Gunther (1998) defines the concept as
the assumption that the media shapes the public's viewpoints
about issues. When Gunther tested the theory, he found that the
stories with a slant (a bias to favor a particular viewpoint) shaped
how people view the current public opinion. This implies that first,
people will take the information in the media seriously enough to
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believe it and second, it shows how people can be easily
manipulated. Furthermore, the findings show that people make
conclusions about public opinion from their own reading of media
coverage.
However, one limitation of the studies that focus on the
persuasive press inference as a whole is that the sampled group
does not always represent the population (Gunther, 1998). Because
of this, it is imperative to study groups of people with different
interests to understand the full implications of the persuasive press
inference.
Similar to Gunther's testing of the persuasive press
inference, Domke, Shah and Wackman (2000) researched how the
presentation of certain types of political information could affect
cognitions. As a whole, Domke et al., found that the perception of a
candidate depended on the wording and focus on the articles about
the candidates. For example, they found that the participants who
read the articles that focused on the rights and morals of the topic
were more likely to look at a candidate's integrity (Domke et al.,
2000). For example, Princess Diana was initially known for her
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involvement with England's royal family. However, years later,
reporters began focusing on a different angle: her support for
clearing land mines left over from civil wars. Because of this shift in
Princess Diana's representation, it can be speculated that people
changed how they saw her after learning about her humanitarian
efforts. Similarly, the public opinion of actress Angelina Joline has
shifted along with her representation in the media. At first, she was
seen as a bad girl and home wrecker. But now, the media is
focusing more on her work with children and overseas
volunteering.
Another technique used by the media that is gaining more
research is priming, which is defined as the way a person's
understanding of a concept is affected by various aspects, including
personal values and political attitudes (Domke, Shah, & Wackman,
1998). In their study, the researchers argued that the media's
coverage of political issues could affect mental cognitions (Domke
et al., 1998). In other words, the framing of certain issues by the
media can affect public perception and public opinion. By studying
evangelical Christians and university undergraduate students'
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opinions about politicians, they found that the media presentation
of various issues creates a priming effect on the way a candidate is
perceived by the public (Domke et al., 1998).
Conclusions
The current research provides overwhelming support for the
notion that the media influences people. As seen in the first section,
the media is notorious for using various types of techniques to gain
attention from its viewers. It is interesting to see that something as
simple as the placement of music during the background of a
newscast can influence how much a person remembers from the
story. But when applied to the public, it is the reason that people
rely on a certain station more than others. These media techniques,
especially the research concerning a newscaster's voice and relation
to the emotion it elicits from a viewer, can be one reason why NBC
anchor and host of the Today show Katie Couric is extremely
popular with viewers.
But as discussed, criticism has emerged that the media's
focus on crime-related stories has led to an increase in fear among
viewers. There are two sides to the discussion because as Young
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(1999) explained, viewers rate crime-related stories as more
important. Additionally, these findings provide support for
Aitheide and Michalowski's (1999) findings that the use of the
word "fear" itself has drastically increased in the past years. The
other side to the argument that the media creates fear in its viewers
is that with the increase in coverage of crime-related stories, people
believe more crime is occurring, when in fact, the crime rates have
remained constant (Romer et al., 2003).
Many critics also believe that the media is too liberal and
misrepresents the facts. However, these perceptions arise from
conservatives and Republicans, who do not support certain topics,
such as gay marriage and abortion, that the media covers (Lee,
2005). Consequently, there is evidence that if someone is skeptical
of the media, then they are likely to depend on nontraditional
media sources (Tsfati, 2003; Tsfati & Cappella, 2003).
In a different spectrum is the media's involvement with
politics. The research presented showed that the media is accurate
in discussing the major issues of campaigns. Furthermore, for local
and national elections, it is apparent that paying more attention to
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the media will result in a person being more knowledgeable about
the candidates and their viewpoints (Moy et al., 2004; Kim et al.,
2005). Finally, there is strong support for the idea that when the
media changes the angle of a story, it will result in a person having
a different perception of the story's focus (Domke et al., 1998).
An immediate effect of the media techniques is the thirdperson effect. Although people do not believe that they are as easily
influenced as others are, the research presented provides immense
support to refute this belief. People may say that they are not
influenced by what is on television or in the newspapers, but
through the use of dramatic music in the background of a newscast,
people will often switch their attention and buy into what the
media has to offer. The interesting part is not that people are quick
to pay attention to the media, but how they believe that they are
not affected by what is presented. The only evidence to even
slightly contest the third-person effect is the use of public service
announcements. This is because public service announcements are
seen as socially desirable messages (Douglas & Sutton, 2004). Since
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the messages are positive, people are more likely to say that they
influence them.
But as a whole, the present literature review gave insight
into how the media is able to influence public opinion and public
perception. However, this review is only a sample of the current
research from the last ten years because media research is a
developing field. In addition, there is also budding research on the
use of the internet as a news source and its possible effects on the
traditional news sources, newspapers, television and radio.
Future Research on Media Influences
Although this paper discussed much of the current research
on the media's influence on public opinion, there is one main
aspect of the media's influence that was not covered. This paper
focused only on newspapers, television news and radio. But the
Internet is becoming a vital source of news for people by offering a
wide range of news options, such as Google News and Yahoo
Headlines. Instead of buying a newspaper or having to wait until
the evening news, people are able to go online and read up-to-date
breaking news stories. A main feature of Internet news is that there
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are more options as websites are tailored to the specific news that
people want. For example, the Internet news website Google allows
users to focus on specific genres of news that can appear on the
web page.
In an attempt to study people's reliance on traditional news
media outlets and the likelihood of certain types of people
switching to Internet news, Chan (2003) focused on how a person's
lifestyle plays a dominant role in which types of media he utilizes.
Specifically, he theorized there is a relationship between a person's
lifestyle and habit and the type of media he uses (Chan, 2003). His
findings show that single males are more likely to read online
news, especially with audio and visual graphics. Also, the heavy
newspaper reader is more likely to access online news, since it is
more convenient and the online news format is more attractive
(Chan, 2003). Finally, he found the people that listened to the radio
more would be more likely to read online news (Chan, 2003).
Chan's research presents a new perspective as he concludes
that there is a connection between a person's lifestyle and his
traditional and online news habits. However, more research needs
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to be conducted to further support his findings. Chan even states
that it is too early to truly determine how online news will affect
the future of traditional media.
Tewksbury (2003) observed that the average internet user
visits few websites on a daily basis, but these websites are part of a
large media brand. In other words, people use online news, such as
CNN, but this online news is available on television as well
(Tewksbury, 2003). He found these results after he tracked the
online behavior of the average reader and created a profile of the
types of people who view online news through the use of surveys.
The results show that online newsreaders are more likely to
read a newspaper, watch CNN and listen to the radio news, but
were less likely to watch network and local television news
(Tewksbury, 2003). This suggests that online newsreaders are more
likely to be consumers of long-format programming. Tewksbury
also found that half of the average online newsreaders go online to
read about sports and entertainment.
The overall finding from the study is that online news
readers do not choose to read news about public affairs more than
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other news content, such as sports and entertainment. Tewksbury
explains that this finding is notable because the survey was taken
during March, which was during the ongoing issues of 2000
presidential campaign primary election period. He explains that
these findings stem from the fact that people do different activities
online and offline. Another explanation is that online news readers
might not be as interested in public affairs, so they opt to view
other types of news.
Another important aspect of internet news is the use of
hyperlinks, which allow browsers to connect to similar articles.
Ziliman, Chen, Knobloch and Callison (2004) provided research by
surveying participants and tracking their online behavior and
found that the framing of certain stories affected readership. For
the experiment, framing referred to the angle of a story, such as if it
was economic, crime or health related (Zillman et al., 2004). They
also found that when hyperlinks were provided, participants were
likely to explore other types of news stories.
Maybury, Greiff, Boykin, Ponte, McHenry and Ferro (2004) have
begun research to understand the importance of tailored
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newscasting. They have designed a program which allows people
to choose what kinds of stories appear on their computer. By
entering a keyword, participants were able to find specific stories
about what they were looking for. However, since Maybury et al.
are the first to design such a program, more research needs to be
conducted to understand its implications for the traditional news
sources.
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